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The following books are made on the plan of giving a maximum an1ount of practice with a ·minimum
an1ount of theory. Therefore they have received
the hearty commendation of leading educators and scholars.

PRACTICAL ENGLISH.

Hyde's Lessons in English,Book I. For 3rd and 4th years of
school. Contains exercises fur reproduction ,picture lessons, letter
writing, uses of parts of speech, etc.
·35
Hyde's Lessons in English, Book U. For Grammar schools.
Has enough technical grammar for correct use of language.
.6o
HEKRY A. Wrst-:, .':;upt. of Srhools, Baltimore, llld. : "I like them very
much in all respects and think they are fully what you claim for them."
C. B. G IJ.BI~RT, Supt. o.f Sclwols, St. Paul, llfinn. : "I have no hesitation in saying that in my judgment no book~ of the kind are better."
Meiklejohn's English Language. The following two hooks in
one volume. Rea<lahle style. Treats salient features with a
master's skill and with the utmost clearness and simplicity.
r.20
li!RA\I CoRso:.;, Prof. of English, Co7·nell Univer.rity: "[have· examined it very carefully and consider it the best work of the kind, in every
respect, now in use.''
Meiklejohn's English Grammar. Also composition, vcrsi.fica ·
.So
tinn, paraphrasing. etc. Fllr high schools and colleges.
1-'RoF. F. A. \lAKCII, Lnfi7J•dle G'oll~ge: "The best English Grammar
in English."

Do You Want a Good
Civil Government?

-;I

Meiklejohn's History of English Language and Literature.
For high schools and colleges.
A compact and reliable state'
ment of the essentials.
.So
Meiklejohn's History of the English Language. 78 pages,
Part III. of English Language above.
.30
Williams' Composition and Rhetoric by Practice. For high
schools and colleges. Combines the smallest amount of theory
with an abundance of practice. Revised edition.
.90
ENOCH PERRINE, Prof. of Rhetoric, Bucknell Univ. Lewisburg, !',1. :
"It is surely a very great success I wish it were in the hands of pupils who
are preparing for the college work,as it lays a g,1o:l,and best of all,practical
foundation. For this purpose it seems to me to be superior lo any other
which has come to my notice."
Strang's Exercises in English. Examples in Syntax, Accidence,
-35
and Style for criticism at1d correction .
HUBER GRAY BUEHLER,Prilt. Prep. Dept. Pmnsylvrmia Col/., (;d(vsburg: "I should rather have Meiklejohn,supplement~d by these exercises, for
one year's work in review, etc., than anything I have ever seen.''

If so, you ought to see the f~DIA)JA EDITION of t'he A:.\rERICAN CTTIZEN. The Civil GoYernment of Indiana and of the United tates in full, with instruction in training youth in the
principles underlying Civics, Economics and Pvlitics.
I

Cloth, 368 pages.

Introduction price goc.

Send for sample pages.

S!i:NT H\ .MAIL I'OSTPAIT> ON RI~CE!P'I' OF !'RICE.

D. C. HEATH tc CO.,

PuBLISHEHS,

Boston,New York,and Chicago.
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POYIPEII AND VESUVIUS.
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HE Spangler party started at two
P . L yesterday, to visit the ruined
city, Pompeii, and to ascend the volcano
Vesuvius. The day was almost painfully bright, but there was a cool breeze
blowing landward from that bluest of
bays, the Bay of Naples.
We went to Pompeii by train, out
through the villages and olive groves
skirting the bay. A few steps from the
railway station, we pas ed through the
gateway in the wall enclosing the ancient
city. A very polite Italian guide, who
spoke English reasonably well and who
was well informed on the history of the
region, accompanied u . We passed up
the narrow street , over the well worn
pavements that thousand of years ago
echoed the tread of the noble reek
and Romans, who mad this their favorite summer horne.
treet so narrow
that a modern art " ould have trouble
in getting along an l with idewalks only wide enough to admit the pa age of
one per on at a time.
\.t the intersection f the trcet are large circularshaped tepping . t ne
that fo t
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travelers need not step down and up
from the street to the sidewalk in crossing. Grooves are worn in the streets at
these places, showing where the wheel
of the heavy vehicles of former times
have so frequently rolled. .
There are no roofs on the houses now,
of course, simply the outside and the
partition walls are standing. But the
numerous stairways show that many of
the houses were two and three stories
in height. In the houses of the wealthy
are still standing fountains, in the open
courtyard upon which all the rooms of
the house opened. There are no doors
opening upon the streets save the one
entrance door which led into a pa ageway or ve tibule.
o window either,
upon the street side. The ancient h m
was sacred an eclu e 1 from the gaze
of th outside world.
orne of tho e home mu t have been
elegant indeed, for the mo aic ilo r are
till in excellent pre ervation, and the
wall are adorne 1 with fre
e that are
still bright and beautiful.
1arbl
1umns supported the r ofs an the chief
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rooms were adorned with beautiful statuary .
. Only the shops or stores faced the
streets. Above the doorways are yet
seen the signs indicating .the kind of
business that was carried on within.
These signs are either indelibly painted
on the stone walls, or are inlaid in mosaic. At the corners of the principal
business streets may be seen notices of
public meetings to be held.
The bakery still shows the yawning
bake-oven; the winery still contains the
large urn-shaped earthen wine-jars; the
mills where the grain was ground are
still as they were when the great calamity befell the city. Loaves of bread,
fragments of fruits, and handfuls of
grain are now shown in the museum
near the entrance gate. These were all
found in perfect preservation when the
city was excavated, after having been
buried two thousand years.
We paced up and down the great forum or senate-place and imagined we
could see it in its former grandeur, with
its statues and altars to the propitious
gods, and fancied we could hear the
impassioned voices of the Roman senators, reverberating through the lofty
corridors. vVe descended into the orchestra or pit of the great theater where
tragedy was enacted under the clear sky.
We peered into the mysterious dressing
rooms under and behind the stage. Just
beyond this once magnificent building
lies the smaller theater that was roofed
and devoted to comedy only. In close
proxmity are the barracks and parade
ground of the famed Roman soldiers.
The bath houses, once marvels of
beauty and elegance, are perhaps the
best preserved of all. Hot baths, steam
baths, cold baths, and swimming baths
were there, the buildings for the women

and the men being on different streets.
Nothing that skill could devise or money
purchase was wanting to make these
places luxurious, for the bath was the
great assembly place for social enjoyment for the learned and the wealthy of
that ancient time.
As we walked along the deserted
streets, under the blue sky, . and gazed
upon Vesuvius, the mountain now so
quiet, but once the cause of all this desolation, a keen feeling of pity came over
us. Two thousand years ago, happy
people worked or amused themselves
here where we, as happy, now stood.
Unconscious of the dread calamity so
swiftly coming upon them and this fair
city, they planned and hoped and dreamed of days and years of happiness. But
the great cloud of red-hot ashes fell,
choking up the streets and passage-ways
and burning all that could be consumed. Then the torrents of boiling water
poured over the helpless city imbedded
in the burning ashes, solidifying the
mass that for nearly two thousand years
afterward lay untouched and forgotten.
Shortly before sunset, we left the interesting and historic spot, and entered
a train which bore us back a few miles
nearer to Naples. At Resina we left
the train and entered the carriages which
were in waiting to convey us up Mount
Vesuvius to the foot of the inclined railway.
Resina is ~ compact village, as all
Italian villages are. It is built on the
crust of lava that covers Herculaneum,
another city buried when Pompeii was.
But this city was co ered with lava instead of ashes and boiling water · consequently it was more securely buried,
and this modern town, Re ina rests upon it. Excavations of the streets and
some of the houses have been made, but
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to go through these is like going through
a cavern, and gives but littl.e idea of
how Herculaneum was in its time of life
and prosperity.
Our ride up the narrow and steep
streets of Resina was both annoying and
amusing. It was the twilight hour. The
Italians, free from the labor of the day,
thronged the streets, laughing, talking,
singing, or buying at the market places.
Hundreds of dirty, half-naked children,
seeing us and divining that we were
tourists, swarmed upon, around and under the carriages, turning somersaults
on th~ hard stones of the streets and
begging pathetically.
Each carriage
was drawn by three horses all abreast
and with many tinkling bells upon the
harness. These bells served to notify
the people in advance of our approach.
Mothers and fathers stood upon the
narrow idewalks and encouraged their
offsprings in the dangerous begging performances. The wheels of the carriages
almost rolled over them and the feet of
the horses could hardly avoid stepping
upon them, but still they persistently
clung and tumbled and begged. Italy
is a nation of beggars. We realized
that the moment we crossed the boundary line from Austria. Hut it had not
so fully impressed itself upon u anywhere else in Italy as in this ride.
One child wearing only a short calico
apron, and with a form and .face so
beautiful that he might have served for a
sculptor model, followed us persistently for nearly a m ile.
Running ahead,
turning a omersault upon rough stone ,
then clinging to the carriage and climbing upon it begging in the mo t mu ical of voice the ten er
ympathetic
heart of our mo t chivalrou gentleman
wa o wrou ht u1 on that coin aft r
oin lipped from hi dee pocket into

the dirty but exquisitely shaped hand
of that little Italian Apollo.
Fin;:tlly, their clamoring ceased, they
went back do.wn into the town and we
drove on up into the stillness and beauty
of the olive-groves and vineyards on the
lower slopes of the slumbering volcano.
Just as we left the last villa, three Italian musicians stepped forth and played
the mandolin, flute, and violin, and sang
airs from the finest operas. They kept
step with our horses and filled the air
with music. Many a time in America
have we paid good sums to hear music
of far less merit than this was. For a
long distance up the narrow road they
went with us, and when we gave them a
few coins, thanked us repeatedly, and
played and sang again.
At length, when twilight had merged
fully into night, we were left alone to continue the long, toilsome ride up the oun~ain.
The stillness was broken only by
the tinkling of the bells upon the horses
as they bravely stepped along up
e
steep, winding road. We talked softly
or turned alternately to gaze at the moon light that fell upon the blue waters of
the enchanting bay below us, or up at
the mountain that stood so clearly outlined against the grey sky above u . At
every turn in the winding road, the view
increased in beauty. The vineyards
and olive groves were left behindt. The
stunted bushc and evergreens in their
turn sank below us. Rugge rna ses of
lava were about u on every han , while
far above us shone, like star , the light
of the electric railway.
everal times
in thi part of our ride, vender f fruits
and drinks sprang out from among the
r cks an temptingly offered their ware .
ne per istent fellow topped th
arriagcs, and ha a parkling o a rink
down the throats f three f our party
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almost before they realized what 'they
were doing. He then frantically gesticulated and exclaimed and almost wept
because he was not paid three times the
value of the cooling draught.
Shortly before eleven o'clock, our
carriages drew up in front of a small
house. Two soldiers and a road official
appeared. Our tickets were given to
the official, the guards sprang out into
the road-way to protect us from possible molestation by straggling marauders,
and on we went to the railway station a
short distance above. Here, a comfortable hotel and the station and engine
house occupy a sort of plateau or level
space.
Descending from the carriages we entesed the hotel, obtained a drink of cool
water, put stockings over our shoes to
protect them from the cinders while
climbing, and then made our way out
to the railway car, to be carried up
eight hundred twenty feet farther on the
v lcano. We seated ourselves in the
open car and shivered in the strong, cold
wind that, up there, blew with considerable force. Vve wore no wraps because they would be greatly in our way
when we began the final ascent.
lowly and carefully the car moved upward.
At intervals along the railway were
poles on which electric lights flashe .
As the car passed each of these, the
light was extinguished, probably as a
signal to the engineer below that the
car had pa sed that point in afety.
There were no urves in the track · it
wa traight from bottom to top, and
anything more nearly perpendicular in
raih ay it would be hard to conceive
of. \ e looked upon the a he and
stones overing the almost verti al ide
of that volcano and wondered whether
we would ha e be n wiser to try to limb

instead of ride. But in twelve minutes,
we were at the upper railway station,
and with a feelingof comparative relief
we stepped from the car to the narrow
platform. Comparative relief because
we knew not what peril might be in
store for us yet before the night ended.
At this station, each of us four ladies
was provided with a stalwart guide whose
duty it was to help us in climbing up
the remaining four hundred feet to the
rim of the crater. A man with a huge,
flaring pine torch led the way; an officer of the road accompanied us; and we
sallied forth. The stars were shining
over our heads but we did not see them
because we had all we could do to maintain our footing in the shifting stones
and ashes, and the wind blew the fine
dust furiously into our faces. vVith
. mouths closed and eyes nearly so, we
pushed on. My guide and I started
bravely up after the torch bearer. In
less than five minutes, we were told to
go more slowly because some of the
other ladies of the party could not move
so rapidly up over the toilsome path.
But my guide being Italian, could not
understand me when I told him to slacken his pace, and dragged me on as rap idly as before. Numbers of guides who
were not in the employ of the railway
company pu bed themselves again t the
various members of the party striving
to force us to take their aid al o.
ut
we had been previously warned again t
this, and de lined their en·ices.
ne
f llow o r solutely planted him elf in
in my path that I wa compelled to top
and appeal to the officer to drive him
awa . They pu hed rope into our
hand , that they might force u to let
them pull us up but we r wded them
a ide and truggle on till we reached a
lo' place between the h o cone for
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Vesuvius is a sort of double peaked volcano, one cone being considerably lower than the other. At this spot we halted, gasping and puffing and crying all
at once, for the hot, sulphurous smoke
and vapor blew down upon us from the
upper crater, and we were almost exhausted by our anluous climbing. Our
hearts throbbed painfully with the exertion and the altitude, our eyes and throats
smarted from the sulphurous bath of
vapor. One of the ladies exclaimed
"I'm dying." But in a few moments
the wind quieted somewhat, the vapor
cleared away, and there at our feet
yawned a great gulf of fiery lava, glowing and throbbing in the darkness, and
sending up its ruddy light against the
sky. It was a recent opening in the low
place between the two cones and we
gazed into it with a feeling of fascination mingled with fear.
Soon the guide turned to make the
final ascent to the rim of the great crater. The ashes were hot and deep. We
sank into them up to our knees, slipping
backward almost a rapidly as we moved forward. But the top wa reached
at length, and we stuod,at mi lnight, on
the quivering rim of the crater of Mount
Ve. u ius. \Ve p red down into the
depth of that bowl-shaped, awful opening, but dense cloud f vapor ' ere s
\ iftly a cending that we could ee but
dimly the fire of that eething b iling
rna
of lava.
harp li htning-lik
flame darted about through the vapor,
but di l not ri ·e above the rim f the
crater.
\\ e oulcl hear the labor
boilin and ur rri n
f the fiery rna· ;
we ould feel the trembling f th reat
mountain on ' ho e ummit we tood,
four th u an feet a ve the ea at it
ba e. Had the volcano been in violent
a tion we would not have are to a -

cend to that perilous place. vVe were
thankful for its quietude, but we did
not care trust.it long. Plunging down
into the steep crust of ashes forming
this highest cone, we were, in an incredibly short time, back between the cones,
gazing again into the glowing furnace
we had first seen. Drawing a fresh
breath, we pushed our way through the
sulphurous vapor, around to what is
called the old crater. Here the stones
were hot beneath our feet, and in their
crevices the fire still smoldered with a
dull red light. Here dozens of stray
guides again crowded about u , offering
-for a consideration of course-to put
some coins into the hot lava for us to
take home as souvenirs. But when we
had gratified our curiosity by looking at
this once dangerous place, we turne
our hot feet towards the path leading
down to the railway station. Heated,
tired, and dazed, we arrived there, an
taking leave of our guide who had served us so faithfully, we entered the car
for the descent.
\Vhat a view lay above an 1 below u .
The young moon had long ago set; the
innumerable stars glittered above our
heads; above us and behind u t wered
the one of the trea herous v l an ;
the light from the great fi ure in its
id reddene then rthern ky. el w
us lay the ities' ith milli ns of t\ inkling li rhts, like diamond in the ir 1 t
about the bay, while far ut lay the
mooth 1editerranean, 1 ea efully ro kin r a if in slumber.
' r 1· f mine
an 1 ju tice t the view n r tell fit
effe t ur n u .
ilently ur car m vecl
over the ~ep tra k; one
ele tri light ab ve us \ er
e l · and ' e, at la t, like h

•
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upon the solid earth. Gladly we left
the lower station and hurried over to the
snug hoter where a good washing removed the sulphur and smoke from our
hands and faces, and a delicious warm
supper restored us to the state of comfortable mortals.
At half past one in the morning, we
entered the carriages for the long drive
down the remainder of the mountain.

Another man with another torch ran
ahead of the horses to enable the drivers to see the winding way; the guards
again walked before us to protect us
from molestation: and so we went back
down to civilization. At half past four,
in the rapidly advancing light of a new
day, we drove up to the door of our
hotel in Naples, and the eventful trip
was ended.

EDUCATIONAL PICTURES IN LITERATURE.
HUBERT

M.

FRANCOIS de Salignac, son of the
Marquis of Fenelon, was born in
his father's baronial castle in what is
now department of Dordogne, France,
in r651. He was carefully educated for
the church, and at the age of twenty was
perhaps the most eloquent pulpit orator
in Paris. Appointed to re-establish the
power of the church in a district which
had become largely protestant, he was
distinguished for his moderation in
speech and in action. After serving in
various positions of ecclesiastical preferment, he was made Archbishop of
Cambray. He died in 1715. His life
and death were a beautiful exemplification of Christian character. King Louis
XIV., who had persecuted him with expressions of ill-will, exclaimed,on learning of the archbishop's death, "Alas,
we have lost him, when we require him
most!" Fenelon's greate:it service to
mankind grew out of his appointment
-at the age of thirty-eight-to be tutor
to the young Duke of Burgundy, grandson of the king, and heir presumptive
of the throne of France. The tutor's
task was such as comes to but few. He
developed his idea of a school of one

II.

SKINNER.

pupil in the composition of a prose epic,
which is unique in literature. Taking
for his subject Telemaque (the son of
Ulysses, the Greek hero) who is represented by Homer as having for his
guardian the sage Mentor- an incarnation of the goddess Athena- Fenelon
follows the young prince in a tour of
the ancient world, and weaves into his
story the lore of ancient epics and tragedies. The "Telemaq ue" became a sort
of secular "Pilgrim's Progress", and was
read and admired in every European
nation. It is the classic model of a
large class of writings. In our own
country Jacob Abbott, who has largely
influenced American character and ed ucation, availed himself of the idea of
the work to write various series of books
of travel, in which he pro trayed the
mental and moral training of suppositious youths, each pursuing his travels
and his studies under th e care of an
elder companion, or mentor. Fenelon's
success as a tutor has been thus described.
"Confidence create r esponsibility ·
and the more hono rable the circumstances which disting ui sh any trust con-
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ferred on the individual, the greater must educational world the archbishop's labor
be his solicitude to discharge it in such of love is a legacy of great moral powa manner as not to disappoint the ex- er and beauty.
pectations of others. But this feeling
CHARACTERIZATION.
was among the least of those difficulties
which Fenelon had undertaken to surThe Telemaque of the celebrated
mount. The prince whose moral as well archbishop of Cam bray is a work of such
as literary education he was appointed reputation that it would be scarcely less
to conduct had attained to ah age at absurd to recommend it than to recomwhich the human disposition is in some mend the writings of Homer and Vergil.
measure fixed; when the passions, in- It holds the first class among the moral
flamed by early indulgence, have be- works of imagination in France ; it has
come obstinate through habit. His pu- passed through innumerable editions;
pil, who had already learned his indi- art has been exhausted to adorn it, and
vidual importance in the state, and who learning to illustrate its beauties; it has
seemed in imagination a monarch, was been translated into every language in
haughty, presumptuous, irritable, un- Europe, the Turkish not excepted, and
tractable, confident of being right, un- there are no less than five translations
accustomed to contradiction, and im- of it in our own. To translate it, inpatient of control. He found himself deed, is easy; but to translate it so as
born to dictate obedience to others, and to give it the same rank in a foreign
accordingly viewed himself as exempt- language that it holds in the original, is
-Dr. Hawkesworth.
ed from any necessity to regulate and difficult.
Born at the beginning of the second
govern his own inclinations. Fenelon,
however, had prepared the only system half of the great century which he servof tuition calculated to affect and im- ed in no small measure to render illusprove. He aimed not merely at scien- trious, Fenelon was one of the last reptific instruction, but at moral amelio- resentatives of that classic epoch, and
ration-he aspired to the formation of he preceded Louis XIV to the tomb by
character. His first step was to touch only a few months. Member of the
the heart of his royal disciple, and then French Academy, Archbishop of Camto acquire his esteem and confidence. bray, the illustrious writer owes to his
He knew that a preceptor must seek to immortal "Telemaque" his characteribe loved, if he would be listened to with zation as ''the Raciue of Prose." This
delight. He therefore divested teach- chef d'oeuvre of poetic style, of morals,
ing oi its formality, and rendered that and of politics, was composed for the
at first desirable, which should at last edacation of the Duke of Burgundy, of
be considered indispensable. He was whom Fenelon was the worthy preceptor.
* * His ables, full f el uence, of
the 1entor of his Telemaque. ''
Perhap no compilation of literature grace, and of naturalness, as al o his
ialogue of the ead,' here lofty morrelating to school-masters would be conal
lessons are concealed under familiar
sidered representative that should omit
and
intere ting di cussions of illustrious
the inimitable classic of Fenelon. The
personages
of history, were to the same
school of one pupil may often prove the
end.
Fenelon
is the first of all the
most difficult to teach aright. To the
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French prose writers, by reason of his
pure, flowing, harmonious style, full of
grace and of imagination.
-Edward H. Magill.
The School of One Pupil.

(Selected from Telernaque.)
Principal Personages.

TELEMAQUE, or Telemachus, a youth
of sixteen years (the son of Ulysses,
King of Ithaca) who is traversing the
seas in search of his father, whom he
has not ·seen since early infancy.
MENTOR, the companion of Telemaque,in appearance an elderly man; in
reality, the disguised goddess Athena
(Minerva), who is the guardian of the
youth.
·
CALYPSO, an inferior divinity of the
Greeks (fabled to reign over the isle of
Ogyges), whose unhappy love for
Ulysses and Telemaque-who were suecessively shipwrecked upon her shoretempted them to remain away from
home and from duty.
Calypso was unable to console herself for the departure of Ulysses; and
she regretted her immortality, as that
which could only perpetuate affliction,
and aggravate calamity by despair. Her
grotto no more echoed with the music
of her voice; and her n~mphs waited
at a distance with timidity and silence.
he often wandered alone along the borders of her island, amid t the luxuriance
of a perpetual spring j and the beauties
that bloomed around her, instead of
soothing her grief, only impressed more
strongly upon her mind the memory of
Ulys e , who had been so often the companion of her walks.
ometime. he
tood motionless upon the beach · and
while her eyes were fixed on that part
of the horizon where the lessening bark

of the hero had at length disappeared,
they overflowed with tears. Here she
was one day surprised by the sudden appearance of a shipwreck.
Broken
benches and oars lay scattered about
upon the sand; and a rudder, a mast,
and some cordage were floating near the
shore. Soon after she perceived at a
distance two men, one of whom appeared to be old, and in the other, altholJgh
a youth, she discovered a strong resemblance to Ulysses; the same benevolence
and dignity were united in his aspect,
his stature was equally tall, and his port
majestic. The goddess knew immediately that this was Telemaque, but notwithstanding the penetration of divine
sagacity, she could not discover who
was his companion; for it is the prerogative of superior deities to conceal
whatever they please from those of a
lower class, and it was the pleasure of
Minerva, who accompanied Telemaque
in the likeness of Mentor, to be concealeel from Calypso. Calypso, however,
rejoiced in the happy shipwreck, which
had restored Ulysses to her wishes, in
the person of his son.
he advanced
to meet him ; and affecting not to know
him,
"How hast thou presumed," said she,
"to land on this island? Knowest thou
not, that from my dominions no daring
intruder departs unpunished?'
By this menace she hoped to conceal
the joy which glowed in her bosom, and
which he could not prevent from sparkling in her countenq.nce,
"Who.ever thou art," replied Telemaq ue ''whether thou art indeed a godr
de , or whether, with all the appearance of di inity, thou art yet mortal,
canst thou regard with insen ibility the
mi fortune of a on who, committing
hi life to the aprice of the' inds an
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waves in search of a father, has suffered shipwreck against these rocks ? "
"Who, then, is thy father, whom thou
seekest ?" enquired the go ddess."
"He is one of the confederate kings,"
answered Telemaque, "who, after a siege
of ten years, laid Troy in ashes ; and
his name is Ulysses-a name which he
has rendered famous by his prowess,
and yet more by his wisdom, not only
through all Greece, but to the remotest
boundaries of Asia. This Ulysses, the
mighty and the wise, is now a wanderer
on the deep, the sport of tempests which
no force can res[st, and the prey of dangers which no sagacity can elude. His
country seems to fly before him. Penelope, his wife, despairs at Ithaca of his
return; and I, though equally destitute
of hope, pursue him through all the
perils that h~ has passed, and seek him
upon every coast. I seek him, but alas!
perhaps the sea has alr~ady closed over
him for ever ! 0 goddess, compassion
upon our distress; and if thou knowest
what the fates have wrought, either to
save or to destroy Ulysses, vouchsafe
this knowledge to Telemaque, his son!''
Such force of eloquence, such maturity of wisdom, and such blooming
youth, filled the bosom of Calypso with
astonishment and tenderness. he gazed upon him with a fixed attentivn; but
her eyes were still unsatisfied, and she
remained some time silent. At length
she said,"We will acquaint Telemaque with
the adventures of hi father but the story
will be long· it is now time that you
should repair by rest that strength which
bas been exhausted by labor. I will receive you to my dwelling, as my son;
you shall be my comfort in thi solitude;
an if you are not voluntarily wretched,
I will be your happiness."
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Telemaque followed the goddess, who
was encircled by . a crowd of young
nymphs, among whom she was distinguished by the superiority of her stature,
as the towering summit of a lofty oak is
seen in the midst of a forest, above all
the trees that surround it.
He was
struck with the splendor of her beauty,
the rich purple of her long and flowing
robe; her hair, that was tied with graceful negligence behind her, and the vivacity and softness that were mingled in
her eyes. Mentor followed Telemaque,
modestly silent, and looking downward.
When they arrived at the entrance of
the grotto, Telernaque was surprised to
discover, under the appearance of rural
simplicity, whatever could captivate the
sight. There was, indeed, neither gold
nor silver, nor yet marble ; no decorated columns, no paintings, no statues
were to be seen; but the grotto consisted of several vaults cut in the rock ;
the roof was embellished with shells and
pebbles, and the want of tapestry was
supplied by the luxuriance of a young
vine, whiGh extended its branches equally on every side. Here the heat of the
sun was tempered by the freshness of
the breeze; the rivulets, that with soothing murmurs wandered through meadows of intermingled violet an amaranth, formed innumerable baths that
were pure and transparent as cry tal ;
the verdant carpet which nature had
spread round the grotto was adorne
with a th usand flowers; and at a small
distance there was a w od of tho e trees
that in every season unfold new bl ssoms, which diffuse ambr sial fragran e,
and ripen into gollen fruit. In lhi
wood, which was impervi us to th ray
of the sun, an heightened the beauty
of the a ljacent meadow by an agree a le op o ition of light and hade,
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nothing was to be heard but the melody
of birds or the fall of water, which, precipitating from the summit of a rock,
wa. dashed into foam below, where,
forming a small rivulet, it glided hastily over the meadow.
The goddess, having displayed this
profusion of beauty to Telemaque, dismissed him.
"Go, now," said she, "and refresh
yourself, and change your apparel,
which is wet. I will afterwards see you
again, and relate such things as shall
not only amuse your ear, but also affect your heart."
She then caused him to enter, with
his friend, into the most secret recess
of a grotto adjoining to her own. Here
the nymphs had already kindled a fire
with some billets of cedar, which perfumed the place, and had left change
of apparel for the new guests. Telemaque, perceiving that a tunic of the
finest wool, whiter than snow, and a purple robe richly embroidered with gold,
were intended for him, contemplated the
magnificence of his dress with a pleasure into which young minds are easily
betrayed.
Mentor perceived his weakne s, and
reproved it.
"Are these, then'', said he "0 Telemaque, such thoughts as become the
son of Ulys e ? Be thou rather, studious to appropriate the character of
thy father, and to surmount the per ecutions of fortune. The youth who,
like a vain woman love to adorn his
per on, has renounced all claim to wi dom and to rrlory. Tlory i due to tho e
only, wh lare to a ociate with pain,
and haYe trampled pleasure under their
feet.'
Telemaque answered with a sigh " 1ay the god destroy me rather

than suffer me to be enslaved by voluptuous effeminacy l No ; the son of
Ulysses shall never be seduced by the
charms of enervating and inglorious
ease. But how gracious is Heaven, to
have directed us, destitute and shipwrecked, to this goddess or mortal, who
has loaded us with benefits !"
"Fear, rather," replied Mentor, "lest
her wiles should overwhelm thee with
ruin ; fear her deceitful blandishments
more than the rocks on which thou has
suffered shipwreck ; for shipwreck and
death are less dreadful than those pleasures by which virtue is subverted. Believe not the tales which she shall relate.
The presumption of youth hopes all
things from itself, and, however impotent, believes it has power over every
event: it dreams of security in the midst
of danger,and listens to subtlewit without suspicion. Beware of the seducing
eloquence of Calypso, tnat mischief
which, like a serpent, is concealed by
the flowers under which it approaches.
Dread the latent poison. Trust not
thyself, but confide implicitly in my
counsel."
They then returned to Calypso, who
waited for them · and her nymphs, who
were dressed in white, and had their hair
braided, set before them a repast which,
though it was simple and consisted only
of such game as they had either taken
with their nets or killed in the chase,
was yet of exquisite taste, and served
up with the utmost elegance. \Vine,
more richly flavored than nectar, was
poure from large silver vases, and
parkled in cups of gold that were
wreathed with flower · and ba kets
were heaped with all the variet) of fruit
that i promi tel by pring and be towed by autumn. In the mean time four
of the attendant nymph began to sing.
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Their first theme was the battle of the
gods and Titans ; then they celebrated
the loves of Jupiter and Semele; the
birth of Bacchus, and his education under old Silenus ; the race of Atalanta,
with Hippomenes, whom she conquered with golden apples that were gathered in the gardens of the Hesperides.
The wars of Troy were reserved to the
last; the prowess and the wisdom of
Ulysses were extolled with all the hyperbole of praise, and the principal nymph,
whose name was Leucothoe, to the harmonious voices of the chorus joined the
music of her lyre. When Telemaque
heard the name of his father, the tears
which stole down his cheeks added new
lustre to his beauty; but Calypso, perceiving that he was too sensibly touched,
and neglected to eat, made a signal to
her nymphs, and they immediately
changed the subject to the battle of the
Centaurs .with the Laphithre, and the
descent of Orpheus to bring back his
Eurydice from Hades.
When the repast was ended, Calypso
took Telemaque aside, and addressed
him thus, "Thou seest, 0 son of the great
Ulysses, with what fav..:>r I have received thee. Know that I am immortal.
No human foot profanes this island unpunished ; nor could even shipwreck
have averted my indignation from thee,
if my heart were not touched with more
than thy misfortunes. Thy father was
equally di tinguished by my favor; but
alas! he knew not how to improve the
advantage. I detained him long in this
asylum; and here he might have live 1
forever, in a state of immortality with
me; but a fond desire of returning to
his wr tche 'island blinded him to the
pro pect of superior felicity.
Thou
seest what he has lost for Ithaca, a
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country to which he can never return.
He resolved to leave me, and departed;
but a tempest revenged the insult, and
the vessel in which he was embarked,
having been long the sport of the storm,
was at last swallowed up in the deep.
Let this example influence thyconduct.
All hopes of again seeing thy father, and
of succeeding to his throne, are now at
an end; but do not too deeply regret
his loss, since thou hast found a goddess, who offers thee superior dominion,
and more permanent happiness."
Calypso, perceiving that it was not
now her interest to press him further,
feigned to participate in his sorrow, and
to regret the fate of Ulysses; but that
she might gain a more perfect knowledge of the means by which his affections were to be engaged, she inquired
the particulars of his shipwreck, and by
what accident he had been thrown upon
her coast.
"The story of my misfortunes," said
he "will be too long."
"However long," said Calypso, "I
am impatient to hear it; indulge me,
therefore, without delay." Telemaque
often refused; but she continued her
solicitations, and at length he complierl.
"I set out from Ithaca to inquire aft r
my father, of those princes who had returned from the siege of Troy. The
suitors of Penelope, my mother, wer
surprised at my departure, be a use from
them, whom I knew to be perfi lious, I
had concealed my purpose; but neither
estor, whom I saw at I yl s, norM n laus, who received me with affection at
Lacedemon, knew whether my father
wa among the living or the clcad. I
wa at length impatient of perpetual
uspense and un rtainty and theref re
f rmed a resoluti n to go int
ily
whither my father wa sail to have een
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driven by contrary winds.
But the
prudence of Mentor, who is here the
companion of my fortunes, opposed the
execution of so rash a design, by representing my danger, on the one hand
from the Cyclops, the gigantic monsters
who riot upon human flesh, and on the
other from the fleet of .JEneas and the
Trojans, who were hovering about those
coasts. 'The Trojans,' said he, 'are
irritated against all the Greeks; but,
above all, against Ulysses, whose son,
therefore, they would rejoice to destroy.
Return, then, to Ithaca; perhaps your
father, who is beloved by the gods, may
have returned already; but if Heaven
has decreed his death, if he shall see
Ithaca no more, it is fit that you return
to avenge him, and to deliver your
mother ; to display your wisdom to attending nations, and to let all Greece
behold in Telemaque a sovereign not
less worthy of the throne than Ulysses.'
This counsel, which was the voice of
reaso~, I rejected, and listened only to

the suggestions of my passions; but
such was the affection of my friend that
he embarked with me for that ~oyage,
which, in the folly of my presumption,
I undertook contrary to his advice;
and the gods, perhaps, permitted the
fault, that the calamity which it drew
upon me might teach me wisdom."
While Telemaque had been speaking,
Calypso had attentively considered
Mentor, and was suddenly chilled with
astonishment. She imagined that she
pP.rceived in him something more than
human ; and not being able t;o resolve
the perplexity of her thoughts into any
probable determination, the presence
of this inscrutable being continued to
agitate her mind with suspicion and
dread. But fearing yet more that her
confusion should be perceived,
''Proceed," said she to Telemaque,
"to gratify my curiosity;" and Telemaque accordingly continued his story.
(To be continued.)

THE CAUSE OF EARTHQUAKES.
H. N. liUTCHINSON.
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ECENT investigations have shown
that terra firma is a phrase indicating a condition of things which,
scientifically, has no existence. The
crust of the earth is in a state of constant movement. Geologists have begun to study systematically the phenomena of earth-movements of all kinds,
and some of the results are such as
cannot fail to interest even the general
reader. 'Ve all have a stake in the con·
dition of our planet. However, tho e
who live in a region seldom visited by
earthquakes are apt to overlook the im-

port..mce of the subject. "Out of sight
is out of mind," but as new methods of
investigating and recording earth-tremors, or throbs, are invented, these things
are brought more prominen~ly before us.
Seismology, or the study of earthquakes,
has lately been making great advances,
and has revealed slight movements, the
existence of which was previou ly unsuspected.
In view of these additions to our
knowledge of an important branch of
natural science we propose to ay a few
words on earthquakes and earth-tre-
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mors of all kinds, dividing the subject
under three heads: (1) Wlzat they are,
(2) What they do, and (3) How tlzey
are caused.
An earthquake has been defined by a
high authority, as a wave or series of
waves, of elastic compression, through
the crust of the earth, in any direction,
and from any given "centre of impulse."
To understand this definition, think of
what takes place when a stone is thrown
into a pool. A disturbance is made at
the place where the stone strikes the
water. ; that spot corresponds to the
"centre of impulse," the particles there
communicating the movement to those
next them, and these in their turn to
others, and so on. In this way a series
of concentric waves is produced, which
get fainter and fainter, until finally they
reach the edge of the pool. This is very
similar to what happens when a subterranean disturbance gives a blow to the
earth's crust, and a series of earthquake
waves is produced from some seismic
centre. But, in both cases, the waves
really travel in spherical shells. These
waves, be it remembered, are due to
wave-motion, like waves of sound, and
are by no means waves of translation.
Each particle of earth merely moves as
the heads of wheat move in a field when
they bend to the wind, and produce
waves which travel across the field before the wind. It is clear that the undulatory movements due to an earthquake shock must strike the surface of
the earth at different angles, according
to the distance of the seismic centre.
Thus, a per on who might happen at the
time to be standing on a s ot in a
vertical line above such a centre would
feel an up and do' n movement and a
block of tone lying near him might be
thrown straight up in the air; but if the
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person were some miles away from this
spot, it is evident that the waves coming
sideways would strike ·him to the ground
he stands on obliquely; and "the angle
of emergence" becomes less and less the
further we recede from the spot lying
just over such a centre. Now, it is
possible, by observing the effects of
earthquakes on buildings, to determine
the direction in which the shock arrived, and to calculate the "angle of emergence." This is done chiefly by studying the cracks produced in buildings,
and making allowance for the circumstances of each case. If, then, this
angle can be ascertained for two places,
and the distance between them is known,
a triangle is obtained, the base of which
is known, and the angles at the base;
hence it is easy to calculate the depth
of the centre of disturbance. Such calculations have been made in several
cases, and the results arrived at are of
considerable interest; for they tell us
that in no case is the seismic centre at
a greater depth than thirty miles. In
some case~ the earthquake has been
found to have originated at a much less
depth. If these results are trustworthy,
as there is reason to think they are, th
conclusion is that earthquake ph nomena are not connected with the deeperseated portions of the mass of the globe,
but with those superficial porti ns c mmonly included in the earth's crust;
and probably with the stratified series
of rocks and their a sociated volcani
and plutonic ro ks, rather than with the
original mass which we believe to have
solidified from a mel ten and highly-heated state.
arthquake waves can be measured
and it i ·found that they are 1uite small,
having amplitude of perhaps nly a few
inches. The crust of the earth vibrat-
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ing in response to a seismic blow may
be compared to a big bell resounding
after its inner surface has been struck
by the clapper. In either case the amplitude o£ the vibrations is capable of
measurement, but the undulatory movements are not visible as we look at a
sounding bell, through a marble suspended by a string and allowed to touch
the bell's rim would at once demonstrate
their existence by oscillating to and fro.
The rebounding marble aptly illustrates
the case of a block of stone being hurled up into the air by an earthquake
wave. It is known that sound travels
with different velocities through different substances, according to their compactness and elasticity. Hence we need
not be surprised to learn that earthquake
shocks have sometimes been heard twice;
once through the solid rock, and so up
to the ear, and again through the air
which transmits the waves more slowly.
Mr. Mallet made some interesting experiments on the velocity of tran mision of wa e due to a blow, through
different substances.
In air the mean velocity of ounclwaves is u38 feet per econd, but it
varic with the atmospheric temperature
and pre ure- in water 4692 feet, and
in a bar of iron 1 1,o4o feet per ccond.
The mo ements of the groun l durin r an
earthquake are of a complicated character. In addition to the two kind of
movement which have generally been
ob ·erved- namely the upward hock
and the long undulati n , 1 readin <r in
all dire tion , like marine wave - mo t
authoritie · haYe added a rotatin rr or
gyratory movement.
Thi
au es a
twi ·ting of the ground which ha not
nl b en
en but felt. Humboldt
ay that in hili thre rr reat palm trt;
w re se n to t\ i ·t r un i one an ther

like willow-wands, after each had swept
a small space round its trunk. Pinnacles of buildings have likewise been
found to be twisted. The noise accompanying an earthquake often resembles
that of an explosion. ince the velocity
is affected by the hardness of the rocks,
it follows that strata containing any
hollows partly break and check the
waves, as stakes driven into a shore
break the force of sea-waves in a storm.
Hence we find that the early Greeks and
Pomans dL1g wells to fortify some of
their cities, and prevent their complete
destruction. In outh America the natives have long ago adopted the same
plan. Springs and natural underground
passages for this reason afford considerable protection to cities which are liable
to be vi ited by earthquakes.
Much ha of late years been learned
regarding seismic rlisturbances by taking
observations which give the direction of
the wave or waves, its velocity (obtained from the exact time at which it reached different places) and the "angle of
emergence" a pre,·iou ~ 1y explained.
The re ult are mapped out, and thus
an ' earthquake hart i made, somewhat re embling the 'weather charts"
published daily in the new papers.
Thi clune, it i · invariably found that
the greate t lestruction i · effected direedy over the "centre of imlul e,'
and the wave run roughly in circle r
in ellip e from uch a central pot.
But the hape · a · mapp~;d out are often
ver irrc ular. This will be due to the
nature of the urface of the round and
f th~.; rock bel w. It appear that in
mountainou countric · like witzerland
and the P ·renee · the reat un ulation
are 1 ropa ated in the irection of the
,·alley
In trikin o- a ain t the tilted
·trata at the ba e · of mountain rna e
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they behave like waves of a river which
dash against a bank, breaking up and
changing their courses, and running
along at the foot of the heights in the
the same direction as the stream of the
valley. Earthquakes, though violent in
their effects, are fortunately of very short
duration. The great Calabrian earthquake lasted barely ten seconds !
We must now pass on to our second
question, and consider the e_ffects of
earthquakes. First, they make many
noises, variously described as resembling explosions of mines, distant artillery, peals of thunder, roar of cataracts, &c. Sometimes the shocks are
felt before they are heard. Take the
famous Lisbon earthquake of 1755·
Towns in Portugal were overthrown, and
places even in Morocco suffered considerable damage. The undulations extended over one-twelfth of the earth's
surface ! Thousands of persons were
killed in Lisbon, and the sea was greatly disturbed. In England, lakes and
pools oscillated to and fro like water in
a basin suddenly tilted. Even Iceland
was affected. The sea ro e in a great
wave round the coasts of Britain, and
ten hours after, the sea round the West
Indies was greatly disturbed. hocks
occurred for some months afterwards.
ometimes, as at Jamaica in 1692,the
sea-waves does more damage than the
land-wave. At Port Royal, zsoo houses
were covered with water to a depth of
33 feet. It i interesting to note the
behaviour of animal before an earthquake. They ·eem to be able to detect
light tremors of the ground which we
our elves do n t notice, aml which rece le earthquake·. Rat an mice leave
their hole . The gr und i fre uently
rent a under an sometime · 1 erma ent
changes of le cl tak place.
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But it is not of the effects of seismic
disturbances that we wish now to speak;
they are well known, and have been repeatedly describerl. Their nature and
origin, though less clearly understood,
afford more interesting matter for a brief
paper such as the present. Let us therefore pass on at once to consider· our
third question: how earthquakes are
caused. It has been shown in wi tzerland that they are more frequent at night
than during the daytime; and during
winter than during summer. Facts uf
this nature seem to indicate that the contraction of rock masses, due to a lowering of temperature, such as absence of
sunlight would involve, is intimately connected with whatever causes are at work
in the earth's crust to produce earthquakes. Such contraction might produce dislocations in the rocks, and the e
would set up vibrations. Again, by
burying charges of gunpowder and guncotton, and exploding them, Prof. Milne
has succeeded in producing, on a small
scale, phenomena closely re ·emblinrr
seismic disturbances. Experiment
f
this nature lead to the conclu ion that
some sudde n blow, or impact, i the
mo t frequent cause of earthquake .
But we must be areful n t t as ·ume
that only one cause exists, and that all
earth 1uakes are dtJe to the same au. c.
vidently thi is not the cas . During
volcanic eruptions, and al o previou
to an eruption, the ground trembles,
and rumblings are heard a · of earth luake ·. In 'wit.terland, avalan hes f
snow in slipping l wn a mo ntain siclc
cause light earth-tremor . The
caional falling down of rreat ma ·c · of
ro k pr lu es similar effe t ·.
'I he di ·tril uti n f carth<ptak · help
t thr w light n thi eli fi ult an I, a yet
rather obscure subject. Thu · they are
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found to be more frequent in mountainous regions than in flat, low countries.
They have a connection also with volcanic regions, but rather an indirect
than a direct one; for it is clear that
earthquakes in general are not clue to
volcanoes or volcanic . phenomena.
orne geologists wrongly considered that
all earthquakes were to be regarded as
incomplete or unsuccessful attempts to
establish a volcano. In other words,
they are not caused by the struggles and
efforts at escape made by superheated
steam retained at high pressure below
the surface of the earth. Steam uncloubtedly is the power chiefly concerned in the production of volcanoes and
of volcanic phenomena. But although
earthquakes are concomitants of volcanic action, they are not to be attributed
generally to the same causes. Volcanoes are associated with great mountain
chains, because it is only along these
lines of weakness in the earth's crustwhere the strata has been contorted,
crumpled, folded, and cracked, over
and over again, on a stupendous scale
- that the masse of heated rock below
the surface, charged as they are with
superheated team at enormous pres ure,
can find relief and come up to the urface.
By burying t lephones and microphone in the earth, it has been found
that slight noises and tremor which
would otherwise never be noticed- un1 s by animals - can be detected.
Transient shi ering · of the earth' cru t
are thu found to be very frequent.
\ here er these little earthquakes occur
the earth end f rth a medley of confu ed ound - racking and nappings
- probably cau ·eel by the ro k creeping toward relief from the train which
urge them to change their po iti n.

Thus we begin to realize that the world
is qui.vering like a mass of jelly ! It is
hardly too much to say that this meth od of observation has enabled us in part
to perceive the constant working of the
great telluric machinery which continually builds our lands ! Between these
tiny movements and those which cause
ordinary earthquakes there is only a
difference of degree. They are essentially of the same nature. By means
of delicate spirit levels, the bubbles of
which move very easily, certain other
movements, called "earth pulsations,"
have been detected by Prof. Milne. All
these phenomena must be taken into account if we wish to find a satisfactory
explanation. Mr. Mallet submitted for
consideration the following possible
causes :-(r) The sudden formation of
steam by water coming in contact with
highly-heated rock; ( 2) The escape of
steam at a high pressure through fissures
in the rocks and its condensation on
reaching the sea; (3) Volcanic explosions; (4) Great fractures and dislocation in the earth's crust, suddenly produced by pressure or contraction, in
any direction. The fir t three of these
suggestions are not sufficient to account
for earthquakes which occur outside
volcanic regions; the last one seems to
upply what is wanted, namely, an explanation which connects earthquake
phenomena with tho e movement of
the cru t of the earth which rai e our
continent ,elevate our mountain chain ,
and afford mean of
cape for biahlyheated rocky matter and a ociated
team from tho e deepl ' buried region
where the internal and e.·ternal portwn
of the earth react upon each other. In
mountain building an l the foldina of
trata we may lo k for the main cau e
of earthquake . It is titanic work,and
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must necessarily involve inrtumerable
snappings and much slipping of rocks
past each other. Probably the slipping
movements-the existence of which is
abundantly proved by the numerous
"faults" so familiar to geologists-took
place graP.ually, that is, only a few inch es at one time; so that a single fracture
may have given rise to hundreds, or
even thousands, of earthquakes. There
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is in mountain building a chance for
many slight shocks with but a small
amount of motion. Ii1 the formation of
such folds as those composing Mount
Blanc the tremors may have been numbered by the million. If earthquakes
are associated with the raising up of
mountains, who shall say that they are
of no use?
- Knowledge.
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THE STORY OF COLUMBUS.
FLORENCE

A.

BLANCHARD.

[The following fine exercise for Columbus Day is taken from the N. E. Journal of Education.]
Have room decorated with flags and picture of
Columbus. Draw on the board map of Spain
and the most western islands in the 15th century,
also draw picture of the ship in which he sailed
and the house in which he died.
[Winsor's
History of Columbus.]
I.
Reading (z"n concert) : - Psalm
CVII., 23-30.
2. Hr ANCESTRY.
All writers have found great difficulty
in mastering the genealogy of Columbus.
A pride in the name of Columbus has
been shared by all who have borne it,
and there h<is been a competition among
many branches of the common sto k to
establish the evidence of their descent
in connection with the greatest name of
the family.
Many pretender have
ari en. It woul be impossible to determine the exact relation hip between
the variou French and Italian ol mbos and Colons of the fifteenth century.
amous though the e mariner were,
there is no evidence t connect them
with the line of hri topher olumbu .

Giovanni Colombo, the grandfather of
the Admiral, lived probably in Quinto
al Mare, a region east of Genoa. It
was this iovanni's son, Domenico, who
came from Quinto, at least as early as
1439, and settled himself in the woolweaver's quarter, so called, in Genoa,
where in due time he owned a house.
From there, he seems to have removed
to avona, where various notarial acts
recognize him, at a later period, a a
Genoese resident in avona.
out
14 4 he returned to
en a, but misfortunes followed him there a el e\ here.
\ hen we lose sight of him in 1494, he
may have heard rumor of the transient
prosperity of his son, and perhaps have
read the marvel u tale f the great di ov ry.
The m ther of olumbus \ as u anna a daughter of iac mo de Fontanarosea, from th Bisagno ountr a region ea t of enoa.
h die in hi
early youth. There were four other
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children, three brothers and one sister.
3· HIS BIRTH A D BIRTHPLACE.
Several dates are given for his birth
covering a range of twenty years, but
the best authority places it in the twelve
months between March 1;5, 1446, and
March 20, 1447. The birthplace of
Columbus yet remains undecided. That
he was a Genoese is not disputed; but
in 1492 Genoa comprised a territory;
and among the small towns in it, or
near it, which have claimed the honor,
may be mentioned Plaisance, Cogoletto,
Cuccaro, Pradello, Finale, Quinto, Milan,
Modena, Savona, and others.
The
claim o~ Genoa stands first and after
Genoa, that of Savona has always received the best recognition. In Cogoletto, a small town about fifteen miles
from Genoa, there is still a house claimed to be the one in which Columbus
was born. But there is no doubt that
he was born in Genoa where
"Gently, as roses die, the day declines;
On the charmt:d air there is a hush the while,
And delicate are the twilight tints that mile
Upon the summits of the ppennines."

The city was slow to claim the honor,
and it was not until about r825 that a
statue was erected to
olumbus in
Genoa. A house in the Vico Dritto
Ponticello, No. 37, has been identified
as the one in which his father lived during the younger year of hristopher'
life. Probably he wa born there. The
city bought the estate in June r 7 and
placed over its door an inscription recording the association of the pot.
4· HI
DV
TAGE .
The wool-comber of
enoa e tablished local chool for the education of
their hildren and hri topher may have
had hi hare of their instructi n. He
acquired the manual dexterity of a good
penman and could draw maps with such

skill that, while in Portugal in later life,
he practiced it for the gaining of a livelihood. For a brief period, not far
from 146o, he may have been at the
University of Pavia, seeking to understand the mysteries of cosmography,
astrology, and geometry. That he had
a broad acquaintance with books,-both
of the elder writers and his contemporaries,-his later life shows. Doubtless
he pursued the trade as weaver with his
father for a time, but in early boyhood,
he began to follow the sea.
5. Singing:-'' peed our Republic."
6. THE AGE 01•' COLUMBUS.
The age of Columbus is almost without a parallel. It saw Martin Luther
burn the Pope's bull. Erasmus was
added to the broadeners of life. Ancient art was revived. Modern art was
represented by Da inci, Michael Angelo, Titian, Raphael, Holbein, and
Durer. Copernicus searched the heavens. The route of the Portuguese by
the African cape and the voyage of
Columbus opened new worlds to thought
and commerce. Article of trade multiplied. A great desire for geographical
knowledge was awakened. The compass and the astrolabe, - an instrument
for reckoning latitude,-had given a
new impulse to navigation. Voyager
were braver and truck boldly out into
the open ea. The art of printing had
ju t come into u e, and books of travel
' ere eagerly read. ::\1arco Polo and
other adventurers returning from the
ea t told wonderful torie of the wealth
of . . iatic citie . enoa, Florence and
enice, commanding the commerce of
the Mediterranean had become enriched by trade with the a t. The journey
ea twa made by caravan to the e
ea, thence on camel · aero the de ert
to the ile, and lastly by hips over the
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Mediterranean to Europe.
The great problem of the age was how .
to reach the East Indies by sea, and thus
give a cheaper route to their rich products.
The discovery of Columbus came in
the ripeness of time.
7· Recitation: "Columbus"-(James
Montgomery);
Longfellow's Poems of Places, Vol. V.
"New E1zgland."
8. THE ALLUREMENTS OF PORTUGAL
ANE HER SEAJ\IANSHIP.
The fame of the Portuguese voyaging out upon the vasty deep, or following the western coasts of Africa had
been for some time a common topic of
talk among the seamen of the Mediterranean. They were reputed to be the
most expert seamen in Europe and many
times had these hardy mariners pushed
boldly out into the Sea of Darkness, as
the Atlantic ocean was then called,
making many discoveries. Prince Henry
the Navigator stands out as the exemplar
of this great age of discovery and he it
was who rendered the career of the
Genoese possible. \Vhat more natural
than thal Columbus, in life's prime,
should have ca ·t his fortunes with that
nation?
9· CoLu~mu. I r PORT GAL.
And August 7 ,. 147 3, we find him in
Lisbon. His brother Bartholomew was
already in that city.
ot long after his
arrival, he married onna Felipa Mu11iz,
thd daughter of a seaman and di tingui . h d navigator, who had been governor of Porto 'anto.
'olumbus re cei ed all his book charts an nautical in trument . Hi a ·sociates were
navigators and seamen,-well ver ed in
all the geographical lore of the ay.
Time ' ent n. He laid hi plan before King John of Portugal, ' ho, being

pleased with the idea, referred it to the
geographers of his court. They pronounced it a visionary scheme. But
the king, thinking there might be truth
in it, had the meanness to dispatch a
vessel secretly to test the matter. The
pilot had the charts of Columbus but
lacked his courage. After sailing westward from Cape Verde Islands for a few
days, and seeing nothing but a wide
waste of tossing \•,raves, he returned, ricliculing the idea.
ro. HIS THEORIES.
Columbus beli~ved that the earth was
round, not a novel idea to all, and that
by sailing west he could reach the East
Indies. His faith was strengthened by
pieces of wood curiously carved, by
trees, and seeds of unknown species, and
especially by the bodies of two men of
strange color and visage which had been
washed on the shores of the Azores,
Maderia, Canary, and ape Verde Islands, - the most westerly land known.
He sought to test the truth. He must
have men and ships. It may be that he
believed himself to be divinely called to
''carry the true faith into the uttermo t
parts of the earth," but the desire to
extend the 'hristian faith to heathen
was often on the lips of lhe discoverers
f the fifteenth century, yet it was never
o powerful but that gold an 1 pearls
male them ea ily forget it.
rr. H1s \VArTI G-Tr u~ .
In the life f every great man, there
is always a "waiting-time." That of
ol•1m u covere 1 a perio l between
1473 and 1487. Thes fourteen years
made possible hi
later career, and
though we w ull like mnch t follow
him through that time, ther are no authenli recor s t give u the fact . It
i said, that he vi ited Gen a. He left
ortun-al secretly, hov ever, in q.84,
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after the death of his wife, taking with
him his son Diego, born sometime between 1475 and I479·
12. CoLUMBUs IN SPAIN.
By what route, or by what means, he
reached Spain, is uncertain, but the
opening scene of his career there, is
found in the picturesque story of the
appearance of a forlorn traveler accompanied by a little boy, and begging
for bread and water for the child at the
gates of the convent of ·Rabida, which
stood on a height within sight of the sea,
not far from the little seaport of Palos.
The friar of the convent was interested in the story he heard, and through
his influence Columbus was enabled to
lay his plan before Ferdinand, king of
Spain. During seven long years, he
importuned the king for a reply. At
last, the learned men of the University
of Salamanca declared the plan too
foolish for further attention. In the beginning C?f February, 1492, he started
to leave Spain for F ranee, when Isabella, finally won to his cause, called
him back. The queen agreed to pledge
her jewels for the money, but her sacrifice was not required, for the treasurer of Aragon and the friends of Columbus advanced the money. After eighteen years of waiting he was ready to
equip his fleet.
I 3· Singing : ''Hail Columbia."
I

4·

THE FLEET.

Though armed with the king's authority, Columbus obtained vessels and sailors with the greatest difficulty. The
boldest seamen shrunk from such a
desperate undertaking. At la t Palos
was im pres ed for two ships. The people of the town assembled in the burch
of St. George while a notary read the
royal commands laid upon them. It
took time for the simple people to di ine

the full extent of such an order and
their reluctance was so great, it was reported to the Court. Even then, not
until Martin Alonzo Pinzon, aided by
his brother,-both navigators,-came
forward did matters straighten. Within
a month three ships were fitted out,not tall, stout ships suc.h as we see lying
at our wharves to-day with their broad
sails, huge wooden sides, and wide decks,
-but small frail crafts called caravels,
not so large as those we see sailing up
and down our rivers and lakes. The
Santa Maria was his flag ship but it
proved a "dull sailor and unfit for discovery." The other two were named
Pinta and Nina. About a hundred men
in ·all, some say ninety and some one
hundred and twenty, were pressed into
service.
IS. DEPARTU RE FROM PALOS.
On Friday morning, August 3, 1492,
a half hour before sunrise, the fleet sailed away
'' ot over violet seas that rise and fall
With whispering winds beneath an eastern sky,"

to the mysterious Islands of the Blest,
but to the distant West, "where the
ocean tumbled down a great hillside.''
I6. Recitation : "Palos"- (Joanna
Baillie);
Poems of Places, by Longfellow- Vol.
14- IS.
q. Singing: "Crawford's National
Hymn."
r8. THE VOYAGE.
'Ve will pass over the many incidents
of that voyage,-the storms and ternpests which they encountered, the delusive appearances of land, the hopes and
fears of the sailor , their excitement and
their dejection, the murmurs and even
mutinou spirit qf the crew when they
determined to throw olumbu overboard. But signs of land began to ap-
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pear. Birds came and rested on the
masts, a large branch from a tree floated by; and even the dullestsailorcould
not fail to believe those signs and their
murmurs were silenced. It is the 2oth
of October and the indications of land
were so strong that at night a double
watch was ordered on the forecastle.
At daybreak, the joyful cry of "Land!"
rang out from the Pinta, the foremost
ship. A shore, green with tropical verdure, lay smiling before them.
I 9· THE LANDING.
Clumbus, dressed in a military suit of
scarlet embroidered with gold, and attended by his men, stepped upon the new
world, Friday, October 21, 1492, and
planting the cross, took possession of
the country in the name of Ferdinand
and Isabella.
Much discussion has been made as to
what was the land discovered. In the
qth and 18th centuries the claims of
San Salvador or Guanahani were urged.
Modern research has chosen Watling's
Island. Columbus supposed that he
had reached the islands lying off the
eastern coast of India, and therefore
called the dark-hued natives, Indians.
They crowded the shore, and gazed on
the spectacle with awe, supposing the
ships to be huge white winged birds,
and the Spaniards to have come from
heaven. How soon they were undeceived .
zo. RECITATION.-"The First Voyage of Columbu . ' Longfellow's Poems
flj Places Vol. I., " ew England."
2I. RETUR~ T
ECEPTJO .
short stay wa made at uanahani,
Cuba, and Hayti or Hispaniola, as the
paniards calle it.
ther island were
visited in the vain hope of ecuring
riental treasures.
t last urged by
his crew,
olumbu relinqui bed the

search and leaving thirty-five of his
men as a colony on Hispaniola, on the
1s.t of January, 1493, turned his vessels
homeward. A violent storm on the return voyage threatened his frail ships
with destruction, but it abated and after being driven to Lisbon, the shattered vessels sailed into the port of Palos.
His reception was flattering in the extreme. The whole nation took a holiday. The king and queen were dazzled
by their new and sudden acquisition.
As Columbus told them of the beautiful
land he had discovered, its brilliant
birds, its tropical forests, its delightful
climate, and above all its natives waiting to be conve1·ted to tlte Cltristian fait It,
they sank upon their knees, and gave
God thanks for such a signal triumph.
22. His Dow~FALL.
Enemies arose on every side. erious
charges were made against him. Complaints were made of his management
at Hispaniola and he returned to Spain
to plead his own cause before the throne
and was once more received into favor.
But the clouds thickened. His repeated stories of the wonderful richness of
the region had done their work. The
gold had not been foun .
n his third
voyage to Hispaniola, while regulating
the affairs of the colony, he was interrupted by the arrival of o adilla, whom
the parrish soverigns had inve ted with
power to examine into his con uct, and,
if needful, supersede him in the command. Columbus was sent back to pain
in hains.
ec. I7, I soo, he was delivered from irons and held hi first interview with hi
overeigns. He repelled the charge , but his r· ht were
never re tore .
23. Hr. LA. T Y AR •
\Ve can fin only pity for his la t
year .
roken in irit almo t help-
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less of limb, he passed his last years in
want. Isabella died and the king not
being interested in Columbus, the latter
gave up hopes for himself but on his
sick bed pleaded for his son. We read
of his conference with and advice to
Vespucius, with whose fame his own is
so sadly conjoined.
The making of his will was his last
act. On the next day he partook of
the sacrament and uttering,-"Into thy
hands, 0 Lord, I commit my spirit,"breathed his last May 2o, I5o6, ip. the
city of Valladolid. The home No. 7,
Calle de Celon is still shown to travelers.

25.

PERSONAL

APPEARANCE

AND

CHARACTER.

It is not easy to draw a picture that
his contemporaries would surely recognize, but let us think of him as he stood
on San Salvador,--a man of impressive
statue with lofty, not to say austere,
bearing; his face long, his cheek bones
high , his nose aquiline, eyes a light
gray, complexion fair with freckles,
hair once reddish, but then turned gray.
His favorite garb seems to have been
the frock of a Franciscan Monk. As a
man he was not above his age, doing
little to improve his contemporaries· but
much to prepare the way for improvements. As the developer of a great
24. BURIAL.
His death passed unnoticed except by world movement he was the embodiment
a small circle of relatives and friends. of his times.
2 7. Recitation (school).
Twenty-seven days after, the briefest
notice was made in an official document Far, like the comet's way thr ugh infinite space,
Stretches the lotJg untraveled path of light
of the town to the effect that ''the said
Admiral is dead." His body was buried Into the depths of ages ; we may trace,
Distant, the brightening glory of its flight,
at Valladolid, but in I5I3 was transTill the receding rays are lost to human sight.
ported to the Carthusian Monastery of
-Bryant.
Seville, where a monument was erected 0 Land, the measure of our prayers,
by Ferdinand, with the inscription,Hope of the world in grief and wrong,
"To Castile and Leon Colon gave a new nc thine the tribute of the years,
The gift of Faith, the crown of song.
world." In I 536 it was removed to an
- 7ulia ;vard Howe.
Domingo, Hayti, and later in I 796 was
28.
Song,
"America."
taken to Havana with imposing cere29.
LO I G EXER I E.
monies. The tomb in the athedral is
Have
the school as emble outside
inscribed in Spanish:
and raising and saluting tbe flag sing
"0, rest thou, image of the great olon
"Red, ' bite, and Blue.'
Thou and centuries rernain, guar led in the urn,
And in the remembrance of our nation."
UBJECTS FOR
Y .
In I877 while excavating near the
athedral in an Domin
the vault
"Columbu and His Times. '
eographical Knowledae of the Fifwa opened and a lea len coffin f und
containing human bon s an 1 in cribed teenth entury. '
in panisb :
The ea of Darkne s.'
"Tra king the Fliaht of ird . '
"Illustrious and ren wned name
Christopher
lumhus."
'The Views of olumbu "
' Was Columbu in the ortb.'
It i thought that the body taken to
That Fir t Y oyage. '
Havana may be that of his son.
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ery of America."-John R. Musick.
''Later Voyages." ·
''Irving's Columbus."
''The Lands Discovered."
"Higginson's
Young Folk's History
"The Colonization of Hispaniola."
of
the
United
States."
"Queen Isabella."
"Richardson's History of Our Coun"Lessons from the Life of Columbus,"
try."
BooKs OF REFERE CE.
"Butterworth's Young Folk's History
"\Vinsor's History of Christopher of the United States."
Columbus."
"Monroe's Story of Our Country."
"Columbia, -A story of the Discov -

GRAM MAR.
H.

III.

B. BROWN.

the noun has received proper atI Ftention,
the pronoun will not be difficult to comprehend. As the relation of
words is under discussion, it is supposed that all of the different relations of
the noun have been met and understood.
And as a pronoun is a word used for or
instead of a noun, it will be anticipated
that many of the relations of the noun
will be found with the pronoun.
Pronouns are of three classes, personal, relative, and interrogative, each distinct in use. The word, phrase, or clause
for which personal or relative pronouns
stand is called the antecedent. This
always goes before, as the term implies.
Author have with this, a with many
other terms, permitte much latitude.'
It is always best however to take the
terms as they are.
ince antecedent
means going before let it be so used always. In the arne way let interrogative pronouns always refer to subsequents. By being definite in all these
terms much embarra ment i avoide 1.
A er onal pronoun i one that always re1 resents the arne grammalical
per on. The pupil will readily understand the ifferent form
f the p r n-

al. These correspond in some sense to
the noun. A noun is used in the first
person in but one case, and there is but
one personal pronoun of the 1st person
viz., I. A noun is used in the second
person in two cases, and there are two
personal pronouns of the second person
viz.,you and thou. Nouns are of the
3rd person in all other cases. All other
pronouns but the ones mentioned are of
the 3rd person. These, however, are
limited to three viz., he, she, it. Thus
it will be seen that there are six simple
per onal pronouns.
The compound
forms are myself, yourself, thys lf, himself, herself, itself. These latter have
some special use .
ne of the m t
important is for empltasis, as "I myself
will do the work." The oth r use ar
imple and need not receive attenti n
here.
one of the simple personal pron uns
have any peculiarities ex e ting "it".
This has b en constru te in o many
way that pupils are ometime perplexe in etermining it
ro er onstruction.
ne about whi h th re i the
mo t eli u ion is in s ch example as
th e f llowing : r It is ai that wi om
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is better than gold", or"It is wrong for
me to oppose him." What is true in one
case is true in the other. It does seem
evident that in both instances "it" is
unnecessary, excepting for euphony,
and should be parsed as an expletive.
If the question were asked in the first
example. "What is said?" the answer
evidently would be, "Wisdom is better
than gold'' is said; thus making the
substantive clause the true subject. In
the second, the sentence would read,
"For me to oppose him is wrong." In
both instances "it" is omitted.
Again, if "it'' is a pronoun that to
which it refers for its antecedent is expressed. In the first it is the substantive clause; in the second the infinitive
phrase. This being true it must be admitted that the antecedent does not mean
antecedent. Agam by some authors the
clause is placed in apposition with "it,"
as though the antecedent of a pronoun
could explain anything of the word which
represents it. Again, change these sentences so that the verb may be in the
active voice and see how readily the
"it" di ap]Jears. Thus, they say that
wisdom is better than gold. If the student will keep in mind the real nature
of a pronoun, its office, antecedent,
etc., much of that whi h now perple.e will not appear.
A relative pronoun is one that may
repre ent any grammatical person a it
ante edent to which it join a clau e.
There are fi e relati ve pronoun , who
which, what that and a . Th e relatives join two kind of clau es, restri tiv , and non -re trictive or explanatory.
re trictivP. clau e i on that can not
be changed to an indepen ent lau e.
It alway ha the force of a pure adje -

tive. Thus, "Boys who are happy are
prosperous." That is lzappy boys are
prosperous. "Men who a,re honest are
respected." That is honest men are respected,etc. If we say '•The man who
went to town returned", "who went to
town'' merely explains which "man." In
both instances however the clauses are
adjective. "Who, ""which, ""that" and
"as"are called simple relatives. "what''
is called the double relative, not that it is
double in the sense in which that term
is used, but because it includes more
than one word, and "double" is the
best term that can be used. All other
relatives are compound.
With the explanation as to the kinds
of clauses joined by relative pronouns,
the pupil may parse all the simple relatives by the same form as is given for
personal pronouns. In giving the constructions of relative pronouns, the
following hints may prove valuable.
I. Determine the clause which the
relative joins.
II. Determine the verb in this clause.
III. Determine the subject of the
verb.
IV. If the subject be the relative the
investigation ceases.
. If the ubject of the verb be not
the relative pronoun, and the relati e
pr noun be not the object of a preposition th n usually it i th object of
the verb.
I. A relative pronoun ' hich i the
object f a verb always precede that
verb.
In the next arti le the relati e
\ hat' and a " will be carefully ex plain
and al o the interrogati e pronoun.
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EXOGENOUS AND ENDOGENOUS EDUCATION.
CHARLOTTE

O

NE of the most marked differences
between the old-time and the modern school systems is in what might be
called their mode of growth. In the
former, what growth there was, came
from within the structure itself whence
it was supposed to reach out and teach
the outside world, sitting humbly at its
feet.
The modern school, instead of arrogating this wholesale power of instruction, becomes itself the petitioner, and
getting its growth from the outside, its
expansion is only limited by that of its
prototype.
The endogenous character of the old
educational system was shown alike in
teachers and school. We appreciate
the conscientious motives and hard work
of many of rhe teachers of those days,
but the character for narrow exclusiveness, so long attribut d to people in
this profes ion, was undoubtedly deserved by many.
The school was a miniature world,
entirely removed from every ay life,
hugging within itself the old-time traditions of learning without once stopping
to a k what the object of this ery learning was. If school is a preparati n for
work in the world then urely the more
intimate the acquaintan e, and the
closer the ympathy of net the oth r,
the better able are ' e t ope ' ith the
problem and lifficultie of life. If we
desire to learn omething about the
science of geology we tudy rocks n t
plants. If edu ation mean the a ility
to d our ' ork in the w rlu, the the
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outs1de world and what pertains to it,
should be our study, and not a few
straight-laced text-books removed as
far as possible from even a suggestion
of this object. If there is any doubt as
to the efficacy of this principle,a glance ·
over the remarkable progress of the past
twenty years will reassure the investigator. Now that we have started on
this, not royal, but natural road to
learning, it is timely for us to think over
the means of preserving and perpetualmg out progress.
First, as to the teacher. A schoolmaster should be a man among men;
a school mistress, a woman among the
thoughtful, progressive women of the
age. Narrowness in those who have to
do with the guidance of the minds an
souls of their generation, is nothing less
than a crime, and should be shunne as
if it were the plague. This vi e is particularly hard to avoi 1, as the life itself
tend to a straight-laced, pedanti frame
of mind, and nothing but onstant
struggling with this tenden y an 1 freptent int r ourse with people in other
fields f work, will sue eed in keer ing
this unpleasant, loven foot f our rofession out of sight.
ow as t the mean of attaining the
ne essary breadth f mind ani hara ter. Besides one or m re f the be t
edu ational ubli ati ns every teacher
h ull take a g d laily paper, so as
to b th r ughly fan iliar with the live
i ues of the ay.
ll other work in the
line f reading, might well ego erned
by • m rs n rules n thi subject-
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viz.: 1. Never read any book that is
not a year old. 2. Never read any but
famed books. 3· Never read any but
what you like.
Then the examination papers must go.
Any teacher who spends all or nearly
all of his or her time out of school, in
correcting papers, is doing an irremediable wrong to himself and his class by
shutting off at once, all means of the
very self-broadening which would make
his services the profitable adjunct they
should be to the school in which he
teaches.
Opportunities for meeting people in
other walks of life should be promptly
embraced, and society in the best sense
of the word, should be an important
feature in the life of every progressive
teacher. A teacher who never looks
beyond the four walls of his schoolroom, must have false ideals and false
standards; while the one whose mental
corners have been worn smooth by friction with the world, may be equally
prompt in detecting offenders against
school discipline, but his justice will
evc:r be tempered with mercy and good
judgment.
The best mu sic, art, lectures, even
the best plays are within the reach and
means of all who teach in large cities,
and like virtue they are their own reward, for, while refining and cultivatin
the resthetic taste they create a power
for higher enjoyment \ hich keeps mind
and heart youn g in spite of years of
arduous work.
But perhar s the most potent of all
means we almo t said dutie of the allroun 1 teacher, i trav 1. Be i le. learn ing and unlearning eog raphy, etc. ; it
is worth all the time and money to receive one of the mental how er -baths
experien eel when we find aood an 1

even cultured people in another part of
the world, cherishing sentiments which
our little home-corner disapproves.
This sets us thinking in the right elirection, and we end by refuting the idea
which some one has humorously expressed, and so many of us in our hearts
believe, that "a crank is a person who
takes a burning interest in something
we don't like." We learn to meet such
people, without setting them down as
cranks either.
We have devoted most of our time to
the teacher, leaving little for the school
itself. But, "as the teacher, so is the
scb.ool," so after all, we have perhaps
nearly covered the ground.
The first blow at the old endogenous
system was when some intelligent people started a series of Socratic questions
and common sense gave the answers.
''What is education for ?"
"To prepare people for their work in
the world."
"vVhat powers must people have in
order to be able to do this work?"
"They must know, at least, how to
use their eyes, hands and brains."
And so the natural sciences and manual training have become important features of the school curriculum, and behold, the brain is at the same time provided for, for all this involves the very
brain-work needed.
ne great lesson\ hich we are slowly
but surely learning from our model, the
world, i , that all the best results are
brought about by peciali t . The time
is not far distant when it will be con idered as ab urd to e pect one per on
to teach a dozen different u bj ect as to
a k one man to make a piano from beginning to end. The man ' ho can do
orne one thing a perfectly a pos ible,
is the ne who e ervice are mo t in
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demand-not the one who can do a of excellence, when this idea has been
dozen or more, indifferently well. \Ve thoroughly grafted on our school sysshall have attained a far higher degree tern.
- Education.

PRACTICAL LANGUA E LESSONS.
ELLA

A

M. PowERS.

SK your pupils to raise their hands
if they like grammar. The uplifted digits will be painfully few. Ask how
many are fond of a good story, and the
restless digits will wriggle with startling
rapidity. Why is this? Isn't a story
composed of good English ?
English grammar, a terror to the
average pupil and a puzzle to the average master, is, after all, nothing but the
English language; but, unfortunately,
the rna ter does not think so, and the
pupil knows there is a vast difference.
The first valuable lesson a pupil learns
is from the language of well -educated
people about him. He is unconscious
of the lesson; but, whether he knows
it or not, he ha learned it.
As the child advances and enters our
public schools, and even in the primary
grade, he must and hould 1 arn to
make his own language, and it i evident he i not a rofe sional in the art;
he must be helped and thi a si tance
cannot be offered t
early · yet, how
much time d e a primary tea her devote to thi subject of I ropriety in
speaking? ow thi valued help you
can :mpart with one f the first r adin cr
le
n an thereby ave y ur 1 upil
fr m that fri ht anrl h rror whi h he
when t ld h i. . tu<lying
oth r tu ly
in the curri ulum brin a· with it more
terr r.
et a ide ten minutes in the lay t

"Mistakes."
Let those minutes be
spent in discussing the correct use of
words and sentence;;. ·w hen errors in
grammar occur, be prompt in dete ting
and skillful in correcting them ; do not
be indifferent to their existence. Do
not be afraid to put before the children words they ha e never heard of.
Who can better do this?
bright teacher keeps a paper at her elbow and upon
it jots clown the carele s, ungrammatic al w rcls and sentences she ha. heard
during the day in her s hool-room · at
the lose of ea h day reads them as they
have been spoken, and asks the scho 1
for the correct form, explaining why it
is wr ng, and in this way d
not reveal the guilty culprit.
gain, a simple lesson in ynonym
can be learne 1 by a child, if )' u ar
areful to on eal the fa t that it is a
study of ynonyms · teach them t say
a gr at deal in a f w w rd s.
u may say the h me influen e of
many are again t u . I es that fre u
from our duty? \Vhat language an w
e pe t f children wh li e ·urrounded
by an ungrammati al atm . ph r at
h m wh find no better in th treet,
ancl t ' hom the ch l furnishe · n
in nti e to better languag ? I r 1 eat,
tea h ·r. , y nr cff rt.
v n un I r th e
uage ur
t kn wan 11 arn i . th ir moth r ton a ue
and they need a
e all thing t
e

THE TEACHER.
helped to use it correctly.
Teach these little ones to talk well
and express themselves correctly ; and
when older, writing will not create a
paroxysm of fears.
Let these little ones write sentences,
stories from pictures and objects, letters
and descriptions. Recite a stanza of
poetry (standard poet always), and let
them write out its meaning. Tell them
something of the author who wrote it.
In the grammar gmde, day after day,
the grammar class can predict what the
recitation will be. John will parse "is"
as an adjective, and, Mirabile DietY /
he proceeds with his marvelous comparison of ''is, iser, isest," in blissful
ignorance of the intransitiveness of that
hideous, irregular verb ; and as other
phenomenal dispositions will be made
of other words, the recitation ends with
an eloquent plea from the teacher on the
importance of the study of grammar.
'Vhat help have those dejected grammarians had? What lasting benefit would
they have derived from that lesson had
it been perfectly recited?
Could they talk better, write better,
or express their thoughts more clearly?
\Vhose fault is this? The fault of timehonored custom, all good enough, but
not so good as it would have been if it
had been better.
Let a refre hing
breeze strike that grammar clas and
turn ye. Let them try to expre
He
is a wise man" in seventy-two different
ways. This will vary the recitatiun and
pare Mary's tear for one day at lea t.
In the High chool, rhetoric and language will be of add <.1 benefit to 1 upil
if the teacher i a ma. ter of logi and
without the aid of technical jaw-break-

ing rules the pupils may be taught to
throw arguments into syllogistic form,
to state premises and conclusions, and
to discover fallacies.
In figures of speech, there stand forth
stars of the first magnitude: the climax,
the simile, and the metaphor. The first
is invaluable in strong discourse, the
second and third give precision and
beauty to all thought and speech. Dry
facts, rules, and laws must be learned ;
but give to your language class an occasional spice.
Select some day to be . devoted to
journalism. Treat each pupil as if you
were the editor of the "Goahead Times"
or some other local paper of more euphonious name, and let your class be
your staff. To one say, "The corner
stone to the B. C. Church will be raised this A. M.; be there and let me have
a description of five hundred words."
Let another reduce half a column to
fifteen lines. Dispatch a third to a
picture gallery, a fourth to a mill, another to the public library, let another
write the current events, review a book.
Vary by giving a lecture and all take
notes. All this may be served up into
a dainty dish.
Here in the High chool the character
of the work in lower grades i manife ted · the seeds own by teachers in lower grade begin to bear fruit, the character of which is determined by the love
or the hatred of the work. All thinking talking, and writing is practically
done in word , lang ua •re, which is the
mo t powerful in trument in determining man
hara ter. 'Vhy hould languacre not be param unt?
- Tht T eacher.

THE GULF STREAM.
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T

ELLIOTT PILLSBURY.

HE subject of ocean currents is one
that has engaged the attention of
practical and scientific men for centuries. There is no part of the vast expanse of waters but has a movement,
either aue to tides or to a regular, constant flow; and an accurate knowledge
of the laws relating to these movements
is of great importance to mankind.
Many bra"nches of scientific inquiry are
concerned in their examination, for
they bear directly upon the dissemination and evolution of species, and the
deposit and structure of geological formation, while in the every-day business
of the world they enter as a factor in
the price of everything that is carried
afloat as well as in the safety of all those
"that go down to the sea in hips."
The currents of the ocean are the
great transporters of the sun's heat from
the torrid zone to temper the climate
of the polar regions. It i argued by
some that such a stupenduous change
as that which occurred in ' urope and
America at the time of the glacial eriod
was cau ed simply by a deflection in
the currents in the northern hemisphere
whereby its share of tropi al heat wa
partly diverted toward the south.
In the three great ocean. , the • tlanti , the Pacific, an the Indian there
is to be foun a imilar ir ulati na enerally we terly m vernent in the
tr pic a flow t ward the pole · al n''
the ea tern hore of the ontin nt an
ea terly et in the temp rate z ne. and
a current tm art the e uator along the

western shores. This system thus becomes a grand circular movement, some
parts being very slow, but still quite
constant, and other parts very swift.
There are offshoots here and there,due
to local causes, and perhap in the slowly moving current there may be a temporary interruption, but, taken as a
whole, the movement is continuous.
The part of this circulation flowing
along the eastern coast of the United
tates is the greatest of all these current , and, in fact, is the most magnificent of all nature's wonders. This is
the ulf tream. When you are on boar
a vessel floating upon its water , there
is nothing remarkable in the surroun ing , so far as the sight i concerned,
which cannot be seen in many other
place on the earth's surface. You look
over the essel's side and ee a beau tifully clear water, with perha a little
sea weed floating on its surfac , a dolphin or a shark playing about the hip
a school of flying-fish darting ut f
the water and skimming ver the ' •aves,
myriads of little animal life parklin
like mote in th e sunli rht · but all f
the ·e ·ight are not enou h to impr s
the beholder a being anything different from ' hat might be cxpe ted at
ther places. Y u put your han i int
th water and find that it ha · a su mer temperature. \\hen the aptain
take hi obser ation f th • un t a.ertain th e p iti n f th ve . el and
you fin that he ha been m vel over
the surfa e of the earth a hun lr d miie
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more than the motive power of the engines could drive her, you begin to think
that there is something wonderful in the
force of the Gulf Stream.
People think the Mississippi River a
grand stream, and it is so in truth, as
far as land river~ go; but, great as it is,
it would require two thousand such rivers to make one Gulf Stream. The
great ocean river is an irresistable flood.
of water, running all the time, winter
and summer, and year after year. It
is as difficult for the mind to grasp its
immensity as it is to realize the distance
of the nearest stars. At its narrowest
part in the Straits of Florida it is thirtynine miles wide, has an average depth
of two thousand feet, and a velocity at
the axis (the point of fastest flow) of
from three to more than five miles per
hour. To say that the volume in one
hour's flow past Cape Florida is ninety
billion tons in weight does not convey
much to the mind. If we could evaporate this one hour's flow of water and
distribute the remaining salt to the inhabitants of the United States, every
man, woman, and child would receive
nearly sixty pounds.
Even those who navigate its waters
do not fully realize the strength of its
current. Two or three years ago a government vessel was anchored in the
Stream observing the current.
The
wind was very light when a sailing vessel was sighted ahead, drifting to the
northward. As she came nearer and
nearer it became evident that there would
be a collision unless teps were taken
to prevent it. The crew of the ailing
vessel trimmed their sail to the gentle
air· but it was useles , for onwar 1 she
went, carried by the irre i tible force
of the current directly tm ard tbt bow
of the steamer. As the essels approach-

ed each other, by a skillful use of the
rudder on board the steamer she was
moved to one side, and the sailing vessel drifted p~st a few feet distant. The
captain of the latter was as astonished
as he was thankful that his vessel was
not lost. All that he could cry out in
broken English as he flashed by was,
''l could not help it ; the water bring
me here."
The current divides into two branches
as :t approaches Europe, one flowing to
the southward,along the African coast,
and one toward the Arctic Ocean.
Both are very slow in their movements,
but the latter is of sufficient magnitude
to force a return current •along the
coasts of Greenland and Labrador,
which carries immense fields of ice and
enormous bergs past the Newfoundland
Banks and across the shortest steamer
track to Europe. This ice, together
with the fog which usually accompanies
the meeting of currents of such markedly different temperature, compels
those steamers seeking safety rather
than economy and the quickest passage
to make a detour around the ice limits,
thus lengthening their voyages materially. The track of the steamer bound
to the eastward i farthest to the southward, so as to be near or within the
edge of the favoring current, while the
route of the steamers in the other direction is as near the ice limit as prudence
will allow, and as far remo ... ed as pesble from the adv r e current.
The tbeorie as to the cause of this
and other ocean currents have been
very num rous.
olurnbu thought
that the water the air and the star
all partook of the same motion around
the earth from ea t to we t. He brought
forward as e idence of the great force
of the currents in the \\est Indie , that
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the Windward Islands were caused by
the land being washed away in places,
thus forming the islands. Toward the
end of ~he seventeenth century the idea
seemed to prevail that the ocean circulation was maintained by means of
subterranean passages or abysses. A
current at the end of its circuit, or upon meeting land, was supposed to descend into the bowels of the earth, and
to appear again on the other side of
the land, or very far distant, where it
started again on its journey. A little
later a theory was advanced that the
sun evaporated so much water at the
equator that a current was forced to run
along the coast of Africa to fill up the
hollow. Another was that the heat of
the tropical sun attracted so much that
a long mountai~ of water wait formed.
This was supposed to be carried around
the earth until it met the obstruction
of land, where it would divide and thus
cause side currents. In comparatively
recent times the cause of most currents
has been laid to the rivers, and of the
Gulf Stream chiefly to the Mississippi.
The flow of all the rivers in the world
will not equal the volume of the Gulf
Stream alone. Some eminent men have
attributed the currents to the revolution
of the earth. It is said that the water,
being fluid, does not fully partake of
the revolution of the earth from west to
east, but is left behin as it were.
Many have decided that differences in
in the density of the ocean at the poles
and the equator cause a flow from the
latter on the surface and from the former along the bottom. The surface
equatorial water i warm and light
while at the poles it i ol and heavy.
The latter is ai to ink, and i replaced by a surface current from the equator. This in turn ra\ s it upply from
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the depths, and so a vertical circulation
is maintained. Franklin's theory, which
has many advocates at the present day,
is that the winds produce the current
by the friction of the moving air on the
surface of the water. None of the theories have been based upon direct evidence, but all are inferences drawn
from temperatures, school-room experiments, the drift of ve.ssels,or from reasoning based upon opinions of what
ought to be.
The importance of a complete knowledge of the Gulf Stream to the commercial interests of the United tales was
recognized by Congress in the passage
of ·an act authorizing the oa ·t urvey
to include it within the scope of its examination. Later, authority was given
to investigate the argasso ea(the body
of water in the Atlantic lying at the
center of the grand circular movement
of currents) and also the mate to the
Gulf tream in the Pacific, alle 1 the
Black tream of Japan. The fir t regular and systematic examination of the
ulf tream wa made by the United
tates Coast urvey while un er the
superintendence of Professor
. D.
Bache, between 1844 and r86o.
easoning on the same ba is that the current
could be define by its temperature, he
caused many thou ands f thermomctrical observations to b e taken on lines
exten ing aero the trcam at inte rvals
from Key " ' e t to beyond antucket.
lie found by thi · means that all al ng
our c a t the surfa e i divide 1 into
ban 1 of warm and old wat r. Th yare
spread ut or ·eparat d at the northern
en l,an con erge at the ' trait · f Florida. The warme t band Pr fe · r J a he
on luded, wa the a. i · r the \ ifte · t current, and ea h o the ther ' a
a part of the ' tream, whi h prea as
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it in,creased its distance from the
tropics. The cause of the cold streaks
was supposed to be irregularities in the
bottom over which the current runs ;
but this was based upon erroneous measurement of the depths, and in recent
years, with better instruments, the bottom has been found to be nearly even.
We are now beginning to realize the
magnitude of this "river in the ocean''
fr m actual observation instead of from
speculation. The investigation has resuited in many discoveries as astonishing as they are valuable. The average
volume of the Gulf Stream flow has been
fixed by many hundreds of observations
to be nearly ninety billion tons of water
per hour. Perhaps the most valuable is
the discovery that the Stream changes in
velocity daily and monthly, and that predictions can be made of the times of these
changes. It will be remembered that
the tides rise and fall daily, this depending chiefly upon the position of the
moon in its revolution about the earth.
In the same manner the current varies
in velocity daily.
For example, the
equatorial current along the
outh
American coast is running fastest at
about six hours before the moon crosses
the meridian. Between Cuba and Yucatan the maximum current is ten hours
before, and in the traits between the
Bahamas and Florida the time is nine
hours. These variations in some parts
of the tream amount to more than
three miles per hour at c rtain times in
nth, and at other time may be
the
less than one mile. It i readily een
how important this information is to
the mariner who e hief endeavor i to
make a quick and afe pa a 17 e.
During the month th r i another
change taking place which follow the
moon in its j~urney north and outh of

m

the equator. The current always runs
weakest at the sides, and strongest at
some point usually to the left of the
middle of the Stream. This strongest
point (called the axis) changes its position. Two or three days after the
moon has passed the equator, and is
going toward the highest declination,
the current at the axis is nearest the
middle or farthest to the right, and two
or three days after the moon's highest
declination it has expanded, and the
maximum is farthest to the left. Accompanying both these variations, the
daily and the monthly,_ the temperature
of the Stream changes, caused by a
greater or less adrq.ixture of the warm
surface with the cold bottom waters.
At one time during the day the lower
currents incline in direction toward the
axis, while again they run more parallel
with the general course of the Stream.
This causes the surface water to intermingle with the lower water, and to
cool. The observations, besides giving
definite and decided information as to
the actual limit, direction, and velocity
of the Gulf Stream, bear strongly upon
the question of what causes the ocean
currents.
In the tropical regions there is a continued movement of the air from east
to west known as the trade-winds. South
of a certain line situated near the equator these winds blow from a southeasterly direction, while north of the equator th y come from a more northea terly direction. The po ition of thi belt
on the earth s surface i continually
changing. In ur winter the sun beina in the outhern hemi ph re, the belt
is farthe t south while in our umrner
it e. tend higher into northern latitudes.
In the temper-ate zone the prevailing
direction of the wind is in an oppo ite
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direction to that of the trades; that is, is the wave caused by the wind. Every
the winds predominate from the west.
ripple carries a certain amount of water
Winds blowing over the surface of in the direction toward which it is
water induce a current in the latter. At moving, and when the waves become
first it is only the merest skim that large, hundreds of tons of water are
moves, but gradually the movement is thrown from the crest into the trough
communicated from layer to layer un- every time the wave breaks. In a large
til at last the whole mass is in motion. area like the Caribbean Sea, having a
To allow the trade-wind to affect the comparatively constant wind blowing
ocean over which it blows sufficiently over its surface, this action is practically
to cause a current to reach the bottom, a simultaneous movement of the surface
would require many thousands of years to the westward,and a continual escape
with a steady force and direction. As of the water heaped up at the obstructhe winds vary in both (although pre- tion offered by the land. This escape
dominating in one direction), the indue- is with the current into the Gulf of
ed current is shallow and weak, rarely Mexico, through the Straits of Florida,
extending much below three or four and into the Atlantic.
hundred feet. The superficial current
The Gulf Stream, grand as it is in
produced by the southeast trades in the comparison with other ocean currents,
Atlantic finally reaches the coast of would be but little felt on the European
South America, and divides at its most coast did it not receive an addition
salient point, Cape St. Roque. A part · ~•to its volume while en route. It will be
of the current then turns south toward JI remembered that a portion of the norththe Antarctic, and a part follows alongiJ east trade-wind current flows outside
the northern side of the continent to- the West India Islands and the Bahaward the Caribbean.
mas. This slow current, meeting the
The northeast trade-winds also in- obstruction of the continent in its path,
duce a current, and a part of the latter gradually curves to the northwar , and
joins the other outside the Windward joins the Gulf tream in its journey to
Islands, while a part passes north of the ld World. The temperature of
the Caribbean toward the coast of the this outside current in its passage along
United tates. All the passages be- the vVest Indian Islands is about the
tween the ·w indward Islands carry some same as that of the Gulf tream, but it
of the current into the Caribbean, and is less violent in its movements, an
it is driven across that sea until it there is less intermingling of its lower
reaches the coast of Yucatan and Ron- and upper waters. It consequently arduras, from which it escapes by the rives ff Care Hatteras with a mu h
easiest route, which i into the Gulf of higher temperature than that of the
Mexico. The water entering the arib- m re rapid and turbulent ulf tream.
bean by this means i about half the
The water thus delivered to the reamount which flow through the trait gion of the prevailin we terly vind
of Florida from the ulf of Mexico, and above the thirty-fifth parallel of latitu e
the other half is supplied from a ource i moving in a northea terly irection.
which doe not come un er the head f The impelling force from behind- the
a measurable current. This other source trade-\ in s-has cea e to act on the
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ally one from the other. Its tern perature changes, depending upon the relative heat of the tropical and polar seasons, and upon the strength of the producing trade-winds. The warm water
may be driven toward the shore by the
waves caused by a favorable wind, but
the current remains in its proper place.
The warm water gives off a certain
amount of heat to the air above it, and
if this air is moved to the land we feel
the heat. The presence of the warm
water on the coast of Europe would in
no way modify the climate if the prevailing winds were easterly instead of
westerly. If the prevailing winds in
New England in winter were southeast
instead of northwest, the climate would
be equal to that of the Azores Islands,
mild and balmy. For the cause of abnormal seasons we may look to meteorology. The current is in its place
ready to give off the heat and moisture
to the air whenever the demand is made
upon it, but by the erratic movements
of the air this heat and moisture may be
delivered at unexpected times and seasons, and thus give rise to the erroneous belief that the Gulf Stream itself
has gone astray.
-Ce·n tury.

surface; and the velocity of the current
is consequently diminishing. By the
time theN ewfoundland Banks have been
passed, the Gulf Stream as a separate
and distinctly defined body has been
almost obliterated, and in its place there
is being formed a broad, slowly moving drift caused by the prevailing westerlywinds. As this current reaches the
obstruction of the European coast the
water escapes in two directions, one toward Africa, to join the trade-wind current at the starting-point,and the other
toward the Arctic. The latter must also have some means of escape, because
the Arctic is a cul-de-sac, a~d as the line
of least resistance is on the west side
along the coasts of Greenland, Labrador, and Newfoundland, the Labrador
current is formed.
The question is often asked, To what
extent does the Gulf Stream modify the
climate of the United States? To its
supposed erratic movements. is laid the
blame of every abnormal season. There
is every evidence that the Gulf Suream
is governed absolutely by law in all its
c~anges. The course through the ocean
is without doubt fixed. Its fluctuations
are by days, by months, by seasons, or
by years, and they do not vary materi-
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(Delivered before the Scienti fic Clas , Aug.

I

\VAS but nine years of age when the
great factory regulation of the coun try was passed by the English Parliament. I was deeply interested in it al though a mere lad, b cause my father
himself bad risen from the rank to be
a Manchester cotton manufacturer. The

10,
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danger appeared to the cotton manufacturers. The wealth of the whole
United Kingdom was enli ted again t
factory reform.
len and women and
little children were worked from twelve
to fourteen hours per day an were
herded together in a manner, etri men-
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tal to health a.nd morals. These little
children were employed at the lowest
wages during excessive hours of toil. This
is the point I particularly want to make:
-The law was on the side of the manufacturer, entirely on his side to begin
with. Public opinion at first was on his
side also. It is one of the most stern
suggestions of history to read the story
of that conflict. The English Parliament was slow to uncover and to interfere with trade and was reluctant to have
anything to do with sentimental legislation-for an Englishman, especially in
parliament, knows nothing about sentimentalism. At last, in spite of the desperate and determined combination of
capital against the efforts to bring about
the reform, this English parliament, set
up under a debased tradition of the Eng. lish law, came to the relief of the overworked and under-paid.
Remember
th at every step in that reform, from the
very beginning to the end, was contested bitterlyby thelargerpartof theleading manufacturers on the ground that
the vested rights of capital would be
destroyed, and the laborer would be unduly benefitted if the changes were to
be made.
There must be an interference by the
state with the relation of capital and
labor to-day, and in the future as there
has been in the past, but labor will have
its just rights.
ew conditions will demand new regulations. The old idea
was that the laborer was from his birth
an inferior being,and was separate by
an impassable gulf from refined society,
and that he must lead a mere animal
and mechanical life with no high a pirations. Read the wage theory of the
earlier political economi t , and how
that theory onfronts us in all its bol ness and in all its horribleness, that the
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minimum wages must be paid, and for
the most part just enough to keep the
soul and body of the toiler together, and
just enough to keep his family from absolute want. And not such a very old
idea was this either, of the last century.
The late Dr. Johnson told us of the
exercise of liberal kindness to the people over whom the proprietor was placed by Providence. That was the idea
which that old Scotchman, a century or
more ago, refuted with all his soul, that
God could send into this world some
men, already booted and spurred, to ride
other men,already bridled for their use.
The landlord never dreamed of the condition in which the laboring poor should
rise out of absolute want and possess
more than the barest necessaries of lite.
Thomas Cooper, a famous English
Chartist has just died. I recollect him .
I was nearly twelve years of age when
he was in his pride. My father was a
Chartist also. For simply asserting the
rights of the laboring man to cast his
ballot, Thomas Cooper was repeatedly
imprisoned. My father, escaped simply by leaving his own country, for his
own good, if not the ·country'::;.
You remember the suffrage question
and the masterly flank movement israeli made, when as a tory prime minminister, he extended it widely t the
laborers of the United Kingdom. Mr.
001 er, very naturally, when he had an
interview with the great Lord Beacon field, asked him the question, "Why is
it my I rd that I shoul have been impri oned twenty year ef re, f r advo cating the ery thing which ha made
you prime mini ter of ..~ nglan ?' The
brilliant statesman oul only say, fr.
ooper the times have change since
then, that i all."
A little over three weeks ago-just
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about thre~ weeks ago- I stood facing And as I thought of the past and of
an audience different from this. There capital in its dealings with labor, whatwere no young women in that audience. ever might be the specific nature of the
Nearly twenty-eight hundred men were case before me, I said, if I don't do my
before me whose action is to become duty, by .these laboring men, now that
historical. I stood before them, having I have the opportunity, "Let my right
by their grace been invited to take my hand forget her cunning and my tongue
place on the pbtform. Outside the cleave to the roof of my mouth."
building, standing sadly, were from
I spoke to these .men substantififteen to twenty reporters of the differ- ally what I am going to tell you in a few
ent papers of the Union, all wishing words. You will see whether I gave
they were in my place inside, to hear them any advice which as a political
what the men had to say. They were economist, having taught its principles
the twenty-erght hundred locked out to the senior classes in colleges and unimen at Homestead, but they were lock- versities years ago, and whether, as a
ed in this very house holding a secret Christian minister who ought to be a
meeting. I wanted to know from the mediator between man and man I told
men themselves, their leaclers, Mr. them the truth or not. Let me now
O'Donnell, Mr. Weihe and others, what very rapidly present you the facts jn
the situation was. I wanted to see the this case at Homestead as illustrated
homes of these working men. I want- therein and as great examples of the
ed to see if there was any possibility of patriotic principles I wish to present.
acting the part of a mediator, with othThe population in that once thriving
er ministers of Christ, including Roman town is constituted mostly of working
Catholic priests; to see whether the men and their families, employed in that
men and their employers could not great iron and steel manufactory. The
come together in some kind of under- head of that firm, as you know, is a
standing and stop the destruction which widely known man who can work with
was taking place. These men were be- his own hands, and who is perhaps to
fore me. Now I wanted to see these be the leading iron manufacturer of the
for they were not different from any of United States.
us; these were men who were American
The firm at Homestead proposed a
citizens, a. very large number native born new cale of wages on the basis of
and naturali zed. A large part- I don't twenty-three dollars and fifty cents per
think '! would be erring if I aid th e ton instead of twenty-five dollars as belarger part- were members of the church fore. The reason alleged by the firm
of hri t, different branches of that wa the addition of new and expensive
church, Methodists, hri tians, Baptist , machinery which increased the producand Presbyterians. The gentleman who tive capacity of the men and which adpr sided at that meeting wa a promi- vantage they sai 1, did fifty per cent. of
nent member of the Methodist church. the increa ed work, for which the men
I looked into the faces of men wh wore wanted pay. The firm al o a erted
grand army buttons, and knew fr om e. - that the propose re uction of wage
perience the tory of their struggle in affe ted three hundred twenty-five men
the past. These men were my brother . only out of the twenty-eight hundred
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workmen, and these workmen were
among the best paid laborers the world
could show,-they received from two
dollars twenty-five cents to fourteen
dollars and sixty-six cents per day, and
the majority earned from six dollars to
ten dollars per day. The firm also
claimed that some of these men came
down to their work in their own carriages and in the evening they had these
carriages waiting to take them home
again, and who, they say, would not
have earned fifty dollars per month if
they had depended on their own brains
for a living. Now this shows that the
wages were certainly more than those
received by the average clergyman and
teacher throughout the country. I mean
even in the upper grades of preaching
and teaching.
Let us see what the workmen have to
say on their side of the question. And
very naturally, too, I think they were receiving good wages. They contended
they were not high enough f0r American
workmen, engaged in the employ of a
firm making such magnificent profits;
they say that both skilled and unskilled
labor, in our own highly favored land,
does not receive excessive consideration.
With an increase of wages comes an
increase of wants. Their homes, contrast them now with the hovel and huts
of the English workmen; contrast them
with the squalor and filthy surroundings
of the German and the workmen in other countries. ·w hat does this mean?
Better homes, better living, better schooling, more book , more mu ic, fine art ,
and the like, all come with the e better
wages· children are better clothed and
the children of these laborers in our
own plendid comm n chool are to
take their place side by si
with th
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children of the rich. But has the improvement in these regards in the condition
of the best class of workmen kept pace
with the improved condition of the employing class? That is the question. It
is not whether two dollars and fifty cents
are paid to day or a dollar and a half
twenty years ago; It is the question
whether two dollars and a half, considering the increase, will go further than
a dollar and a half a few years ago, that
is the question. Suppose that it is the
case that the very best of these mechanics could ride in .his own carriage to his
w:ork, as our farmers now ride on their
sulky plows as they go daily to their
fields. Grant this may be the case, in
how many carriages can his chief employer ride, and in how many does he
ride? Granted, that a workman may
have a neat comfortable home; how
many palatial residences can the employer afford?
The attention of these men was called
to the fact that they were not receiving
much wages from the product of capital,
made productive by their labor at the
lowest rate of wages; and in this they
were standing for a principle which
does not relate to themselves, simply,
but to the great army of laborers
throughout our country.
Machiner'y has come and will do the
work of ten to a hundred men, but while
the employer is reaping the benefit, the
workman is still working, relatively f r
the same old wages. vVe are not through
with the Home tead matter.
nle
something is done in the line I am going to advo ate we will see uch widepread di ·grace and onfusion a we ·
have not yet cen in the
nited tates.
ow I ay that with the i ue adot ted it i afe therefore, to say that there
is n neces ity f r the firm to I " er the
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wages of the men a single cent-there
is no pretense made of that question.
Then the workmen asked for arbitration. When the militia came every
man was on the outside of the Carnegie
works; they were not in possession of
them. They asked for arbitration; they
asked before the militia came. This
the firm . refused. The firm absolutely
refused to treat with the amalgamated
association at all, and would not recognize any kind of workmen's organization. It took the ground that it would
simply treat with individual workmen
only, and that non union men should be
in their places if at a certain period they
did not resume work. Now then the
firm itself distinctly made up the issue,
no recognition of workmen's organization, no arbitration. It brought in
as evidence before the congressional
committee, as given by a representative
of the firm, that special preparation had
been made in advance for the coming
of the watchmen and the detectives, the
Pinkerton men, as they are termined, to
defend their property and defend the
non-union or other men. They, also
barricaded their works and in other ways
prepared for the inevitable conflict. nd
such a labor question was thequestion;
a question which i a irrepre sible a
was the conflict with slaver·y and the
battle for the union wer . The " ar
for the nion wa , after all a war for
free labor.
These Pinkerton det cti ves came· the
men were recruited from hio Indiana
and Illinoi ; then followed the bloody
conflict which tartled th nation · and
then ensued that hameful cene after
the detecti e
urrendered " hich was
enacted by a re i tle mob.
To the honor of leaders overpowered by a majority of the workmen then

be it said, that the beating and maim·
ing of these unarmed people, was as
much deplored by them as could be by
any lover of justice, of peace, or of
manhood. These foul acts must not be
laid at their doors, who escaped the
frenzy of the uncontrolable men and
women, maddened at the sight of blood
of their own fathers, brothers, husbands,
and sons.
Three points are now to be considered: The refusal of the firm to treat with
the workmen through the Amalgamated
Association, their employment of the
Pinkerton force, and their refusal' to
arbitrate. In these days of progress it
seems to be uttering merely a truism to
say that the degredation of labor in the
past was just precisely in proportion to
its inability to combine. The end of
the nineteenth century has witnessed
the most gigantic combination of capi'tal the world has ever known. Even in
the law or in spite of the law these combinations continue to increase; nay, the
law itself seems powerless to throttle the
tru t or such combinations in anthracite coal as now have the whole United
States by the throat.
Month by month the price of this
needed article has been advancing, and
millions of dollars are pouring into the
coffers of the ungodly combines. No
corre paneling advance in the wages of
any miner ha taken place· the minimum pay i still the arne. The most
eminently recognized an
upreme organization of labor ha had but a recent
reco nition on the part of the public.
In 187 , Mr. Geor e H we member of
the parliament in England i ue hi
first book on capital and labor· he ha
just i ued his second e ition. He say
in thi
econd edition,
When my
fir t book was i ued all the pre ,
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including newspapers and magazines,
all the pulpits, and all the parliament,
was against trades unions, in r878."
He says in 14 years a change has taken
place, and now in spite of, and notwithstanding the brilliant and persistent opposition of fourteen years ago, there
has been a unanimous change of sentiment regarding these things. He says
leading political economists have gone
in this direction. I am much of the
opinion of John Stuart Mill when he
states that there has been in the past,
an abnormal state of things, but in the
present there must be combines among
the workmen, even as there has been
among the masses, in order that simple
justice may be done to the laborers.
Now let me say that it is an absolute
necessity that labor should organize.
It is an unhappy state of affairs, but it
must be, it is an unhappy state of things
but it is a necessity, -it must he combination against combination. Capital
has always combined and is combining
more judiciously and extensively than
ever before. Hence, labor must now
combine itself more thoroughly and
more widely and more succe sfully than
ever before. \Ve know that there have
been walking delegates, great nuisances,
going about like mad lions seeking whom
they may devour; we know that deeds
of violence are done in spite of organized trikers ; we know how these deeds
of violence have hocked the ensibilities of the community: but these are
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not necessary attendants to the combination; they are not the essence of its
being; they but mark the manifestations.
"0 Liberty, Liberty, what
crimes have been committed in thy
name!" said that noble French woman
as she went to the guillotine, in the
cause of liberty. But liberty is so dear
to us that we deem the millions of lives
and the billions of treasure so freely
given for it, but a poor offering for its
priceless possession.
Now we have no room in this country
for the class of men who are always
striving, while not laboring men, to
bring discredit upon them by their wild
views. 0, America has been the place,
above all others, where these men were
welcomed. We have made our own beloved country a paradise for anarchists;
and we have made it a third Heaven
for the meanest strikers. Hut you know
we in Chicago, some time ago, determined that we would reverse this state
of things, and by the grace of the people, and by the help of the laws, and by
the favor of Almighty God, we are
giving to all the world due notice that
hereafter we will make the United tates
a Purgatory for the one and the hottest
kind of a place for the other.
ow I
can not help but believe that the refu al
to recognize the rights of organized labor, was the mo l erious mi take that
pos ibly could be made and i now being made at Homestead.
[Concluded next montfl. J
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HE
ali leo had complete 1 his examine the hea enly odie with it and
first ru e tele co e he began to among the ob ervati ns whi h esp ial·
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ly pieasedhim were those of the planets.
He found that they were unlike the other stars, for when viewed with a telescope they did not retain their point-like
appearance but became enlarged into
round bodies like the sun and moon.
With his first telescope Jupiter did not
appear different from the other exterior planets except that its disc was
larger. He made a more powerful telescope and examined Jupiter with it on
the evening of January 7, I6Io. In doing so his attention was attracted by
three small bodies near the planet which
he supposed to be small fixed stars.
They seemed, however, brighter than
other stars of the same magnitude. Two
were east of the planet and one west.
They were arranged nearly in a straight
line and were of nearly the same brightness. On looking at Jupiter the next
evening, he was surprised to find that
they had changed -their places and were
all on the west side of the planet. The
change could be explained by suppo ing that the planet had moved eastwanl
among the stars instead of westward as
indicated by the tables of its motions
ior that date. It seemed to Galileo
that the tables were wrong and that the
1Jlanet had moved eastward thus pa sing
the two stars which were east of it on
the preceding night. But such was not
the case. It was cloudy on the 9th. It
being clear on the 1oth, he again observed the planet and found only two of
the small bodies, and they were both
east of the planet. Galileo suppo ed
the third one to be con ealed b hind
Jupiter.
Knowing that he had obs rved the
same bodies on the different night and
that the change in their po ition coul
not be accounted for by any robable
movements of the plan t it elf he wa

led to the conclusion that the small
bodies which he had previously regarded as fixed stars were themselves in rootion. They thus acquired a new and
important interest and he accordingly
resolved to watch them with the utmost
care, and if possible to obtain data from
which the nature of their movements
could be determined.
On the I Ith, two small bodies were
again seen on the eastern side of the
planet as had been the case on the preceding night. There was a difference
however. On the preceding night the
two seen were of nearly the same brilliancy. Now the more eastern of the two
was much the brighter. Clearly it was
not one of the two seen on the night before. On the 12th, three were again
seen, one of them being so near the
planet as to be almost lost in its bright
light. On the next night there was an
added interest, for then there were four
of these small bodies to be seen. They
were situated nearly in a straight line
passing through the center of the planet,
three of them being on one side of it.
A day or two before this time Galileo
had recognized the true character of
these little bodies. He had come to
regard them as revolving around Jupiter
in the same manner as Venus and Merury an l the other planets revolve
around the sun. In other ~ ords he had
concluded that they are satellites or
moons of Jupiter a conclu ion which he
fully verified in the cour e of a series of
ob rvations rna e during the two or
three months following hi
1 cover*.
The moon i the earth's atellite.
\ ith the exception fit the e four moon
of Jupiter were the fir t one
i overed.
ince the time f alileo it has
been f und that everal of the planets
are attended by atellite .
Iar has
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two, Saturn eight, Uranus four, and
Neptune one. Most of these have been
discovered with powerful telescopes.
The regions surrounding the planets
Mercury and Venus have often been explored in vain, for no satellite has yet
been found attending either of them.
Many times also have the regions surrounding the other planets been explored in the hope of finding new satellites.
Such explorations have usually been in
vain. There is however, a recent brilliant exception. In making such an exploration on the night of September 9th
Mr. Barnard of Mt. Hamilton found a
fifth moon of Jupiter. This new satellite is a very small body and can only
be seen with the most powerful telescopes. Its diameter is not known but
probably does not much exceed a hundred miles.
It is yet too early to make definite
statements as to its exact distance from
the planet and its exact period of revolution. Accurate values of its period1c
time and of its distance from Jupiter
can only be obtained by combining observations extending over a considerable
period of time. Approximate values
have, however, been already obtained
from the early observations. The distance is estimated to be about one hundred thousand miles, or approximately
one and a fourth times the diameter of
the planet. This i relatively a very
small distance.
If the earth had a
moon relatively as near it would be only about six thou and miles from· the
earth's surface.
t that i tance it
could not, if it were revolving in the
plane of the equator, be een by observer in latitu e higher than about
si ty- i. e ree .
nd at the i. tance
of ix thou and mile from the urfa e
it would revolve ar und the earth very
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rapidly. In fact it would make a complete revolution in approximately eighteen hours, or in less time than it takes
the earth to rotate on its axis. Such a
moon would rise in the west and set in
the east. [This supposes it to revolve
around the earth from west tu east.]
Its motion across the sky would be very
slow. From one rising to the next it
would be three days, from the time of
rising to setting it would be a little more
than twenty-six hours, or somewhat
more than a third of the interval from
one rising to the next. 'Vere it not for
parallax it would remain above the horizon continuously for thirty-six hours
and then be below the horizon for an
equal interval. The earth has no known
satellite fulfilling such conditions. There
is however an analogous case in the
solar system. The inner satellite of
Mars, Phobos,·revolves around th e planet very much more rapidly than the
planet rotates. It makes more than
three revolutions to one of the planet.
Consequently to an observer on Mars
it would actually rise in the we t and
set in the east.
There is no other
known case like it. The newly di covered satellite of Jupiter revolves around
the planet in very nearly twelve hours,
which is greater by about two hours
than Jupiter's period of rotation. It,
therefore, to an bserver on Jupiter,
rises in the cast and sets in the west.
Its westwar motion, however, i very
low. It would be nearly seventy h ur
from the time of it appearan e above
the visible ea tern h rizon till its li . appearance below the western.
'Vhether oth r · tellites t Jupiter
may be found r .mains to e e n. The re
i no rea on t uppo that there may
not be other . In 1 d in the na ure o f
things th re is no rea n f r ·upposing
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that there may not be several undiscovered satellites not only of Jupiter but
of the other planets. It may be that
this recent discovery will direct attention to this field of research and lead to
the discovery of other satellites in unexpected places. There may be satellites
much more remote from the planets
than those hitherto found, and some
industrious observer having at his disposal a most powerful telescope may be
fortunate enough to make one or rriore
such discoveries.
In conclusion some notes on the positions of the constellations and planets
for October will now be given. At 10
o'clock in the evening at the beginning
of the month, or at 9 o'clock at its middie, or 8 o'clock at its end, the constellations have the following positions.
Pegasus is a little south of zenith. Andromeda is north-east of Pegasus and
the Swan north-west of it. Cepheus is
south of the pole in the milky way.
Cassiopeia and Perseus are east of it,
both in the milky way. Ursa Minor is
west of the pole. The Big Dipper is
near the northern horizon, and Aquarius near the southern. The Dolphin
and the Eagle are west of Pegasu and
Lyre west of the Swan. Hercules and
the Northern Crown are near the western horizon, while Taurus and Auriga
are appearing above the ea tern. Aries
south-east of ndromeda and outh-
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west of Perseus. Pisces Is south of
Andromeda and south of Pisces is Cetus.
Jupiter rises early in the evening. It
is the most conspicuous star in the east.
Mars is in the constellation Capricorn
in the south-west. It is the most conspicuous star in the west. Venus is a
morning star and will continue so until
next April. Saturn is too near the sun
to be seen, Uranus is in the constellation
Virgin and can not be seen in the evening. Mercury will be at superior conjunction with the Sun on the seventh of
October. It, of course, cannot be seen
at the time. After that date it will become an evening star, but throughout
the month, it will be so near the sun
that it is probable that it can not be
seen without a telescope.
On the zoth of October there will be
a partial eclipse of the sun. It will be
visible over the Atlantic Ocean and the
greater part of North America. It will
not, however, be visible along the Pacific Coast. The eclipse will be greatest
at a point in the Atlantic Ocean somewhat east of the southern extremity of
Greenland. At that place the eclipse
will be at its middle at ·un et. ln Central Alaska the middle of the eclipse will
be at sunrise.
On the 3rd of ovember there will be
an eclipse of the moon. It will be visible in the United tates.
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er s art may be deferred until the en·ibilitie and the will have been i cu gether,and it applications to the teach- ed. There remains one part of gram-
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mar upon which they throw so much light
that some attention should be called to
it.
The most significant terms in grammar are the two, subject and object; and
yet there are none which are more
vaguely understood by the young student. The word subject means, thrown
under; and the word object, thrown
against; both words taken passively.
Of course, what the subject i; thrown
under, is the attribute; and what is
thrown against the object, i the attribute too. Consequently, the precise
definition of the term subject, in grammar,is any word thought of as the basis
of an attribute; and of the term object,
any word toward which an attribute is
directed in thought. We have already
seen that the adjective is the proper
form for the name of an attribute.
Hence, the subject or the object must,
primarily, be the subject or the object
of an adjective. If 1 say, a good boy
is courteous, the word boy is the subject of both the adjectives, good and
courteous ; the only difference is in the
construction of the adjectives, that is,
in the way they stand related in the
thought to their subject. This has been
discussed in a former article and need
not be gone over again. The only point
that needs noticing i this : boy is not
the u bj ect of "is, "nor of "i courteous,"
- it is the subject solely of courteous.
"ls" is a mere copula, a connective; it is
meaningless, though it once had meaning; it is really only a prepo ition so
far as its office in the sentence i concerned. Again, if I ay, the boy i like
his father, the word father i the object
of ' like ' which is a mere redicate
adje tive a wa ·' ourtc u ' in the senten e already us I. Th re i n prep ition understood or t be upplied. In-
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deed, no preposition can be supplied
without making bad English of the sentence, and grammar is certainly not the
art of making bad English sentences in
order that they may be parsed. Usually
the attribute and the copula are fused
mto one word, but the subject or object
is always the subject or object of the
attribute. The participle is the adjective
form of the verb, that is, the participle
is the word-form which we u e when we
wish to state explicitly what i implicitly in the verb, and this can alway be
done; indeed, it must be done, if we
wish to see the exact structure of the
sentence; just as in algebra we must develop any function to ee the relations
of its elements. Even in such a sentence
as, the boy is good for nothing, "nothing" is the object of "good," the specifying object, we call it; and the preposition is u ed merely to make the relation clear. In some language , a
preposition is hardly ever used in this
construction, unless the prepo ·iton is
intended to retain some of its original
significance, or notional import. In the
sentence, apples are good tJ eat, the
infinitive, which is always an abstra t
noun,i the specifying object f"good "
the prepositon having lo t all it original significance of indicating motion.
f cour e, it is often onvt::nient to ay
that a word is the object f a prepo itiOn, but it mu t be remembered that •
the expres ion is inexact; unle , in eed,
we choo e to make the prepo ition ignificant, when it become an a verb or
other notional form. ( ce Jarne ' P ychology
riefer our , p. 162. )
ut adjective anci vcr are not the
only kind · of w rd that may ha e sub j!!ct. an 1 Jbje t.. Ah tract n un arc
often u e 1 in the . arne way. If I ay
the lo e of a m th r is holy, and the
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understanding is that the mother does
the loving, the word mother is the
subject of the noun love. It is not an
object at all. If I say, the love of money
is the root of all evil, the word money
is the object of the noun love, as much
as it would be the object of the verb,
were I to say, I love money. That is
to say, the relation between "love" and
"money" is an objective one in both
cases. Sometimes it is difficult to determine just what the relation should be
called. In the sentence, the leader of
the aJmy is brave, if the word leader
is thought of as referring to simply one
of the individuals composing the army,
"army"is a modified case of the subject,
it is what we call a partitive ; if the
army is thought of as possessing the
leader, "army" is the subject of "leader"; but if we think of the army as the
thing which the leader leads, "army" is
the object of "leader."
It might be a matter of interest to
some of the younger teachers, to look
at this group of constructions, the partitive,subjective,and objective, and see
how they stand related to one another,
especially to see how it is that the same
preposition "of" for example, has come
to be used to express such opposite relations as it now does. Language like
all other institutional things, is a growth
from the simple to the complex, with a
tenrlency to aggregate into groups, in
which there will be a typical construction and others more or less divergent.
The type of the construction perhaps
it would better to say the start of it, is
undoubtedly the partitive, the relation
of a part to it whole. If I say, the top
of the tree, 'tree"is the whole aml. top '
the part ref~rred to, and the relation i
that of a mass part to a mas whole · if
I say, the oak is the noblest of trees,
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again the " relation is that of part to
whole, class· part to class whole, or
species to its genus. Now, since the
species is always to be regarded as
springing from the genus as its source,
or origin, by analogy the action springs
from the actor, possession from the
possessor, thing made from the material, etc., etc. ; hence, in such expressions
as, the love of a mother, the boy's
books, .and a ring of gold, "mother,"
"boys, ''and "gold" are all regarded as
subjects of the words modified by them.
The objective constructions, the lo •e of
money, etc., have all arisen from a
shifting of the point of view. From one
point of view, "money" is the source
of thelove,itcalledoutthelove; but this
is not the most important practical
matter in this instance, the love goes
to the money as its object, the thing
aimed at by the agent, and in consequence the latter view has completely
dominated the original one.
In almost all other languages this
group of constructions has been called
the genitive construction, the case, that
is, of the genus; but in the English we
taken the possessive relation a-; the typical one, and have named the construction, as a· group, accordingly. There.:::
are many other interesting and important things that might be said in connection with the subject, and what has
been said must be taken rather as hints
and illustrations, than as anything very
formal or complete.
The classification of the objective con tructions is a
matter outside of the applications of
psychology, or rather outside of any
attention which we can give it here. It
i interesting and sometime a separate
article may be given to it, if circumtan es seem to make it le irable.
. . word may be added upon the util-
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ity of these applications, as we have
been working them out in this £ragmentary way. In all our schools, the teaching of literature is corning to be a matter of increasing importance, and here,
if nowhere else, the utility will show itself. The writer is the last person to say
that no good work can be done in teaching literature without formal grammar
to help in it; but he does say that formal
grammar can be put to no use so valuable as in this helping the reader to get
at the exact thought of some great writer. And he believes that one reason
why the Latin and the Greek languages
still keep their relatively high position
as educational means lies in the fact,
that we have grammars of those Ianguages written by men who have some
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competent knowledge of what language
and grammar are, and editions of the
Latin and Greek writers suited to class
use with the grammars. There is no
reason why we should not have English
grammars written by equally competent
persons, and editions of our great English classics fit to be used with them.
When our schools are furnished with
this equipment and our teachers are
taught how to .use the means at their
command, the exaggerated importance
of a foreign language as means to educational ends will pass away, and we will
all come to have some conception of
the beauty and strength of our own
noble mother-tongue, and the richness
of its literature.

SCIENCE OF TO-DAY.
PRINCE KROPOTKIN.

VI.

T

diets the phenomena it deals with, but

HE world of chemical phenomena already has brought us within a meas -

is so immensely wide, and the
phenomena themselves are so complicated, that the founders of modern
chemistry were compelled to Hmit the
area of their investigations, and sharply
to separate their own domain from those
of the two sister-sciences, physics an
mechanics, leaving it to the future to
find out the bonds which might unite all
three branches into one harmonious
whole. They and their followers elaborated their own methods of investigation· they di covered their own chemical law and worked out their own hypotheses and theorie ; and with the
aid of these methods, laws, and hypothe es, they created a science which
n t only interpret , disc ver , an pre-

urable distance of a general theory f
the structure of matter altogether.
In proportion as chemical resear h
went deeper into the study of the w nderful movements and interactions f
molecules and atom , the intimate on nection which exists between hemi try,
phy ics, and mecnanics ecame m re
and more apparent. The phy ical and
the chemical properties of matter pro ed to be so clo ely interdependent that
they could be explained no longer with
the aid of chemical theorie alone· the
very fundamental law of hemistry ap peared to be but so many expre ion
of physical facts · an I chemi try ·tand
now in such a o ition that no further
a vane in it the reti al part i p ·si-
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ble, unless it enters the borderland
which separates it from physics, recognizes the unity of chemical and physical forces, and, availing itself of the
progress recently made in molecular
mechanics, boldly attacks the great
problem of a physical- -that is, a mechanica!- interpretation of chemical
facts. This is the work which now engrosses the attention of most chemists.
The points of contact between physics and chemistry are very numerous,
and the work is being carried on in several directions at once. The discovery
by Mendeleeff of the so-called "periodical law of elements" has called into life
numerous researches, some of which accumulate correct numerical data to express the dependence between the physical properties of various bodies and
their chemical constitution; while others endeavor to interpret this very periodicity in the properties of the elements
under th~ assumption of their compound
nature. On the other side, the recent
development of the mechanical theory
o£ heat, and the interest awakened of
late in electricity, have given rise to
numerous researches aiming at a representation of chemical reactions as mere
transformations of heat-energy or electricity. And, finally, most skilful investigations are being made, and most suggestive hypotheses advanced as regards
the possible distribution of atoms within the molecules, under the supposition
of their remaining in a state of equilibrium; and thus the way i prepared
for a higher conception of the atom not motionless and mutually equilibrated, but involved, like the planets of our
solar ystem, in compli ated movements
within the molecule . \ ork of importance have ap1 eared of late in each of
the e dire tion . But n other domain

has lately been explored with such a
feverish activity as the vast domain of
solutions/ and to these researches ·we
must now turn our attention.
In former times, it was supposed that
if some table-salt, or sugar (or any other solid, liquid, or gas) is dissolved in
water or any other liquid, the particles
of the dissolved body will simply spread,
or glide, between the particles of the
solvent, and simply be mixed together
-just as if we had made a mixture of
two different powders or two gases. But
on a closer study a succession of most
complicated and unexpected phenomena
was revealed, even in so simple a fact
as the solution of a pinch of salt in a
tumbler of water. The solutions proved
to be the arena upon which phenomena
cease to be purely physical, and become
chemical, and they were studied accordingly with the hope that they might give
a physical cue to chemical reactions.
Hundreds of researches are contributed every year to this subject; and although there is yet no final result torecord, we are bound nevertheless to examine the present state of investigations
which so much interest and excite chemists.
Few scientific hypotheses have proved so productive in the development of
science altogether as the so-called' 'kinetic theory of gases."
gas, according
to this hypothesis, is an aggregate of
molecules which move very rapidly in
all directions and endea or to di per e
in space- the rapidity of their movements being increa ed by every increase
of the temperature of the ga _ In their
endeavor to escape in all directions the
molecules of the ga e continually bombard the wall of the Ye el ' hich contain them. They break them if they
are w ak enou ah or el e they exerci e
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upon them a pressure which is nothing
but the sum of all energies of the molecules which strike a unit of surface in a
unit of time. In our steam-engines the
molecules (or rather particles) of steam
bombard the walls of the cylinder; they
push the piston by their aggregate energies and, setting it in motion, make it
move the huge masses it has to move.
This is, of course, but an hypothesis ;
but since it so perfectly explains the
pressure, the elasticity, the diffusion,
and the internal friction of gases, and
permits us to predict the consequences
of the invisible bombardment; and since
its consequences, mathematically duduced by Maxwell, Clausius, Boltzmann,
and many others, fully agree with the
reality of facts-it can be considered
no more as a mere guess : it is a theory.
Now, the Dutch chemist Van 't Hoff
proved in 1886 that the same theory
holds good for weak solutions as well.
If some sugar, or some sulphuric acid,
or any other liquid or solid, be
dissolved in some liquid, the bonds
which keep together the particles of
sugar or of the acid are torn asunder by
the solvent.
The particles spread
among those of the solvent, and they
take up the same movements which they
would perform if the sugar or the acid
were brought into a gaseou state in a
free space. They bombard the walls of
the ve ·el, and exercise up n them a
certain press•ue which will be increa ed
if the bombardment i ren ere more
violent by either rai ing the temperature
of the olution or increasing the number of bombar ing parti les by a limited increase of its strength. Though
there is not th~ slighte t rea on for suppo ing that the is olved solid or liqui
may be in a a eous tate within the
sol ent, the ry fact of cattering its

•

particles over a broad space is sufficient
to free them from their mutual bonds ;
they behave exactly as if the sugar or
the acid were brought into a gaseous
state by evaporation and filled the space
occupied by the solution. They obey
all the physico-chemical laws (the laws
of Boyle, Marriotte, Gay Lussac, and
Avogadro) which hold good for gases.
The kinetic theory of gases was thus
extended to liquids, and this first step
was soon followed by another, even
more important step, when Van der
Waals-also a Dutch chemist- still
more effectively hridged over the gap
between the gaseous and liquid condition of matter. He studied that state
of gas when, under an increasing pressure and a decreasing temperature, it becomes a liquid; and he found a mathematical expression (an equation) which
very approximately represent the mu tual dependence between the volum
occupied by the gas u11der a given pressure, its temperature, the volume occupied by its particles, and their mutuai
pressure. He thus expre sed in a more
comprehensive way how, in proportion
as the lengths of the paths of it parti cles decrease, a gas be omes a li uid.
The long-since su pected continuity
between the gasel)us an li 1uid states of
matter was thus
emon trate one
more, and ren ered easy to inve tigate ·
and the importanc of these onclu i n
was still more enhanced by
lau iu.
when he dem nstrate that a ~light al eration of Van der Waal's e 1uation
makes it also repre ent the ab rpti n
or dissipation of heat-energy ' hi h al dy a e
ways take pia e when a
from the li uid to the gase us tate, or
vice versa.
n , finally, an ther tep in the :arne
lire ti n wa made by the Fr n h 1 h y -
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sicist, Raoult. Vve all know that if
some table-salt, or saltpetre, or some
oth~r salt, be added to water, the water
may be cooled below zero without freezing. Its freezing temperature is lowered. Now Raoult studied the lowering
of this temperature caused in water and
other liquids by the addition of various
amounts of various salts, and he came
to a most remarkable result. It appeared that, whatever the nature of the dissolved salt may be, the freezing temperature of a solution will always be
lowered by the same amount (nearly
six-tenths of a degree) if we add one
molecule of the dissolved body to each
hundred molecules of the solvent. Thus,
again, a purely physical fact, such as
freezing, proves to be dependent upon
a purely chemical fact- the molecular
weights of the solvent and the dissolved
body; and this physical law is so general that it has become a very accurate
means for determining such chemical
data as molecular weights. Chemistry
and physics appear again so closely interwoven that there is really no means
of separating them.
It is not possible to describe in a few
words the impetus given by the discov ery of these connections to physicochemical research altogether. A school,
headed by stwald, of most enthusia tic supporters of what has been termed
( not quite properly) the physical theory
of elutions, has grown up ; and thi
school, while bringing out a ma of important researches and widening the
field of
hemical inve tigations, has
naturally come to con i ler itself a being on the right track for elaborating a
complete theory of the ubject.
Tohappily, this is not the ca e, becau e
the hemical reaction whi h undoubtdly take pla e in oluti n are not tak -

en into account in the just-mentioned
physical laws. In reality, so long as
but small amounts of solids, or liquids,
or gases are dissolved in a liquid, and
so long as only such bodies are brought
into contact as have no strong chemical affinity to each other, the above theories are quite correct. But as soon as
the solution is rendered stronger, or the
solvent and the dissolved body are endowed with a mutual chemical affinity,
chemical reactions set in. Part of the
molecules of the dissolved body dissociate, and the atoms of which they were
composed, on being set free, combine
with the atoms of the solvent. Chemical forces, much more energetic than
the physical forces, enter into play,and
most complicated chemical reactionsthe intensity of which may be judged of
from the changes of temperature-begin. To deny them is simply impossible, although this has been done in the
excitement of polemics. The chemical
reactions which take place within the
solutions, and especially the formation
of definite though unstable compounds
of salts, acids, and bases with water,
have been rendered evident by so many
careful investigations of experienced
chemists, that the secondary importance
given to them by most adherents of the
phy ical theory would be simply incomprehensible were it not for the hope
which they cheri h of ultimately explaining all chemical proces es by the
above-mentioned molecular movements.
At any rate, in order to account for the
effect of the chemical reactions, the
follower of the phy ical theory were
c mpelled to ~ eek support in an additional agency - electricity.
tarting
from the familiar fact of elution being
decomp
d by an electri al current
they admitte l that in e\ ery elution part

'·
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of its molecules dissociate, breaking up
into their component parts, which are
charged with either positive or negative
electricity( the name of "ions" is usually
given to those component parts). By
means of this admission, they attempted to explain the discrepancies between
observation and the conclusions drawn
from the above-mentioned laws, especially in the case of . water solutions of
salts, acids, and bases, and the stronger solutions altogether. It must be recognized that many important relations
between electrical conductivity and
chemical action have been brought out
in this way by Arrhenius and his followers, and many discrepancies between
the laws of Van 't Hoff and Raoult and
the observed facts have been explained.
But it is also evident that, once a partial dissociation of molecules is admitted, the whole takes a chemical aspect,
and reference to such an unknown cause
as electricity does not simplify the matter. All kinds of chemical reactions
take place in solutions.
orne molecules of the dissolved body simply exchange their atoms in succession, while
maintaining the same grouping of atoms,
and consequently the same chemical
composition. In other molecules the
grouping only of the same atoms is
changed, and we have reactions of replacement, or isomerism. But, at the
same time, new and more or less stable
combinations between the atoms of both
solvent and dis olved body take place
in various proportions· double decompositions most probably occur a well ·
while the phy ical phenomena of liding
of undecornpo e particle continue at
the same time- the physical movements
of the particle being impres ed by,and
acting upon the chemical movements of
the at m within the mole ul .

6II

It must be confessed that neither
theory has as yet succeeded in following this multitude of movements and of
catching the moment when the move·
ments of particles are transformed into
atomic movements and re -distribution ;
and though we may name several equally important works which have been
published on this subject during the last
twelve months, we can mention none
which have thrown new light on the
subject. Let us only add that the sub ject itself has been immensely widened
of late by the wonderful researches of
Hey cock and Neville on the lowering
of the temperature of solidification of
metals, by the addition of other metals,
and of Roberts-Austen upon alloysthat is, metals dissolved in metals- which
behave very much like all aqueous olutions. However, a new departure in
this branch has been made, quite recently, by Messrs. Harold Picton and .
Linder. They studied the structure f
solutions of sulphide salts which offer
the advantage of giving a whole erie
of gradations between real solutions
(that is, liquids which seem to consist
of liquid particles only) and such as
contain extremely mall particles f
solid matter in suspen ion. By sub mitting the series to various te t , it wa
ascertained that all these solution ,even
those reputed as homogeneou , contain
infinitely small solid particle , the 1 re ence of which i revealed, on ' yndall'
method, by a beam of light. In ·orne
of them the particles- all of the sam e
size and performing ra id o illatory
movements- are even
en under the
microscope when magnifie a thou an l
times; while in antimonium ulphide
the very formation of oar er aggl meration out of in isible particles can be
f llow d un er the micr sco e.
In -
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short, the authors came to the conclusion that there is no sharp limit between
a state under which the mutual attractions between the particles of the solvent and the suspended particles of the
dissolved body are very feeble, and a
state when, these aggregations becoming a smaller size, the forces which keep
them in the solution become of a decidedly chemical nature.
A new and
promising method is thus given.
If we take into account the rapid accumulation of data relative to the subject of solutions and the various theories
already germinating, we may hope that
the day is not far off when a complete
theory of these phenomena will be possible. Let us only remark that all the
work hitherto done confirms more and
more the idea which becomes more and
more popular among chemists, and

which Mendeleeff has so well expressed
in a lecture delivered before the Royal
Institution in May 1889 ; namely, that
the molecules of all bodies, simple or
compound, borrow their individualities
from the characters of the movements
which the atoms perform within the
molecules. Each molecule rna y be considered as a system, like the systems, of
Saturn or Jupiter with their satelliteseach separ.ate type of suc.h systems giving a separate type of molecules, and
the chemical properties of the molecules
being determined by the character of
the system and its movements. It may
already be foreseen that further progress
in the great investigation into the mechanical basis of chemical energy will
be made in this direction.
-Nineteenth Century.
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Lost Time in Colleges.

The new University of Chicago proposes to be in session the entire year,
and students in good health may prosecute their studies each full year, instead
of about three-fourths of the year, as is
the almost universal rule. This is a
very wise step on the part of the new
institution.
College are generally at work from
nine to ten months, of four weeks each,
in a year. They have one or two weeks
vacation at Christmas holiday , and
usually adjourn for every national and
often for each local holiday. The average college does not do full' ork for
more than two-third of the year and
fully one-third of the student's time i

lost. More than this : students in these
institutions generally work from six to
eight hours per day for only five days
in the week, and thus from four to seven
year are required to complete a college
course. Now add to this the two to
four years the student requires in preparation for his special life-work, and
it will be r adily een why comparative~
ly so few young people complete a college cour e, and why o many people
can be found who think it does not pay.
The whole cheme is made too expenive · not only in money, but much
more in time.
ot only thi , but habit of indolence are acquired, and young
people are taught to think that after
eight or nine month ' lab r they req uire

I
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three or four months' rest, and as this
fractional part of the year cannot be
used in any regular business, being too
fragmentary and too short, if the student undertakes any work of any kind,
it is sometimes like a worthless book
agency, or ?ther matters of as trivial a
nature.
Is school work so severe that both
student and faculty are exhausted at the
end of nine months, and require the rest
of the year for recuperation? Merchants,
salespeople, travelling men, mechanics,
and in fact almost ali classes of people
labor devotedly for almost the full year,
with a short vacation of from two to
four weeks. It is conceded by all experts that worry and not work is what
wears out. Every person, no matter
what his work or calling may be, should
have a vacation of from two to four
weeks each year, and this, under all ordinary circumstances is found sufficient.
People whose work is particularly annoying, or who may be victims of very
delicate health, certainly require more.
Is a student's work particularly annoying? On the contrary, it is generally
free from care and ought to be of a
most delightful nature; and,as in most
institutions the student prosecutes three
or four different lines of study, for instance, one in mathematics, one in language, one in science, and usually something in literature, there is, or at least
there may be, sufficient variety in his
work that he can readily keep out of
what is kno~ n as the "monotony of the
tread-mill".
\Ve honestly believe that the plan of
the Chicago University in having school
the entire year, will be earnestly appreciated and greatly prize by thousands
of young men ' ho are not willing to
lo e so much of their valuable time. In

colleges students are required to work
from six to eight hours per day, and·
this only for five days in the week. On
entering the universities students are
usually 20 or more years of age, and,
where in good health, are physically able
to do nearly double this amount of work.
We see no reason why from ten to twelve
hours a day of study and recitation in
a variety of branches, as above described, should in any way be harmful to
the health of the student. On the contrary, we have noted a number of instances where students have entered an
educational institution in poor health,
and where, by observing the rules of
good living, and being systematic in
their work, they have worked from ten
to twelve hours per day for the entire
year, and have recuperated health, and
gone out from the institution after three
or four years, in very much better physical condition than when they entered
it. Would not three or four extra hours
per day in study and recitation be less
harmful to young men than the midnight
dissipations that are common to so many
institutions? Any young person in fair
health who will allow himself eight hours
for sleep, who will give himself one
hour for each meal, who will al o allow
himself one hour per day in which he
feels he has nothing to do, an will
spend that hour in exercise, either walks,
gymnastics, or light work, or in any
cheerful manner, may then d vote the
other twelve hour per day to careful
study and recitation, and ' ill never
suffer the lighte t in his health.
It is often remarked about many of
our great men that they worked th emselves to death. The writer doe n t
believe there is a single in tance where
this is true.
n the contrary, when' e
know the secret f their live w find
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it was some annoyance or some worry,
or so~e irregularity that shortened the
life, and not the work ; and there can
be brought an unbroken line of testimony that earnest, honest, systematic
work, with reasonable time for sleep
and meals, never result in harm.
The Crescent.

The following named officers were
elected for the fall term of '92 : M. X.
Geske,President; W. H. Johnson, Vice
Pres.; Martha :Fulton, Recording Secretary; Carrie DuVal, Corresponding
Secretary; J. W. \Vhiteside, Treasurer;
\Villiam Dunn, First Critic; Marie Chatfield, Second Critic; P. H. Moroney,
Chorister; Nora ·w hitney, Assistant
Chorister; E. P. Harmon, Editor· Nicholas Srhilling and B. G. Snow, Marshals; Vv. H. Johnson, L.A. Martin, and
Mary Fulton, Executive Committee.
The anniversary exercises were lis tened to by an audience of over two
thousand people,and were a success in
every particular.
A. H. Kreiling has taken the princi palship of schools at Hebron, Indiana.
Miss Edna Landi is teaching near
Duluth, Minn.
Many once familiar faces were again
seen among the Crescents during com men ment, conspicuous among them
being those of Mis Lillian tockwell,
ex-pre idents,
tokoe, Rogers
and
troeter.
Mrs. \V.
olkee, formerly Mi ~
mern
olan, is visiting in Bri tol
outh Dakota where she e ·pects to pend
the winter. he ha been very sue ces.ful in a number of elocutionary entertainments which she has been ai\·ina in
that part of the country.
E. I. H.

returned to Medical College, Louisville,
Ky. G. G. Feldman is in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, taking Post graduate in Law.
M"iss Rosa Brown is teaching in her
home city, South Bend, Ind.
Prof. J. B. :F. Showalter and N. C.
Stott have rearranged the Star program
so that it now presents an artistic appearance. The efforts of these gentlemen are highly appreciated by the public.
The present officers are : President,
N. C. Stott : Vice President, Maxwell
Hoffman; Recording Secretary, Lizzie
Baker; Corresponding Secretary, Beth
Wood; Treasurer,•R. L. Moore; 1st
Critic, G. C. Glassel; 2nd Critic, Hat ·
tie Baker; I st Editor, Andrew Clark;
2nd Editor, Jas. Rigg:;;; Vocal Chorister, J. Hayward; Instrumental Chorister, Rachel Curtis; 1st Marshal, E. 0.
Busenburg; 2nd Marshal,Emma Darst;
Reporter, J. J. McManaman; Commissioners, J. H. Cloud, C. B. Goodrich,
J. E. Kearnes.
J. J. Me.
BOOKS AND MAGAZINES.

Among the recent important changes
in the magazine world is the transfer of
the K1 DERGARTEN MAGAZI E to the
Mis es Andrea and Amelia Hofer, who
assumed charge of this interesting educational monthly with the eptember
number. The magazine has been re modeled and appears under a new cover, which does justice to the dignified
cau e it represent . The eptember
number pre ent a strong table of content , among other article , a discu sion
of Columbu and the chools, the Kind ergarten and the Primary chool, rt
tudie from Life, and a generous department for practical work and sugge tion for the Kindergarten and home.
The
TOBER
YERLA . D 1o THLY
The Star.
contains a very arefully prepared and
Mis Lillie Jones, cientifi of 92, fullyillu trated article on the Univer ity
who i teaching theBrightonPark chool of California the greatest of Pacific
hicago, pent ct. 1, 2 with friend
oast in titution of learning. It hi on the Hill. Marie Lar on of '92 ac - tory g rowth, and pre ent condition is
cepted the a istant Principal hip under told by [ili en't \Y. hinn who e artiE.Manley Dawson, linn. F.P. Young cle la t year on the tanford Univer ity
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attracted general attention. The number also contains another of the OvERLAND's popular outing articles. Lawn
Tennis in California is a paper written
by J. J. Archibald, an experienced tennis expert, and carefully illustrated
under his supervision. No pains have
been spared to make the paper accurate and reliable. The illustrated papers on Pacific Coast scenery are continued by Mabel H. Closson, on a
trip to Cook's Inlet, entitled An Alaskan ~ummer.
The October ATLANTIC opens with
on abk paper by James C. Carter, entitled Mr. Tilden. He gives an interesting resume of Samuel J. Tilden's
place in public life. Alexander Brown,
author of Genesis of tlte United States,
has a paper on T!te Englis!t Occupancy
of Nortlz America, and incidentally endeavors to put Captain John mith back
into his rightful obscurity. Mr. Hale's
amusing papers on A New En o-land
Boylzood are continued, and Boston
Common and his associations with it
forms the subject of this new installment.
Professor haler writes on a
subject of the day, namely, 7/te B etterment of our .Higlzways, and Mary A.
Jordan has an article on T!te College
for Women. There is the usual amount
of good poetry and fiction. The numher is a striking and altogether excellent one.
o you read the RF: r ? This great
review occupies a field all its own, and
ought to be read by every thoughtful
\merican citizen.
T'he >ctober number contains the
fourth and closing paper in the Brief
for the Plaintiff, in the n w celebrated
Bacon- 'hake peare ase. In the ovember nnmber, the Brief for hake peare will be opened, Mr. I eed contributing the opening paper. He will
be followed by Prof. \V. J. Rolfe, the
eminent merican hake pearean critic,
an 1 by r. F. J. Furnivall of London
an Re''·
r. A.
ichol on, of \Y arwi k hire h o of the mo t ele rated
'hake pearean
holars
f England.
Ignatius onnelly will furnish a brief

closing argument for the plaintiff. The
ARENA has long since forged its way into the very foremost of the great liberal and progressive reviews. Now it enters the field of literary criticism in such
a way as to command the attention of
America and Europe.
The BaconShakespeare controversy will elicit the
attention of more eminent critics than
any other purely literary discussion of
the year.
A valuable and pleasing number is
THE PoPULAR 'crENCE MoNTHLY for
October. There is a timely article on
Specifics for tlte Cure of Inebriety , by
Dr. T. D. Crothers, who tells what the
signs are by which a great quackery
may be distinguished. A notably interesting article is that on The E volution
of Dancing, by Lee J. Vance, which is
accompanied by ten spirited illustrations. In his Lessons from the ensus,
Carroll D. Wright treat of Tlte Native
and Forei o-n-born Population-a subject
on which every citizen should be informed . In Language and Brain Disease,
Dr. H. T. Pershing shows how loss of
speech from brain di ea e throws light
upon the proce of obtaining the rna tery of a language. John oleman lams
describes the grand work of Redfield,
Espy, Hare, Lo mi , and other merican meteorologist . There are many
other excellent article and an e ceptionally good number is clo ed with a
sketch of the life of Alexander Winchell.
"From every man a cording to his
ability ; to every one according to his
needs," the m tto of the vigorou. 'o ·M< P LIT
, i
well exempli ficd in the
. eptember i sue. For general e. ellence and vanety it is unexcelled, and
admirably calculated to
harm all
cla es f reader .
o es ri pti n an
be more charming than • lary Hasrou k's Jersey, with it re ·tful illu tration..
'harle \ . Dabney'· Ad1•ance oj
Education in the oullt i su e ti c, ancl
the note of warning
un ed in the
thoughtful ' Homestead" Lesson h uld
be li. tene 1 t by every Ameri an voter.
1any oth r timely 1 aper are pre cnted, and several1Joem an storie among
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which the dainty Amma-San is particularly noteworthy.
In the CALIFORNIAN for September
Prof. Elliot Coues discusses the question Can Ghosts be Photographed? The
article is well illustrated by a variety of
grewsome pictures from original photographs. Local interests are represented in Yacftting Around San Fra?zcisco,A California Loan Association, The
JJ1issions oj California, and a well written illustrated paper on Throop University. A thought provoking article
is Richard H. McDonald's How to Secure Good Municipal Government. The
issue is an excellent one and fully up to
the high standard maintained by this
excellent publication.
·wHAT THEY ARE DOING.
M. C. Landis teaches in LeClaire, Ia.
W. E. Hagy teaches in Kanopolis,
Kan.

H. D. Wilson goes back to Monroe,
La., for another year.
M. T. Flannery superintends the
schools of Cloverdale, Ind.
C. R. Spicer will give instruction to
the youth of Rochester, Ill.
John Loeffler is Principal of a ward
school in Decatur, Illinois.
0. vV. Storer began Sept. 5, as principal of the Dunkirk, Ind., High School.
Miss Laura McCaw has a good position in the schools of Bay City, Mich.
0. 0. Raga is Principal of a prosperous school in Mt. Sterling, 'Wisconsin.
I have a pleasant letter from A. M.
Otwell who writes from Lewisville, Texas.
R. G. Popham has charge of the
schools of \Valker, Ia. There are eleven grades.

Albert Lynch is managing the schools
of Flushing, Mich. He likes his work
and surroundings.
J. C. McGhee has accepted a position in San Francisco, at a salary of
$1oo per month.
John Lowe writes a pleasant letter
from \Veatherford, Texas, where he is
located.
W. T. Roper of Parkman, 0., has
been elected Supt. of the schools of
Perry, Ohio, at a salary of $go a month.
E. T. Blackney is Principal of the
Swartz Creek, Mich., schools, and
treasurer of the Teachers' Association
of Genesee Co.
A. L. Moore is doing a good business
as special agent for a N. Y. Insurance
Co. He expects to be in school next
year.
A. A. Quinlan is doing university
work in Lawrence, Kansas. Cassie is
Assistant Principal of the Kiowa,Kan.,
school.
W. A. Root has been elected Principal of the High School of Highmore,
S. D. He is in a pleasant place and
likes his work.
Miss Clara L. Weyer, who has been
teaching for a year in Kansas, has accepterl a position in the schools of
Janesville, vVis.
L. D. Gillespie, now teaching in
Humbolt, Ill., writes that he will be
with us to enter the Law Department
next year.
S. D. Bickford is doing good work
for the people of Neche, . D. Such
men as he are a help to every community in which they live.
N. P. Hull, who has been teaching
in Minnesota for the past two years,
goes, this year, to Port Byron, Ill., a
Principal of the High School of that
place.

Miss Alice Me ann, of '91, has charge
yma A Vest teaches mu ic in Zanesof the Grammar Dept. of the Dundas, ville, Ohio. Lily C. Ruegg gives inMinn. chool.
truction in the same branch in Garner
J. . Puett is uperintendent of the Ia. Both merit ucce .
schools of outhport, Ind.
teaches the High chool.

He al o

J. \ . Bence i the Principal of the
outhern Iowa ormal cientific and
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Business Institute. C. M. Jan sky teachJ and everything seems to point toward a successes in the same school. They announce ful year's work.
an excellent opening.
F. F. Heigh way has begun his second
year's
work in Clifton, Kansas. He
J. P. Mullin has resigned his position
in Fremont, Neb., to accept the chair writes, Schoo1 is progressing finely with a much larger
of ancient languages in the Western
attendance in the High School than last year. I
Normal College of Lincoln, Neb.
l1ke Kansas quite well and am very much pleased
with my work here.

I will show

THE

STUDENT

D. D. Feldman writes encouragingly to some of my friends here and perhaps they will
from Creighton, Neb., where he has a like to take it. I am quite sure that they can
good position. L. M. Troup and S. G. get no better journal.
Baker are also teaching in the West, the
THE STUDENT is proud to number
former at Frankfort, S. Dak.
W. H. Hounsley of Carlinville, Ill.,
Miss Tillie 3hay will teach the com- among its friends. Here is an extract
ing year in Snohomish, Wash., having from a recent letter: I can't do without THE STUDENT. I can find
charge of the High School of that place.
She has a good position and is pleasant- hut nne fault with it and that i it comes untrimmed and I get so anxious to read that I some
ly situated.
times tear the leaves in trimming them.
C. 0. Smith is Deputy Treasurer of
Fulton Co.~ Ind. Mrs. Smith teaches
in the Rochester schools. G. R. Fish
remains at Bloomingsburg, and ·Milo
. King will be Principal of the schools of
Fulton.
C. M. Holt, after a delightful summer spent in New England, is back at
his work in Ann Arbor. He reports
Messrs. Wray and Larson as being students in the same school.

[The leaves h ave been left uncut of late for
the benefit of those who wish their volumes bound.
If it suits our readers better, however, we will
trim as heretofore.]

L. I. Knowlton, of Butte, Montana,
writes,I have been employed to teach in one of the
Public Schools of this city, at o per month,
for a term of ten months . I consider THE STU·
DE T to be the best School Journal published in the
United States for $1.25. And I think that all of
the former pupils, of Valparai o, will do all in
their power to extend its circulation. I met J.
M. Traughber, a Scientific of 1889, in Ellensburg. Wash. He is candidate for County uperintendent of Kittitas County Wash., on the People's Party Ticket.
Mr. Worstell, who went to Texas last fall with
myself, ha been enaaged as one of the teachers
in the Ft. Worth High School.

Three marriages to announce this
month: Edward VanFleet and Lena
Wheelock, at Bedford, 0., Sept. 14;
J. M. Canfield and Anna Garrett, at
Hoskins, 0., Aug. 3·; J. L. Burns and
Dollie Jenkins, at Centre Point, Ind., on
The following is an extract from a
the I rth of ep. THE STUDE T extends
communication
from J.
anders who
kindest wishes to all of them.
writes from Mascoutah, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Vance have acI have changed locati ns thi year notwithcepted positions in the school of 'pangle, standing an offer of favorallc increa ·e of alary
Wash., Mrs. Vance, in the primary de- at Irving. This is the fir t time I have accepted
a po ition outside of my h me county, and 1 repartment and Mr. Vance the Principal- get s mewhat leaving the place where my f rmer
~hip.
They have taught in the schools work ha:> been ; but I feel ju tified in changing
of chuyler, eb., for the last six years. this year because of a better position. I have a
priocipalship a chool of mne rooms.

We teach

The Dwight Ill.,
hool are super- nine months beginning to-day. (Aug. 29.)
Last week, I met a number of former Valpaintended by\ . T. Wil on. 1r. Wil on
rai o tudents at the .'outhern Illinois Teach r's
writes,ociation c nvening at East :t. Loui ·. .\mong
'chool is in a very flattering condition here. I
have nine a i tants, with a total enrollment of
400 pupil The High :ch ol numbers fifty-nine.
:'>lr. ' . . ·wan n, pnncipal u ne building, is
d ving good w9rk. All my teachers are go d,

other was . n. ar. on the e ·teemed ·a . .'upt.
of\ ashington ounty. I still an. iously , atc h
f r the coming of Til£ ST m:. 'T. Valparai:
tudent like no other ·o well. I wi hit all uc
ces-.
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NEW TRAIN S ON THE NICKEL PLATE
RAILWAY.
In addition to the trains now running
on the Nickel Plate they have lately put
on two new through passenger trains between Buffalo and Chicago. Train going west leaves Valparaiso at 6, A. M.;
east, 11-45 P. 1\I.

*

*

Ripan Tabules:* for torpid liver.

* *
this *
office

\ e want at
several copies
of THE TUDENT for epternber, 1891.
Any one sending us a copy of that issue
will have hi subscription advanced one
month in payment therefor.

* *
American *Book

for Harper's Inductive Latin Primer are
rs copies for the Vincennes High School,
18 copies for Oxford, 30 fop Bluffton,
30 for Greensburg, 75 for Bloomington.
"Nothing succeeds like success."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
HUNTING SEASON
OPENED.
For special rates to hunting territory,
call upon Agen~s of the Nickel Plate.
* open your two
My dear subscriber,
eyes and note these hints : 1. If your
paper don't reach you as it should, write
to t!zis office promptly. Don't write to
the agent you subscribed with-he can't
help it. Don't wait bvo or three months;
the supply may be exhausted by that
time. 2. If you are receiving THE STuDENT you will surely be expected to pay
for it-we are not doing a missionary
work. 3· When you pay for it, send
the money to us, not to an agent.
*
BANG! BANG!!
BANG! ! !
Is heard the gun of the sportsman.
Get your outfit together and join their
ranks. Tickets at reduced rates are on
sale via the Nickel Plate.
* is a home with
Happy and content
"The Rochester;" a lamp with the
light of the morning. For Catalogue,
write Roc/zester Lamp Co., New York.

* subscriber notice
If you are a new
the name and address on the wrapper
of your journal. If incorrect in any
particular advise us.

*

*

* received more enTHE STUDE T has
couraging words this month, than during any other time in its history. \Ve
thank you for your renewals and kind
expressions of appreciation.
*

*

*
If you want lucrative
empl o yment

ou can do no b etter than to write to
The
Com pan ha
. L. Tronsdal Eau laire, \Yis. . . 1r.
recently introduced Appleton s chool
Physic into the chools of Ft. \\ ayne, Tronsdal publi he a great variety of
oshen Oxford, Knight town, alP.m, book , both En o-li h and orwegian,
and Pendleton. Among ~heir orders and is an honorable and reliable man.
T

tiE TI

FOR I

RLTH~tETI .
S· 20 per cent. of ~ = ! of J8 or X, part of
property Sl)!d.
In 10 977,120 quare inche of land, how
25 per cent. on = zo per cent off.
many acre , and how much is it worth at
20 per cent of 5,0oo= -t of 5000 or 1000.
75.183~ per acre?
5000- 1000= 4000,cost of ~of property.
2. If 6 be deducted from ~ of A money, he
• ·. }'8 of property= 4000
' ill have 6 time a much as B, who ha 4·
-- ot property = 8X 4,000 or 32,000.
Ho' much has A? nalyze and explain ful 6. The l5t pipe will fill the ci tern in 1 I hrs.
ly.
. ·. the 1st pipe will fill -r\ cistern in 1 hr.
3· If 8,000 of five per cent. tock be sold at 90,
The 2nd pipe will fill the cistern in 8 hrs.
and the proceed be invested in 3~ per cent.
. ·. the 2nd pipe will fill X ci tern in I hr.
stocks at 6o, find the alteratiou in income
The 3rd pipe will fill the cistern in 7 hrs.
per annum.
. ·. the 3rd pipe will fill t cistern in I hr.
4· If the area of a square field is 2,209 square
.·. The three pipes will fill
Ys +tl of
rods, how many rods of fence will be requirthe f!istern in one hr.
ed to enclo e it ?
r.1·.r+Ys+t=Ht
Ht of the work= I hr., all working to5· A man buys ~ of a piece of property and sells
gether.
zo % of his share for 5,000,thereby clearing
25% on its cost. What was the original cost
~rh of the work =:l'h hr , all working toof the whole property?
gether.
!H of the work=Ht· hr., all working . to6. A cistern bas three receiving pipes. One can
gether, = 2 hr. 47 min. 14.4 sec.
fill it in I I hours; another in 8 hours, and
another in 7 hours. In what time can all 7· 100 per cent. = P. V. of check.
three pipes fill it ?
55 per cent. = Yi . V. or money invested
6o per cent. of inv.=IOO per cent. P. V.
7. Bought a check on a suspended bank at 55 fo
of its face value, exchanged it at par for
1 per cent. of inv =~- per cent. P. V.
100 per cent. nf inv = r66YJ per cent.P. V
stock in a manufacturing concern at 6o%
which pays 7% annual dividends. What
7 per cent. of r66% = II% per cent., rate of
income on 6o per cent.
per cent. do l make on the money invested?
11% per cent. is what per cent. of 55 per
8. Date of note, Oct. 25, 1884; principal, $r,
cent.?
750.25. Credits, Feb. z8, 188s, $50.25;
55 per cent. = 100 per cent.
June r4, 1885, Szs; Oct. zo, 1885, $35o;
1 per cent. =f~ per cent.
May 8, 1886, $575· Find amount due Sept.
1 r% per cent. -= sl Xn per cent. or 73 3 per
8, 1886. Intt'rest, 6%.
cent. = zr 373 per cent.
ANSWERS.
8. 1886- g-8
1. 6,272,640 sq. in. -:::1 acre.
1886-5-8
I
1885-10- 20
I sq. in. = .- - - a c r e .
1885- 6-14
6272640
1885-2- 28
10,977,120 sq. in. = 11pl,-/2?~1;/rP acres = I~ A.
1884-10-25
1 acre= $75· 1875
I~ acre =l-X$75 1875 or $I3I.57Ji4 - 3 ($50.25)
2. Six times B's money is 6 X $4 or $24.
3-17 ($25.00)
J8 of A's money diminished by $6 = $24
4-6 ($350.00)
. ·. J8 of A's money= $30 *
6-18 ($575-00)
X of A's money
of $30 or $6
4- 0 (Settlement).
i of A's money= 8X $6 or $48.
* This eq nation is gotten from the preced ·
Principal of note
ing one by adding $6 to each member of the
Int. on P. to Feb. 28, 1885 =
equation.
Amt. of note at time of 1st credit = $1786.23
3· wo% = $8,ooo, P. V. of 1st stock.
First credit =
$50.25
1% =rh of $8,ooo or $8o.
5 per cent.·=5X $8o or $400, income from
1st stock.
Balance due =
$1735-98
Int. on N. P. to June 14, 1885 is (by inspec90 per cent = 9o X $8o = $7200, M. V. of 1st
tion) more than the payment. We therefore
stock.
find int. on N. P. to Oct. 20, 1885.
6o per cent. of 2d stock = $7200, proceeds
of 1st stock.
Balance due on N. P. =
$1735.98
Int. on N. P. to Oct. 20, 1885 =
$67.40
1 per cent.=-io of $7200= $120.
3~ per cent. = 3 ~ X $120 or $420, income
on zd stock.
Amt. due at time of 3rd credit = $18G2.38
$420-$400=$20, the difference in the in2nd and 3rd credits =
$375.00
comes.
Balance due =
4·
2209=47, no. of rods in one side of field.
Int. to May 8, 1886 =
4 X 47 = I88, no. of rods required to enclose
the field.

1.

<n+
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AUGUST EXAlf.fiNA TJON QUESTIONS.
mt. due at tim of 4th credit
4th cr li

=

Balance due =
Int. to time f etllement
:urn clue at

=

1474·4
575·00

=

etth!mcnt =

on.: In ubtrncting dates I have u eel the
method sugg sled by I'ay: viz., \Vhen a month
i · borrow d count th actual number of day. in
that month. lienee, in th econd dat above
I have 3 mo. 17 da. in lead of 3 mo. 16 day .

rite a sentence containing a clau. e within in
a phra<:e. l>e ignate.
2. State what 11 es an un may have in a sentence .
3· \ hat functions in a entence may a clau e ful1. \

fill?

4·

'orrect any error in the following : I shall
return on Monday unle. s it ra:ns. They
pr posed to have visited Rome the following
year.
5· \ ritesenttncesillustralingtheuseof the noun
in each f the persons, using the same noun
in each f the sentences.
6 In what re~pects do pronouns differ from nouns?
7. In what respects are ad verbs like adjectives ?
8. When Louis the Fourteenth said, "I am the
State," he ex pres ed the es ence of the doctrine of unlimited power. Analyze above
sentence. Give construction of "State,"
"essence."
9· Though you took his life, bury him as a prince.
Though Ton1 were a year younger he would
still be too old for an infant school.
In what mo d is the verb took? Give reason
for your belief. Same of the verb were.
10. Write a sentence containing a relative clause
that is restrictive, and one containing a rela ·
tive clause that is not restrictive. Punctuate
each correctly, and give reason for each
mark used.
ANSWERS.

"For him to say that he will not return is un·
just''; "that he will not return" is a clause,
the object of "to say."
2. This depends entirely upon which particular
property is indicated.
If construction is
meant, then the noun may be used between
twenty and thirty ways, which would be im·
possible to give in answer to the question.
3· That of an adverb, adjective, noun.
4· The first sentence may be considered correct.
The second should be • •They proposed to
visit Rome the following year.'' ' This sen·
tence might mean differently, but as we un·
derstand it the grammatical construction is
all that is to receive attention.
5· (a) I, John, will go to town. (b) You, John,
may go to town. (c) They said that John
might go to town.
I.

me
6. Pronoun differ from noun in form, in
of the con trnction , and in their u e.
7. dverl are like adjectives in their restrictive
sense.
"lfe" i the ubject and ••exore sed' the
predicate.
•Expre eel" i modified first hy
•·es. ence" and it modifier., an objective
element : e ence'' i modified by "the"
and by "of doctrine" with it modifiers adjective elements; • doctrine" i modified by
"the" and "of power'', adjective element ·
"power ' i modified by "unlimited," an adjective element. "Expres ed" is also modified by "Louis the Fourteenth said",'[ am
the State', "an adverbial element. It is alsn
a complex clau e, of which 'Loui the Fourteenth" is the subject and "said'' the predicate ; ' said" is modified by the clause "l
am the State,'' an objective element, of
which "I" is the subject and "am the 'tate"
is the predicate; "am'' is the copula and
"'tate" is the attribute, the attribute modi
tied by •·the," an adjective element. "Said"
is also modified hy "wl-}en," an adverbial
element. "State" is in the predicate with
"am," referring to the ubject, "I."
g. "Took" is in the indic::ttive mode; it asserts
a fact a existing. "Where" is the subj unc
tive mode, because it represents a condition
as not exi~ting now.
10. The farm which he is tilling is valuable. The
man who purchased the farm has not return·
ed.

HI TORY.
Name five European nations that made permanent settlements within the present limits
of the U. S., and state one place where each
nation made a settlement.
2. Give a brief account of each of the fnllnwing
named persons in connection with American
history: Roger Williams, Wolfe, D'Estaing,
Perry, Robert Morris.
3· Name ten of the leading American inventions.
and tell by whom each was made.
4 On what ground did the English claim that
they were justified in taxing their American
colonies? On what grounds did the colonies
refuse to pay the ta:tes ?
S· To what political party did Clay belong? J.
C. Calhoun? J. Q. Adams? Thomas Jefferson? George Washington? Andrew Jack ·
son ? Alexander Hamilton ? Stephen A.
Douglas? Daniel Webster? A. Lincoln?
1.

ANSWERS.
1.

2.

England, Massachusetts; France, South Car·
olina; Spain, Florida; Holland, New York;
Sweden, New Jersey.
Roger Williams came from England to Mas
sachusetts in 1631 and settled at Salem . He
was banished in 1635 for holding that the
civil law should have nothing to do with mat· .
ters of faith and worship. He founded Providence, R. I., in 1636, and made it a place

AUGUST EXAAfil,lATION QUESTIONS.
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where perfect freedom in religious belief and
and which the hones are designed to support.
practice might be enjoyed. Gen. \ olf was 3· Blood coagulates when exposed to any but
was the commander of the English forces in
perfectly normal conditions in the healthy
''the expediti n again t Quebec" in 1759
blood ves, els. Delicate fibrils of fibrine are
He captured the city ~ ept. 15th, but was kill formed which enta.ngle the corpuscles and
ed in the engagement. Count D Estaing
form a firm coagalum.
wa the commander of the fleet which France
4· The auricles receive the blood, the ventricles
sent to aid the Americans in 1778. lle took
are force pumps to rai e the blood from the
an active part in the French Revolution and
low 1 res ure vein> to the high pressure ar·
was guillotined in 1794
ommodore Perry
teries.
was born at Newport, R I , in 1785. He
commanded the fleet which defeated the En 5· The stomach i composed of 4 membranes,
outer erous, middle muscular, inner mucons.
gltsh fleet on Lake Erie Sept. 13, 1813. He
The latter two are connected by the submudied of yellow fever at Trinidad in r8rg.
cous areolar tissue.
Robert Morri was born in England in 1734·
He came to America and was a merchant in 6. They are the two acts of respir!ltion. In inPhiladelphia before the Revolution. He was
spiration the diaphragm desceuds, the ster·
num raises and moves forward and the angles
a signer of the Declaration. In 1781 he was
made superintendent of finance and renderof the ribs move outwarJ, air rushe in to
ed most important services to the new govfill the pace. In expiration precisely the
ernment. He lost his fortune and was imreverse takes place.
prisoned for debt in his old age. He died 7. The skin is composed of two layers, the cnin r8o6.
ticle and cutis.
The former is compos 3· Cotton Gin, Eli Whitney ; sewing-machine,
ed of flattened scales, nonvascular and withElias Howe; Steam boat, Robert Fulton ;
out nervt:;s.
The cutis is composed of
screw-propeller, John Ericsson ; telegraph,
a dense network of fibres, of connective
S. F. B. Morse ; telephone, A. G. Bell ;
tissue, oil glands, perspiratory glands and
Armored war-ship, John Ericsson; repeating
muscles. It is well snpplied with nerves and
fire arms, Col. Colt and Dr. Gatling; air
blood vessels. Its function is to protect,
brake, Geo. Westinghouse; cylinder printenclose,etc. It regulates body temperature,
ing- press, R. M. Hoe.
and is secretory and excretory.
4· En~ land had a heavy debt, part of which had 8. It is composed of 3 coats: onter,sclerotie;inner
been contracted in defending the colonies
retina; middle,choroid. It has an antenor
against the French and Indians ; hence Engand posterior chamber, an aqneous and vitland claimed that the colonies should help
reous humor and a crystalline lens for the
pay the debt. The colonies objected on the
refrac.tion and focusing of light upon the
ground that they had no representation in
retina. It is nature's camera obscura, or
the parliament which enacted the tax-laws.
magic lantern.
5· Henry Clay was a Whig; J. C. Calhonn, a
GEOGRAPHY.
Democrat ; J. Q. Adams, a Whig; Thomas
(Answer any seven.)
Jefferson, a Democrat; George Washington,
a Federalist; Andrew Jackson, a Democrat; r. Draw a sketch of Africa so as to show the
Alexander Hamilton, a Federalist ; Stephen
zones. On the drawing place names showA. Douglas, a Democrat; A Lincoln, aReing the native vegetation of the different
publican.
parts of the continent.
2. What are the chief conditions which determine
PHYSIOLOGY.
the clim~ te of a place ?
(Answer seven questions.)
3· Compare and contrast Germany and the
I. What are tissues?
United States in respect to the following
2. Minute strnctnre of bone.
points:
3· Coagulation of blood.
a. Form of government.
4· Action of auricles and ventricles.
b. Industries.
5· Structure of Stomach.
c. Educational interests.
6. Explain inspiration and expiration.
4. Compare the difference between the longest
7· Structure and work of skin.
and the shortest day in St. Petersburg with
8. Structure 'Of the globe of the eye.
the same difference at New Orleans.
ANSWERS.
5· Compare and contrast Minnesota and Missjsr. Tissues are fundamental structures composed
sippi as to productions, and account for difof anatomical elements,i. e. cells and fibers;
ferences found.
they enter into the composition of organs
6. Locate the vertical sun on the 21st of Jnne,
and systems.
the 22d of September, and 22d of • Decem2. Bone is composed of Haversian systems which
ber. State the limit to which the slanting
consist of lacunal, caualicuti and Haversian
rays of the sun extend at each date.
canals. Surrounding these are thin laminae
of bone tissue with long axes placed so as to 7. Sketch a map showing the drain age of Enrope.
receive the stresses which fall upon them 8. Explain why regions far from the eql).aLor and
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5· \;t,7hat i meant by the logical order in teach-

region far above the sea level have a like
ne:-s of temperature.
ive one di ·tingui. hing physical characteristic and one di tinguishing mental trait of
each race of men.
A SWf~ RS.

I.
2.

3·

4·

5·

6

7·

8.
9·

I.
2.

3·
4·

Latitude, ocean currents, altitude, influence
of variou bodie of water and relative po iLions to hilly an mountainou region .
{a) Germany i a monarchy; United tales a
republic. Their Jegi lative department. are
each vestt'd in two hou e , the members
f one of the b dies of each country being
appointed by their . everal state governments;
and of the others by vote of their people. (l))
The agricultural and mineral products of
both c untries are abundant, but in the
quantity and variety of production \Jnited
' tate excels on account of its area ; however, ermany ba the largest steel works and
leads in the production of zinc. (c) Schools
of all kind are liberally provided for in both
c untries.
ermany excels in Universities
of high rank, and the United C:tates in the
character of its public schools.
{a) The longest day, I8r70' hour$;, shortest SlO"
hours. {b) The longest day, 14 hours; shortst, 10 hours The comparative difference
is 4i'n- hours.
Hoth states produce lumber in large quantJttes. Distinguishing productions: (a) Cotton in great abundance, also rice, corn and
sugar cane . Causes,-warm climate, low,
level, and fertile surface. {b) Much wheat.
Causes-fertile soil and temperate climate ;
also on account of its water J?Ower it is a
great flour manufacturing state.
{a) Tropic of Cancer, the Arctic Circle beyond
the North Pole. (b) Equator, the poles.
(c) Tropic of Capricorn. the Antarctic Circle beyond the South Pole.
A straight line drawn from the . trait of Gibralter north-east to Mt. Toll-Pass in the
Ural Mountains almost exactly indicates the
main water-shed of Europe.
Because the density of the atmosphere decreases from equator to poles and from sea
level to high regions.
There are three types of mankind, the wooly
haired, the wavy haired, and straight haired.
The wavy haired is noted for its acuteness of
reason. The straight baired for its super·
stition, and reverence of the past. The
woolly haired is noted chiefly for its lack of
any distinguishing mental trait.

ing a subject?
6. If we peak of the p ychological order of the
topic in a subject what do we mean ?
7· Define the term method.
8. In what sen e is all education elf education?
9·
e cribe the method of di covery or development
10. 'V hat is meant by the metl1
of instruction?
N WERS.

r.

ne of the definite way· in which the mind
does its work.
2. The depth and accuracy of a perception depend upon the amount of intere ted attention given to the perception
3. The term. are not strictly k1gical terms and
cannot be defined very strictly. As proce ses, or products, they might be de cribed with
some accuracy. Perhaps it might be said,
that information, as a prot:e ·s, is the act of
arranging material already present, but not
in organic relations ; instruction, the act of
building up what is but rudimentary; and
education, the act of leading out what is
potential in the mind, and so making it actual.
4· Only under very unusual circumstances.
5· The logical order of topics, is from the simple
to the complex, from principles to cases involving the most comple application of the
principles. The logical order in studying
the natural sciences would be from chemistry to physiology.
6. The po;ychological order of topics, is from the
concrete to the abo; tract. The po;ychological
order of studying the natural sciences would
be from botany to chemistry.
7· The word method means manner; and this
must suggest the meaning of the term. The
question probably refers to what was once
regarded as a part of logic, that, n'lmely,
which discussed the proper arr.wgement of
the parts of discourse.
8. The method of discovery is something like this:
we first take as many instances as possible,
we examine them as carefully as possible,
and make as good a guess as we can make at
the general law which explains them all.
Thus, we assume the guess to be true, and
see what consequence must follow deductively from the assumption. Lastly. we make
an experiment in which all the conditions of
the problem are carefully provided for, and
see whether the experiment verifies our prediction, after making due allowances for all
errors. If it does so, we infer that the guess
was a good one, and call it an hypothesis.
Further experiments and verifications may
SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.
make it a theory, or way of looking at the
(Answer any eight.)
things.
What is meant by a law of the mind ?
State a mental law.
9 · The method ef in<>truction is the reverse of the
foregoing It starts with knowledge, with
Define these terms: Information, instruction,
the theory, and simply applies the principles
education
in understanding the various cases met with
Would you permit pupils to study their les·
sons together? Give reasons for your answer1
in life .
~:
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810 BrQadway,

ew York.

-~E~T'~

ES.-

!·he under igned can be cmpl yed
:tnywhere in the United tat s to
g-ive in truction in Teachers' In tit u tes.
Evening lecture. given.
Terms made kn wn on application.
ddres ,
, ;,

.

WA:III

1'0 ,

. C.

THE STUDENT.

2

CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT MODERATE PRICES.

DR.. EI.. l'T. R.EN"l'TEFI.,

.------G6QS'DEJ>TTIST~ ~vALPARAiso,

INDIANA.

lv.I:I.:X:.ED

STC>C~.

---CONSISTING O F - -

New and Second H and Books, S tation ery, Inks, Pens, Tablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, Lamps, Notions, etc.
- -A FULL LINE OF STUDENTS' SUPPLIES.- -

Orders for Books and anything kep t in our line p romptly fi lled b y

THE LIGHTCAP COMPANY,
105 College Ave., Valparal8fl 9 Ind.

W. G. W{NJlLE 1 .taple and

FOGBFies,

Fine Lanaps and Glassware.
DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES , CO OKIES AND CANDIES, ALWAYS FRE SH.

Just the place to get ~ toothsome lunch put up.

CSft,a~.

I WANT THE STUDENTS ' TRADE ,

and to get it, keep in my stock of

~oots and

s. E . CorJt e r

S. ~~nc~,

Sbo€s ·Boots and Shoes,·

several lines espec ially

Jt"'o. 7 East

o - -A D A F T E D, - -o

-

for good wear an d neat style,

TO STUDENT'S NEEDS.
J. 1?. T.!I.LCOTT.,
N O. 9 EAST JJLA.IN

---~--G-O

lUaln & Franklin Stti.

Hcpulrlng a specialty.

AYLES WOI{ TM'S

St.,

! buy and ell for cash.
My goods come direct
from manufacturers. I can offer you a larger
assortment and lower prices than most
shoe stores in towns of this size.

~T.

TO-----_..

Jr~ain

NORTH SIDE COURT HOUSE. -

Fir t class work at lowest prices

~ GUARANTEED.=====

When

lJOU

go to get

lJOU r

letters,

drop in and see the beautiful new tore of

FOR THE

W. L.
FfNE
~

~ ~~

~irst

'l l

Dou~IGt8

si(OES~~

HE KEEPS THE Fl

CANDIES,

To~-~C;O~ AND FRUITS

- T O BE F OU " D I

Sboe Sto ye El. Maip St.
N 0 . 21 .

2 Door

E ' T AND FRE. HEST

YALPARAI 0. -

outh or the P. 0.,

asbington t.

LOCAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

W • G . LETHE){ MAN

D

L::::>II~r:::i_

..1.::'\.J \,...J

~~IS

T
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The oldest established and most
J r el iable drug store in Valparaiso .
Col'ncr llJain and Wai!ibiugton

MUDGE'S GlilclcERY

~GEO.

OF VALPARAISO,

T.

~ts.

MILLER,~

PROPlUE'l'OR OF

is known for miles around, as producing the highest grade of Photographic Art.

Livery, .IJOltrd and Sale Stables,
LA F AYETTE ST . 1 OPP . CENTRAL HOUSE,

VALPARAISO , IND .

Bloch's Laundry
Is The Place

-GOOD BIGS A.T BEA.SONA.BLE BATES. --

REASON

JAMES

B ELL.

BELL.

where you can get work done to suit.

BELL EROS.,
-GIVE US A TRIAL.-

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLES

AtencJ for an A. I. OJe House.

GOOD BIGS AT REASONABLE BATES.
E A ST MAIN ST., OPP. T.

a.

LOUDERBACK'S SHOP,

V .il LPA.BA.ISO, IND.

40 WEST MAIN ST.

~

R..C>S S

BANISTER.,
CASH Hardware pealers.

--STOVES AN D TINWARE , BUGGIE S AND HARNESS A SPECIALT Y. - -

Good Goods at Lowest Prices, our Motto.
38 WEST MAIN STREET,

VALPARAISO., INDIANA.

FNNEY & BARTHOLOMEW
carry a first class line of
FURNITURE,
PICTURE FRAMES,
AND MOULDINGS.

A 11

~i:n..ds

JOHN LEPELL,
Fine F-.•rnit·u .re,
MIRROR , PICTU R • FRAME ..

e>:f' 1\l.[eats.

The Very Choicest and Best, and at Low Prices.

J. W. SIEB, NO. 5 FRANKLIN '" T.
~

;71t.
'

•

mak es the best Pf/OT OCR APIIS and C/U YON
P OR TRA .ITS in all sizes aml styl es a t lowest p rice ·.
P lea e call and examine our ample wh •th r wi hlng work
or not.
o. 41 nlon . t.,
OLLE E HILL, aJparal u, Ind.

~---.J donc

•

J. R. P AGIN, DENTIST.
OFFI E

VER VAIL

J

LW

Y

THE SIUnENT.
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CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
'I'HE GREAT 'J'RUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all
points East and West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that
tickets read via above line, and secure comfort, speetl and safety at lowest rates compatible with first

cln~s

service.

N. B. - Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through the
Great International Tunnel.
GOING EAST.
10.

+

A.M.

8.

*
A.M.

24. $,4.

GOINH WEST.

*

12.

+

* [

6.

P .M.

P.l\1.

P.l\1.

P.M.

~0

1 15

;~

00

4 25

8 L5

P.M.

P.)L

P.M.

P.M.

1
2
4
5

3 n5

P.llf.
!) uo

8 40 11

-- -- -- -- -- -A . ~t.

11
12
3
!)

6

10
45
20
10

:w

20
35
30
40

20
8 20

7

uo

(i

9 3ll

ti 35

10 20

- - - - - - ---P.llf.
- 1·P.M.

10
12
2
4
5

30
00
40
00
03

·--

CH ICAGO
VALPARAISO
SOUTH REND
BA'I'TLE fJltEEK
LAN:-HNG
DURAND

A.M.

9 25

9 25

7 45

DE'I'l:tOIT

P.)l.

tP.M.

8 00

8 00

A.l\f.
fi 45

SAGINAW

-- -- -- -- --- --

- - - --

--

ao

9 56

8 50

12 25

P.M.

A.l\L

A.M.

P.M.

3 10

7 30

4 10

?.~I.

P.M.

A.M.

1

07

8 00

7 00

P.M.

P.M.

A.M .

!)

lO 00

9 00

P.M.

A . M.

A.M.

9 25 .

8 15

9 50

- - -·~·Datly.

ARRIVE .

LEAVE.

5.

*

13. t

23.$

,_ .

11.. ,_ •

A.M.

P.M.

P.M.

P.l\1.

450

700

9ao

P. M.

P.M.

P .~r.

4!1 4 30
20 t 511
15 12 25
02 10 3:)
05 9 30

7 lJ:l
6 20
4 30

A.M.

A.M.

7 30

7 37

9 4ii 1000

A.M.

A.M.

A.M .

A • .llf.

10 5 30
3!) 4ll0
uo 1 3fi
30 12 15
30 11 20

tl 45

7 05

5
3
1
11
10

- -1- - - 2
1
11
10
9

320

2 35

- - - - - - - - - - - - --A .M.
P.M. P.M.
+
t6 50 10 50
8 00 8 00
-- -- -- -- - -900

7 20

NIAGARA l!'ALLS
NEW YOHK

7 04 PHILADELPHIA
P.M.

1 (!0

BOSTON

*

A.M.

P.M.

PORT HURON

9.

P.M.

+P.M.

A.M.

9 00

-- -- --

755 It 18

7 55

-- --

-~

8 40

6 50

6 Oi 12 35

A.M.

P. l\1.

A.M.

2 45

115

800

P.M.

A.M.

P.~l .

\:1 15

10 30

P.M.

A .M.

A.~t.

(j

30

8 30

9 0{)

P.M .

A.M.

A.M.

7 00

8 30

900

t Dmly except Sunday.

$~unday

only.

Tlu·ougb Palace Slee ping cars between Chicago and New York-Trains 4, 6, 8, 1, 9, 7; Boston-Trains 4 and 5
Saginaw Valley-Trains 6 ancl 5; etrolt-Trains 6 and 5. Trains 8 and 7 run through solid between Chicago and
New York via Erie l~y. Meals served en rrute in splendid New Dining Oars.
For· time tahles, rickets, and further information, apply to JAMES McCREE, Agent, Valparnlso.

GEO. B. REEVE\

Traffic :uanager.

~£"HE

N.E W

W. E. DA. VIS,

Gen.

Pa!il~eugea•

and Ticket A.gt.

KI:MRALI..J PIANO.

Froo. t\ large number of tesUnLonfal in our po, ses ion, refon·iug to the excellency of the KIMBALL PIANO, we
tuke plensure iu quoting [by permission] the nAmes of a few well known musicians of Europe and Ameri<'a, who have
u,;e<l au<lrecummeuded the Kll\!BALL PlANO:
l!'lWM ADELlNA PATTI, "The Queen of ~ong."
FH0111 Cl:IAHLES KUNKEL. ''Tile well known Compos·
Ubfcago, Dec. 16, 1 !).
er and Pian! t"
·w. W. KIMBALL Co., Chicago, 111.
St. Louis, .Mo. Sept. 21, 1891.
Gem Iemen :-H gives me great plea uretotcstlfy to the
lliCI'ilt> O( LlHJ EW KDLBALL PLANO. It lHlS a wonderfully IY. IV. KUIBALL Cu., Chicago, 111.
I:! we •t aud t>YlllJl<LLh 'tic roue and suppons the voice in"
Gentlemen :-Accept my congratulations. A firm mak·
mu~t ~llhlfactory manner.
lug a nlano that places It in the front rank of plano milkers
FHUi\1 Ei\llL LIEBLING. "Chicago's Lea<Hng Phlnf t." !·to be, lndc 'll. cougmtufated. You make such a plano
Clticugu, April lltlJ l · '9.
anti! ttlkO pl •nsure in stntlng that I have always found
W. W. KDmALL Co., City.
UenllcnLCll: - l -our piano lm an excellent tuucb and the Lhc tune rellued, ·ympatbetic and uuurous, sati fying the
tOll\' is ]ll'rfeclly l'alil;tncLury and in th •sc twomo.sl import·
demand uf the tuo t fa 'lidiou · arti t. I wUI u ·e your pi·
aut j)lll'ticul:ll'S th e KL\ILIALL l'IANU Will COlll[ltll'e fttVOI'tl· anos at my cunccns whcre ·so·cver 1 chance to meet tll m
IJly with Lbo~e uf uldt'l' und well known umkes. I give lL
~\gain my congratulations.
IllY fullest indunHmlenL.
.AJ:'l"':O .ALSO
linuie Hank,
Lilli Lelmu1un,
Wesleyan College of ~lusfc, llfoomlngton, Ill.. t. Aloy·
In "chou!, 'llicngo. 111. Our Lady of Ang •l Seminary,
Sig. Ft·nuci co Tamagno,
Slg. Del Puente,
Lyons, Jnwu, Muont ' t . Jo epb Academy, Dubuque, Iowa,
Emil }o'l~li c r,
l\lux .llntrv,
Nortllcrn·lndfana Normal "' ·huol, Valparal.u. Ind., Bloom.
Paul Kafis'h
l\lme. Albaul,
mgton, ( 'on~erYatory of )lu ic, Bloomlngton, Ill., Grand
Frellt>rit'k .\n;ber,
Julius Perotti.
Italian Opem umpany, Mctropolltllll Opera Company.
Lllfitlll ~ ordlca,
'!g.•\t'tliti.
Do ton ltleal pera Company, and many other prominent
P . 8. Gilmore,
linn Balatka.
arrl ts. lllu trated 'atafogue maih•d.

W .. W . KIMALL CO.,
Office and\ areroom, Kl !BALL BUI DI TG1 243- 253 Waba h

ve., Chicago,

.!J)CA.L AD TIER TISEMEN TS.
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NORMAL BOOK STORE,
\1 a}paraiso, 11)dial)a,
--HAS OPENED I N - -

NE\XT BUIDDING
--WITH A N - -

STC>C~,

EN"L.A.R.G-E D
--CHIEFLY OF--

~iu:e rfoen~ § , ~ oak~
fyiu~

1n

in ~inc ~ indiug @, a nt:l cvct?~

fye hook line § uifa hlc f o r a

W E HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITIE S F OR

~~BOOK

MAKING, ~-rr--1"

Rulin~ , Printin~,

Binding,

We llfamifacturea line of TARS, SM LL BLA l S, STUDENTS'
OTE HC ors, l'El'ORTI NG BOOK', RAM 1AR BOOKS, SCRAT £I BOOKS, ETc. For use in schools.
Manufacturin~ Commercial Blnuks FOR THEORY IN SCHOOLS is our . pecialty.
Our
li ne f or School is worked on the; best paper and listed the lowest of any 'ommercial Blanks made.
T hey are now imitated by many other manufactures. To avoid this imitation, see that ea h sheet
of paper 1s \.Vater marked "'unny Side 1ills." In this line we make a jouK AI., L£o:T>(;ER, DAY
BooK and CAsH BooK, 40 pages ea., pre shoarcl cover, li:te<l at 10 cents each. In leather and
marble paper, board bindings, 12~ cts per quire.
'rown cap, heavy paper, leather h~lck and mar·
ble paper sides, over reaching covers, digit line ruling, .)1 and ~ page ccounts in Ledgers, an(l
indexed on edge, 167) cents per quire. Same in cloth in place of marhle paper, hut \\ ith leather
corners, 25 cent per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of
ote , Draft. , Receipt., ' h ck. and
othe r blanks have been so exten. ively called for that we are making engr:werl forms, giying the ap pearance of lithographic w rk. These are listed at 5· o per roo books, 36 in a hook. Our Bills
Payable and Receivable Bill Head Tahs and Bank Pas. Pooks are the same price, 5 cents each,

)!

EGI.'T PS,
·,A I

I

Dl IDUALI ED-

AL o,
AL.' LU.IBEF B
Spec ial ulings of any kind made to rd r.

ER •.

B. F.

~'RRI

' ,

I' ..

k-sellcr and . 'tationer
Valparai. , In
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THE STUDEN T.

''What roots These Mortals Be'' Unless TheJ BDJ aCataract.
''There's nothing new under the sun" that equals the Cataract.
Our No.8 stripped becomes our

Scorcher Saddle and Rat Trap Pedals when ordered. Brake and Mud Guards
furnished to be used when desired. Send for Catalogue for specifications.

-Pneumatic Tire, $150 . Father Time Beaten When You R ide a Cataract.

.@_ __
~---

c.

H.

SCHUB,==~

Importer and Jobber of all

VALPARAISO, IND.,

kinds of Bicycles.

A

Agent~
Advertising in leading papers wanted.

-

want d.

~ln g ln g

Ah~o

CHICAG .

salesmen to travel.

Send rates nncl circulation.

UNEQUALED MUSIC BOOK. For

D

MODEL TEXT ·BOOKS.

(.)asses, Etc .

GOOD LUCK,

nv

Houston' New Phy ical Geography.
Hart's

omposition and Rhetoric.
merican Literature.
ivil Government.

base . .
ha e

~T

tuart' Latin Grammar.
tuart's Fir t Year in Latin.

ha e c.:'.,. tuart

ew Illu trated

ha e J

las ical

tuart

resar.

rie

Trimble's Hand Book of Literature.
Ilnuston'. ~ 'cw Phy icnl (;cngraphy i u ed in
the .. -,,rthcrn Indiana 'nrmal . 'ch ol.
o

K c otain
l!l2 png , i
b <1. Pri only tlO nt .
S . W. STRAUB & CO. , P u b.,

' ir

L

tit

243 S tate St. , CHICAGO , ILL.

1

Elded.ge

& pros. 1

PHILADELPHIA , PA.

AlJYERTISING lJEPARTMENT.

fJICTrJ:'ElL
J., ~ ~. ~~'ATE.
N ~H k Ch
"le ewJor . icago~st.1ouis R.R

'rh,

l"lO.

1.

12 00 )I.
7 10 P. 111.
9 fil)

..

11 10

..

6 4!) A.M.
..
"
11 10 "

8 44
10 30

12 30
1 50
3 01
3 43
4 :16

5 51

P.M.

..
••
••
..

No.

3.

6 30 A.
9 15

10
1
2
3

M.

"

24 ..
2!1 P.M.
()() ..
02 ..

3 ll3
a4 2()
r>S

••
"

0'2

..

5 37

"

I)

5 57
6 ~1
fl 548 10

..

The following is time corrected to Dec. 13, I 89 I.
Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Sta·
tion, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. Y., L. E. & W.
Ry. Station, Buffalo.

.1 TRAINS DAILY

GOING WEST.
LOCAL.

..

..
,,
,,
"

I

7

GOING EAST.

Except Surulay.

No. 2.

BUFFALO.
CLEVELAND.
BELLEVUE.
:FOSTORLA.
NEW HAVEN.
Fl'. WAYNE.
SOUTH WHITLEY.
CLAYPOOL.
MENTONE.
ARGOS.
KNOX.
SOU1'H WANATAH.

fl 00 P.M.
10 55 A. ~r.
8 15 ••
6 50 ..

VALPARAl~O.

HOBART.
HAl\tMOND.
CHICAGO.

No.
!l
li
!i
2
l

4.

2() 1'. ~[.

45

..

20

"

Ol
4·!'i

"
,,

12 :16
12 06
]] 41l

II 2l
10 40

A. lf.

"

10 Oil
!) 46
!) 21

R 4!l
7 ar,

READ THIS SIDE DOWN.

LocAL.

fl or; P. ;u.
..
,,
..
12 ao "
10 40 A.M.
9 07 "
8 Hi "
'; 1:1 H
6 06 ..
3 !i8
2 20
1 17

ItEAD TH£!:1 SlOE UP.

Through tickets to all points on sale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates for any
class of tickets desired. Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIA MS,
General Supt.,

B. F. HORNER,
General Passenger Agt.,
CL E V ELAND, OHIO.

Tea,chers

~a,:r.~..ted!

If you are preparing yourself, or have prepared yourself, for the great work of teaching, you will
want a position in September next. We shall be pleased to assist you, if you will let us hear from
you. We refer with pleasure to over 40 former graduates and students of the Northern Indiana
Normal, whom we have located in the last two years. We have a large patronlge, all through the
West and South, among the best village and city schools,Normals, Academies, olleges, Etc.
Send for manual, blank, etc. Address,

C. J. AL RERT, Manuger, The Scllool und College Bureau, EI. . MHURST, IJ,L.

D o yoltJ want to make the best use of' your time rp
D o you want a live and practical book on teachinf!?
Do you want some f1·esh exerci. es.
IF SO, W E CAN HELP Y OU.
1.00
WELCH'S "How T
TUDY",
A book for self-improvement in school or home.
WELCH'S "How TO RGA TZE, LA SIFY A. D TEACH A
UNTR
' H OL",
I.OO
GuRNE 's NEw OPE 1. G ExER I ES,
r. oo
All new and timely books written by su cessful teachers.
To any new subscriber to THE TUD · NT, we will furnish either of the above
books for 1. 35·
THE STUDENT Iyr.,
We furni. h
th
I.
Any one of the above books,
I.OO
F R

251

~I

In ordering by mail 5 cents must be added for postage.

a~~u.~~

THE STU DENT, 1

llcL~pL a Ex

THE STUDENT.
JUST
PUBLISH ED .

JOHNSTON'S CICERO'S ORATIONS AND LETTERS,

Octavo, 814 pages, extra cloth, with separate text for class room, 327 pages.
It is the most complete school edition ever issued, in fullness of introduction, amount of text
and extent of notes.
Pennit us to call attention to
The very complete life of Cicero and analysis of the Roman Commonwealth.
The selection of Orations- those grouped around the conspiracy of Cataline- thus enabling the
student to become familiar with historical conditions.
The introduction of Cicero's Letters to give variety and acquainr the student with epistolary
literature, and with Cicero's Social Life.
The arrangement of notes on same page with text, doing away with useless turning of leaves.
That the text omits disputed readings, being plain and readable throughout.
That all matter in introduction, notes, vocabulary and indexes is inserted for the benefit of the
tmde?'graduate student.
The full Index , by means of which topical and inductive study may be carried on.
The separate text for recitations.
The introduction price is $1.25, prepaid, and a full set of the texts for t)le class is supplied free
to the teacher when the adoption is made.
Already Published IN THE INTER-COLLEGIATE LATIN SERIES.
BELLUM HELVETIUM, by Lowe and Butler. $1.00. The ideal beginner's book as it prepares directly for the reading of Cresar and saves the student at least three months time in his first
year's work.
_LOWE & EWING'S CJESAR. Notes and special vocabularies on same page with text, and
a separate text for class room. Introduction price $1.25.
IN LATINUM. Professor J.D. S. Riggs. A manual of Latin Prose work based on the first
four books of Cresar. so cents.

Sample copies mailed on receipt of introduction price .
.fiLBERT, SCOTT lf CO., Educational Publis/ters,
106 JJ,.abaslt .!.lvenue., OIJIC.!I.GO., .ILL.

JUST THINK OF IT!

FR.EE!

GIVEN AWAY!

V A L U E , $125.00.
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, with Am eri ca n Additi ons and Revisions thoroughly Americani zing and Revising this great work to 1891, including Biographies of noted Living
Persons, by W. ll. DePuy, D. D. LL. D., the widely known Encyclopedia editor. This edition,
w!th its thorough equipment of NEW MAPS brought up to date, makes

TH.E MOST COMPLETE ENCYCLOPEDIA THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN.
fl!

'A~ r!f' "UA~TQ V,'U"~~ _We have determined that no one. can off l'r furth e r· ex cuse for not owning this

ill Ail &IUil

~

6V

WAil

i!~llll 1

Monarch of Encyclopcdht •

\ nr c fort crm of our wontll'rful oll' r.

20,506 P ages ! 10,643 Illustrations . 671 Maps and Plans . A Digest of the Libraries of the world! COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED. Costing Originally to
Produce over Threa Million Dollars.
HOW TO SECURE IT WITHOUT ONE DOLLAR OUTLAY ADDRESS,

STAR PUBLISHING OMPANY .. 76 Montgomery

t., Jersey City, N. J.

ADVERTISING DEPAR T MENT .

9

' I advi e all parent to have their boys and girls taught shorthand writing and type writing.
A stenographer who can type write his notes would be afer from poverty than a great Greek scholar."-CH RLE · READE, on "The Coming Man."

rr l le IIigllCSt:;
l ) evelo}->men.t; of" t.J-.. e
~riting Mac~ hirt e

is tl1 e

Remington $tandard Typewriter.
The only award made by the Paris Exposition for improvements in typewriter
mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. \V. K. Jenne, the superintendent of the Remington factory.

-

The W. S. &B. PARAGON RIBBONS are warranted to give Satisfaction.-

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
.

Vl\LP.ARAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·
I t is thereby in direct communication with Chicago on the west, with P lymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, Delphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
·
Massillon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains Pullman Sleeping and Dining cars are carried via Valparaiso to
PITTSBURG,
BALTIMORE,
WASHINGTON,
PHILADELPHIA,
NEW YORK
For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
GEO. A. DODGE,

Ticket Agent, Val par aiso, Ind. ,
.JOSEPH

WOOD~

E. A. FORD,

General :Man ager,
GE:'ner al Passenger Agt.
Pittsburg, Pa.

175 MONROE STREET , CHICAGO.

Cfhe ~enn pitman
8!fstem of Phonog~aph!f
IS THE

Am~ricnn S~st~m

of Shorc~nrtd.

To supply the increasing dem an d for stenographers, schools of s h ort h and and typ e- w riting have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions , all business colleges nowhave a "department of shorthand." A number of systems are taught, but
Utat or Benn f-»itmun is more gen.
erally used than any otlter in this
cou/ntr1J., and tnay be called tlte
"''.Jimerican System."-Extract from the
Report of the Commissioner of Education (Wasltington, D. C. ), for the year I 887-88, page 927.
If I were starting to learn Phonography now,
I should get Benn Pitman's Manual and other
books and follow them.-Dennis F.Murphy,Of-

jicial Reporter of the U.S. Senate. (See PHONOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE, Vol. V, page IO$-April,
I 89I.)
Send for complete catalogue and specimen
pages of all phonographic publications.
A liberal discount w ill be made to all schools a nd to
teacher s of P h onography, and special prices w ill be
quoted for introduction and exchange . Add ress

THE PHONOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE

IO

TUDENT.

Arc you going on a Bicycle tour?--lf so, write
M~gcaW@ ~~~@ ~@ffi@~~O~~ O~~@lr@$~0~~ j©lr Jf©Mo
The CATARACTS have the simplest and best chain adjustment in existence.
They have an improved anti-friction roller chain-they lead.
They have the best material.
They have the best workmanship.
They are the ACME OF PERFECTION.

.@_--c . H.
~---

VALPARAISO
&

SCHUB,==~

A
N

SOUTH BEND, IND.

D

CHICAGO.

Send for catalogue of wheels from $5o up.
We are very liberal with good, LIVE AGENTS.
Address f-ll .mail to SouTH BEND, IND.

ADVERTISING .DEPART.A£ENT.

REGULATE THE

STOMACH,

LIVER~~\)

BOWELS,

- AND -

PURIFY THE BLOOD.
A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR

Indigestion, Biliousness, Headache, Constipation,
Dyspepsia, Chronic Liver Troubles, Dizziness, Bad
Complexion, Dysentery, Offensive Breath, and all
disorders of the Stotnach, Liver and Bowels.
Ripans Tabules contain nothing injurious to the most delicate constitution. Pleasant to take, safe, effectual. Give immediate relief. Sold by
druggists. A trial~ottle sent by maU on receipt of 15 cents. Addres.:;

THE RIPANS CHEM!CAL CO.,
New York City.

• Believing.''
''.Seeing IS
And a good lamp
must be simple; when it is not simple it is
not good. Simple, Beautiful, Good-these
words mean much, but to see "The Rochester"
will impress the truth more forcibly. All metal,
tough and seamless, and made in three pieces only,
it is absolutely safe and unbreakable. Like Aladdin's
of old, it is indeed a "wonderful lamp," for its marvelous light is purer and brighter than gas light,
softer than electric light and more cheerful than either.
Look for this stamp-THE RoCHESTER. If the lamp dealer bas n't the genuine

--~~-.. Rochester, .and the style you want. send to us for our new illustrated catalogue,

and we wtll send you a lamp safely by exJlress-your choice of over 2,000
Ifft1'tLiva~rieties from the Largest Lamp Store in the World.
ROCHES:a'EB LAliiP C0. 1 4~ Park J.»laee, New York ()l&J•

~*

''The Rochester.''

11

THE STU.!JENT.

I2

STUDENTS' LOCAL. DIRECTORY.
T.: The l uhli her recommend ·, and guarantee

fair dealing n. the art of every one notice;:}

in thi. I irectory.]

PHYSICIANS.

n.
Cor.

L. W. 'LI,Jf T, 1. n., Hom •opaLhle Phy lchtn and
or. ~~ tn and Franklin :-ltl!.

or·

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

DENTISTS.
U •• H . N.

It, ·,,, 11 J.; . Main

UE .~.·

:t.

SEE ADV.

llP.I!: AD\' P.RTlSE lENT.

Dr.. ,J. R. PAGL,

SEE ADV.

LIVERY STABLES.
GEO. T. 1\IILLER, Lafayette St., opp. C •ntml House.
EE ADV.

WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
W. H. V IL,

~o.

'i Main

t.

SEE AlJV ,
SR!t AD\".

.J. A. WALKE(. Jllamonds, \ ntchesaud Fine Jewell•y.
Cor. Main and Washington ts.

GROCERS.
W. G. WTNDLR, S. E. Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.
SEE ADV,

o.

W . H. 1c L RE, For·m r·Jy with Elgin Watch Co.
21 E. , fain St.

BARBERS AND HAIR DRESSERS .
.J. T. MASSEY, Ladles and children's hair· cutting. Ra·
zorSJlUt in ortler. Hot and Cold Baths. No. 6 W. M:alu St.

GUNSMITH.
A. PARK • Gun, Rcvolver·s, Ammunition, Cartridges,
Guo to rent, Key of all kind tlLtetl, Trunk repait·ecl,
mbrellns r paired and covered ucw.
No. 10 . Washington St.

L. MAS EY, Tiait· cutting, Shampooing, and Razors put
in order. Good workmen. No. 3 E . Main St.

INSURANCE.

FURNITURE AND PICTURE FRAMES.

1\f. L . McCI. ELl,AND, mnkes a speclnlty or Life, l!'lre,
A · Jdeot aud Plate GlasR lnst.mmcc. H.ept· senling only
tlrst c1!1s companies.
No. We t M·\ln St.

,JOHN LEPELL, No. 43 E. Main St.

SEE A])V.

FINNEY and HARTHOLOMEW, No. 21 Franklin St.
SEE .A:DV.

/

BOOKS.
B. F. PERRl ' R,

LAUNDRY.

o. 111-115 College Ave.

SEE ADV.

THE LIGHTCAP CU. , No . 101-103 College A.ve.
SEE A])V.

L. W. Bl-OCH, Nq. 4U W. Main St.

SEE ADV ,

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.
ROSS and ·.I3ANISTER, No. 311 W. Main St.

SEE.A:DV.

DRUGGISTS.
CLOTHIERS.
A.. C. SMl.TH, No.3 Fmnklln St.

W. C.

LETH~RMA.N ,

Oor. Main

SEE .A:DV.

and Washington Sts.

SPECHT and FINNEY, No. 11 E . Main St.

SEEADV.

CONFECTIONERY.

SEE ADV.

S. J. SUMMER, No.9 Washington St.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
J. F . TALCOTT, No. 9 E. Main St.

SEE ADV.

MEATS.
SEE ADV.

J. W. SIEB,No. b Franklin St.

SEE A])V ,

Going to be in the City

:1

L_ w tbv ? You will want a FIH,'T CL\.\' Hotel,

•

Rates $2.00 Per Day.

on'
Book"I,
Book II,

-

•

u10

rd

•

Director of Music in the Public Schools of New Haven for Twenty-five years.
30 cents
Book III,
- 35 cents
Book IV,
-

I

so cents
75 cents

A systematic course of Music Instruction in four books,

adapted to eight grades of school.
It is

SIMPLE, and can readily be taught by the
regular class teacher.
It is

SciENTIFIC, aiming to impart a thorough
knowledge of music principles, and teaching children not merely to sing, but to
read music fluently.
It is

PRACTICAL, embodying the best results of the
author's long and valuable experience as
a music instructor. In the City of New
Haven, Prof. Jepson's pupils, taken from
any public school in the city, sing oratorios and other classical music with the
ease and certainty of trained choristers.
It is

SYSTE:\tATIC, presenting one idea at a time,
and elaborating that well before proceeding to the next.

Some of the places where Jepson's
--Music Readers are in use--

NewYork City.
Troy, N.Y.
Hartford, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Wilkesbarre, Pa
Pottsville, Pa.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Burlington, Iowa.
Toledo, Ohio.
Streator, Ill.
Findlay, Ohio.
Appleton, Wis. ' Lawrence, ·Kas.

Il is

PROGRESSIVE, advancing· step by step from
the primary grades to the highest class
of the high school.
•·The teachers are enthusiastic in praise of the
Jepson houks,and find them more progressive and
inspiriting in character than any mus1c lmoks we
have ever used uefore."-II. \V. CO\ll'fl):'i,Sup't
of Schools, To!t:dc>, Ohio.
It is

eccE ·sFUL wherever it has been given a fair

trial, and has produced the most gratifying results.
"Since the introduction of Jepson's Standard
Music Course into our schools, the boys have astonished me with their zeal and interest in singing, as well as in their ability to read their parts.
The music lessnn receives as much interest o.md
attention in our sdwnls as any other study in the
curriculum."-\\'. A. Ot:UE':'>,.'·)ufo'r~'i.ror of Jfusic, To/edt' Fu/1/i£' Sdwt•ls.

This is a common experience where
Jepson is used.
ll is

IH;>;IDES ).!Ai'Y OTHERS.

OTHER POPULAR MUSIC AND
SONG BOOKS.
FoR SYSTEMATIC MUSIC

J NSTRUCTION.

LOOMIS'S PROGRESSIVE MUSIC LESSONS.

Book!. ..................................... ::'014
nook II,............. .. .... .. .. . .... .. .. . .
1~
nook III............. . . . .. .... .... .......
:!5
Book I\T, . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
Rook "f, . " . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. ..... ..

GlePand

Choru~

nook, . .. . . .

. . . .. . .. . . ..

4=3
i2
1'4-

FoR ScHOOL RooM EXERCISE IN
VocAL Mus1c.

The Song Wtn·e, ............................ 011.1
'l'he Wa\'(•let (an t\brhhrement of above) ... ::!.2
Howliston's Child's Sung Book,...........
2-i
Xational ~chool ~imn•r, .. .• .. . . . ... •.•... . :JO
Pars••u'..; CaH,.:tlwnic ::'ongs. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •>
Phillip::'s Dny ..:chool Singer. . . . . .. . .• . . . . . au
Ryan's Voculi,;;t, ·· ·· · ··· ·· ·· ···•·· ·•·· ··· 1;o
Smith's l'mC'tical ~lu;;il: Rea•1er. .. . . . . . . . . 40
Zundel and Ryan'-. ~ch ol Harmoni,t, . . .
;;o

as it consists of four books
only, and requires no expenditures for
· l .
c h arts, or f or specta Instructors.
Copies sent to any address~ prepaid. on receipt of prices given. Corre ·pondence with reference to examination and introduction is cordially in\"ited.
EcoNO~TICAL,

AMER CA
NEW YORK.

BOO
CHIC GO.

BO::-il'

.,
TJ. \. rT.\.

